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Propositionsattached tothethesis
"Control ofFluidizedBedTeaDrying"byStephen Temple.
1) Toreally understand aprocess,amathematical modelmustbedeveloped inparallelto
an instinctive feeling for what is going on. If only one of the two components is
present,wilddeviations from reality arepossible.
2) Limitations on aprocess suchasdrying, duetophysical laws and properties, mustbe
understood before research onbiochemistry andquality aspectscanproceed.
3) Teadryingisnotjustremoval of water.
4) Tea dryer design is not a new art and has wider repercussions - where tea drying
leads,otheragriculturalprocesses follow.
5) The more efficient a process engineer makes an operation, the more difficult thejob
ofthecontrolengineerbecomes.
6) By setting the boundaries of a system to cover more of a process, the control system
may be used to manage the disturbances rather than control the effects of the
disturbances, therebyusingfewerresources.
7) Theconstantratephaseof dryingisapropertyofairflow ratherthan product.
8) Sophisticated control methods require sophisticated hardware and software for
implementation; thismakes off-the-shelf PIDcontrollers attractive even wheretheory
indicates thatthey areinadequate.
9) Control settings designed for stability are not necessarily optimal in terms of
deviations.
10) Controller performance measures such as ISE, gain and phase margins which are
important for oneapplicationmaybefound insignificant inothers.
11) African agriculture cannot improve until farmers choose their profession, rather than
itbeingthelastresort.
12) Without email or rapid, cheap communications, collaborative research between
continents isalmostimpossible.
13) "Timing Toast":
"There's anartofknowingwhen,
nevertrytoguess,
toastuntilitsmokes,
thentwenty secondsless"
PietHein,MoreGrooks,HodderPaperbacks, 1968
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Summary
Tea is animportant crop in several tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world. All
ofthevariousmethods ofprocessingtearequire dryingasamajor partoftheprocess,
when the moisture content isreduced from about 70%to 3%wet basis.The duration
of the drying process needs to be kept as short aspossible to avoid losses in quality,
butthetemperaturestowhichtheteaisexposedmustberestrictedtoavoiddamageto
the quality. For a large proportion of the world's tea, and in particular in Southern
Africa, dryingtakesplace inafluidized bed dryer.
The problem addressed by this study is the variation in moisture of the dry tea
discharged from fluidized bedteadryers.Theobjective istodevelopacontrol system
to achieve a reduction in this variation in discharge moisture content. As with many
agricultural operations,the lowvalue oftheproducemeans that high cost instruments
for processmonitoringarenot feasible commercially.
Currently dryersaremanually controlled, andthestandard ofcontrol offinal moisture
leaves much to be desired. There is a very sparse literature on tea manufacture, so
before proceeding to a control system, the basic drying and fluidizing properties of
teawere established by experiments to determine equilibrium moisture relations,thin
layerdryingcharacteristics and fluidization characteristics.
Equilibrium moisture values at drying temperatures were found to be very similar to
published values determined for storage purposes of dried tea. Thin layer drying was
found tobe unexpectedly dependent on air flow velocity, but this could be explained
by comparison of the particle characteristics with the properties of grain and other
materials commonly investigated in such experiments. Fluidization of tea particles
was found to be satisfactory only over a narrow range of superficial air velocities,
ruling out air flow rate as a control variable. Further experiments established some
limits for exposure of the drying material to elevated temperatures to avoid loss of
qualitybut generatingtheblackness andassociated reactions required.
Todevise acontrol system for fluidized bed drying, asimulation model ofthe system
wasrequired. Thefirststep inthe simulation model development wasa mathematical
drying model for tea. This model was validated against some independent thin layer
drying experiments, and the elements of the mathematical model were incorporated
into a simulation model. The basic model simulates abatch fluidized bed dryer, with
afixedquantity of dry matter on thebed. This wasvalidated against an experimental
batch fluidized bed dryer. Good results were obtained but a calibration factor on the
drying rate was found to be necessary to allow for the change from thin layer to
fluidized bed.
Thesimulation model wasextended toallow for theinflow of fresh material, building
the material up to the level of the top of the discharge weir, then allowing excess
material to be discharged over the weir. Because a commercial continuous flow
fluidized beddryerdoesnotoperateasawell-mixed system,butapproximates toplug

flow, it was necessary to place several blocks representing well-mixed systems in
series to simulate this condition. The continuous flow model was validated against a
pilot-scale continuous dryer in the Manufacturing Research Facility, and a full-scale
commercial dryer. The same calibration factor was found to apply as in the batch
fluidized model.
Use of the simulation model revealed several operating characteristics of the dryers
that had previously been suspected, but could not be quantified. The model formed
the basisfor design of acontrol system.Thefirst stagewas simplemoisture feedback
with a PI controller, which is difficult to implement in practice, as on-line moisture
measurement is expensive and not very accurate. The use of a simple temperature
feedback system could partially compensate for disturbances, but only to a limited
extent. Large delays were found in the model, so dead time compensation using a
Smith Predictor improved the controller. To improve on the limited performance of
the temperature feedback system, an inferential estimator was designed. This
provided similar performance to the moisture feedback system, but with simpler,
lower costmeasurement requirements. Some simplification ofthe standard inferential
estimator could be achieved by using only gain ratios in the calculations, rather than
full transfer functions. Comparing Bode plots of the full system with those of the
simplified system validated this approach, allowing the controller to be implemented
usingoff-the-shelf hardware.
The robustness of the control system under varying operating conditions was
investigated. The controller tuning values obtained by standard methods such as
Cohen and Coon or Ziegler-Nichols were found to become unstable under certain
conditions. Adifferent method of obtaining controller settings was devised, based on
the simulation model. Gain margin, phase margin and integral squared error values
were mapped onto axesof controller gain and integral time.This allowed selection of
settings that could provide acceptable gain and phase margins while giving minimal
integral squared errorvalues.Thevalues determined bythis method were found tobe
stableoverthewholerange ofoperating conditions modelled.
Afurther useofthe simulation model wastomake acomparison ofthetypesofdryer
commonly used in the industry, and some other types. The fluidized bed dryer with
recirculation was found the best compromise. Themodel wasalso used todesign and
build an end-point determination system to switch off a batch fluidized bed sample
dryer when the sample was dry. The only manual input was the weight of material
beingloaded ontothedryer, andthepressing ofabuttonto startthedryingcycle.
The study required otherwork tobecarried out, including the calibration of moisture
measurement systems, the determination of some physical properties of tea and
development of electronic systems for instrumentation and control. Furthermore
several numerical approaches to improve the simulation model of the fluidized bed
were explored inanattempttoeliminatethecalibration factor.
This study was carried out to provide a means for reducing the variation in moisture
content for tea discharged from a continuous fluidized bed dryer. Experimental work
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determined the drying characteristics of tea, and these formed the basis for a
mathematical model ofthedrying processwhich was validated. Acontroller with the
design based on simulation studies was shown to greatly reduce the moisture content
variation. Both the model and the controller were shown to be insensitive to changes
inthe main variables. It isexpected that the controller can be successfully introduced
intoindustrial practice.Thisisthenextstep.

Samenvatting
Thee iseen belangrijk gewas inverscheidene tropische en subtropische gebieden. Na
het plukken van de theebladeren worden deze fabrieksmatig verwerkt tot het product
dat de consument gebruikt. Een van de belangrijkste processtappen in de verwerking
is het drogen waarbij het vochtgehalte van thee wordt teruggebracht van 70% naar
3%. De duur van het drogen moet zo kort mogelijk gehouden worden om
kwaliteitsverlies te voorkomen, maar het gebruik van hoge temperaturen om de
droogtijd kort te houden heeft ook nadelige gevolgen voor de kwaliteit. Door het
gebruik vanrelatief mildetemperaturen eneen korte verblijftijd bieden geflui'diseerdbed drogers de mogelijkheid om aan de hoge kwaliteitseisen tegemoet te komen. Dit
is de reden waarom een belangrijk deel van de theeproductie in de wereld, en vooral
inzuidelijke deel vanAfrika, metdittypedrogerwordt verwerkt.
Geflui'diseerde-bed drogers worden nu handmatig bediend en geregeld, en de
beheersing van het eindvochtgehalte laat veel te wensen over. Het ontwikkelen van
eenregelingvoorzulkedrogers ishetonderwerp vandit proefschrift.
Uit literatuuronderzoek bleek dat er maar weinig kwantitatieve literatuur over de
verwerking van thee beschikbaar is die direct gebruikt kon worden voor het
ontwikkelen van een regelsysteem. Daarom is het onderzoek gestart met het
experimenteel vaststellen van een aantal theeeigenschappen die van belang zijn bij
het geflui'diseerd-bed drogen. Deze gegevens zijn gebruikt als uitgangspunt voor
vervolgexperimentenenomeendroogmodel tebouwen.
Uit de experimentele resultaten blijkt dat waarden voor evenwichtvochtgehaltes van
thee onder droogcondities overeen komen met eerder gepubliceerde waarden die
gevonden zijn voor bewaarcondities van gedroogde thee. Uit dunne laag
experimenten volgtdat dedroogsnelheid vanthee onverwacht gecorreleerd ismethet
debiet van de drooglucht. Door een vergelijking te maken met droogeigenschappen
van graan en andere veel onderzochte agrarische producten is een verklaring voor dit
resultaat gevonden. Flui'disatie van theedeeltjes blijkt erg gevoelig voor het
luchtdebiet en daarom kan maar een kleine variatie van het luchtdebiet worden
toegepast. Dit maakt het luchtdebiet ongeschikt als variabele om het proces mee te
regelen. En verder is het regelbereik van de luchttemperatuur, waarbij geen nadelige
gevolgen voor de productkwaliteit optreden en voldoende zwartkleuring van thee
bereiktwordt, vastgesteld.
Het ontwerp van een automatisch regelsysteem voor geflui'diseerde bed drogers is
gebaseerd op een simulatiemodel. De eerste stap in de modelontwikkeling was het
opstellen van de mathematische vergelijkingen gebaseerd op massa- en
enthalpiebalansen, en vervolgens de implementatie van deze vergelijkingen in een
simulatieprogramma. In dit programma is de dunne laag (niet geflui'diseerd)
droogvergelijking gebruikt. Validatie vandit model voor een geflui'diseerd bed droger
die batchgewijs bedreven wordt toonde een systematisch verschil, maar na het
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toepassen van een calibratiefactor opdedroogvergelijking vooreen dunne laagiseen
zeergoede overeenkomst tussenmodelenmeting gevonden.
Het simulatiemodel is uitgebreid voor geflui'diseerde bed drogers die continu
bedreven worden. Dit model simuleert de gehele procesgang die begint bij een lege
droger welke eerst gevuld wordt en, zodra de thee de ingestelde hoogte van de
"overloop" bereikt heeft, alseen continu proces bedreven wordt. Omdat commerciele
geflui'diseerde bed drogers niet de karakteristieken van een geroerde droger hebben
maar veel meer die van een propstroom, is dit model samengesteld uit een serie van
gemengde drogers. Dit model is gevalideerd voor metingen verricht aan de semiindustriele productie installatie vande Tea Research Foundation, en een commerciele
theedroger van een theefabriek. In beide gevallen werd dezelfde waarde voor de
calibratiefactor gevonden alsvoordeexperimentelebatch droger.
Het gebruik van het simulatiemodel leidde tot een kwantitatieve onderbouwing van
verschillende niet gebruikelijke droogcondities en verder is het gebruikt voor het
hoofddoel van dit onderzoek, namelijk het ontwikkelen van een regelsysteem. De
eerste stap daarbij was de evaluatie van een standaard teruggekoppelde Pl-regeling
voor het vochtgehalte. Maar omdat on-line vochtgehalte meting duur en
onnauwkeurig is, is deze regeling niet aantrekkelijk om te implementeren. Het
alternatief, een directe terugkoppeling van detemperatuur van de lucht die de droger
verlaat, is maar gedeeltelijk in staat om verstoringen in het proces te compenseren.
Ondermeer het voorkomen van significante "dode tijden" inderegelkring beperkt de
kwaliteit van deze regeling. Dit probleem wordt ondervangen door het toepassen van
een "Smith-predictor". Deregeling isnogverderverbeterd door gebruik temakenvan
een "inferential schatter", dit is een algoritme dat op basis van onder andere de
temperatuur van de uitgaande lucht verstoringen in het vochtgehalte schat. Hiermee
wordt een vergelijkbare regelprestatie mogelijk als met de directe
vochtgehalteregeling. De kosten van dit alternatief zijn belangrijk lager dan die van
dedirectevochtgehalteterugkoppeling enbovendien eenvoudigte implementeren.
In standaard "inferential schatters" worden volledige overdrachtfuncties toegepast,
maar op basis van Bode-diagrammen bleek dat het gebruik van de stationaire gain
ook voldoet. Deze eigenschap maakt de implementatie van de "inferential controller"
eenvoudig enkan gerealiseerd wordenmet standaard apparatuur.
Eenbelangrijk criterium voorhet gebruik vanregelaars is robuustheid. Dit isdemate
waarin zij voldoen onder varierende proces- en productcondities. De
regelaarinstellingen diemet deZiegler enNicholstuning regels gevonden zijn blijken
onder bepaalde procescondities instabiel te worden. Daarom is een nieuwe tuning
methodetoegepast dieook gebruik maakt vanhet simulatiemodel. Combinatie vande
gain- en fasemarge, en het geintegreerde kwadraat van de regelafwijking uitgezet
tegen de gain en integratietijd van de regelaar leverde een alternatief tuning resultaat.
De resulterende waarden leveren een stabiel regelaargedrag voor de hele range van
relevanteproces-enproductcondities.

Het simulatiemodel is ook gebruikt om een vergelijking te maken van verschillende
in de theeindustrie toegepaste theedrogers. Hieruit bleek dat de geflui'diseerd-bed
droger devoorkeur verdient. Verder ishet model alstool gebruikt bij hetontwerp van
een automatische sturing van een batch-droger voor laboratorium toepassingen. Na
hetinvoerenvanhet gewicht vanhettedrogen product, wordthet droogproces gestart
enautomatisch gestopt alshet gewensteeindvochtgehalte bereiktis.
In dit onderzoek zijn diverse nevenaspecten aan de orde geweest. Dit betreft onder
meerde calibratie van meetapparatuur voor het vochtgehalte inthee,debepaling van
fysische eigenschappen van het product, en de ontwikkeling van de
elektronicacomponenten nodig voor de instrumentatie en het regelen. Tevens is
nagegaan of door het toepassen van andere numerieke benaderingen de
calibratiefactor geelimineerdkanworden.
Ditonderzoek wasgericht ophet ontwikkelen vaneenmethode omdevariaties inhet
eindvochtgehalte van thee, die in gefluidiseerd bed installaties gedroogd wordt, te
beperken. Bij deontwikkeling daarvan isgebruik gemaakt van eenwiskundig model.
Diverse droogeigenschappen die nodig zijn voor dit model zijn via experimentele
wegvastgelegd en bovendien is het model gevalideerd met onafhankelijke metingen.
Door simulaties met het wiskundige model uit te voeren is een procesregeling
ontworpen diedevariatiesinhetvochtgehalte vantheeaanzienlijk beperkt.Zowelhet
model alsde procesregeling bleken ongevoelig voor de belangrijkste variaties die in
het droogproces kunnen voorkomen. Daarom wordt verwacht dat de volgende stap,
de introductie van de procesregeling in industriele omgevingen, met succes
uitgevoerd kanworden.

1Introduction
Although some herbal products are marketed as "tea", only teas manufactured from
the shoots from the Camelliasinensisbush should really be sold astea. Camellia was
originally aplant of thejungle understory, inthe region between Assam in India and
China. It is now cultivated widely around the world, mainly in tropical and subtropical regions. In the Southern African region, the Tea Research Foundation
(Central Africa), based in Malawi, is responsible for research activities. The tea
growing areas in the region covered by TRF (CA) is shown in Fig. 1.1. The tea
growing areas normally receive some rain almost every month, unlike many areas in
the region which have a dry season from April toNovember. The first tea bushes in
Malawiwereplanted intheearly 1890s,andthecrophasdeveloped sincethen.

Fig.1.1 Teagrowing areasin Southern Africa
1.1 Tea growing
Bushes were originally grown from seed, but almost all recent plantings are
vegetatively propagated from specially selected source bushes. Such teas are known
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as clonal, because all bushes are genetically identical. A recent development is the
commercial utilisation of grafted plants, using for a rootstock plants selected for
vigouranddrought resistance andforthe scion ahighquality andhighyieldingclone.
The cuttings are propagated in a nursery under shade, and planted out into prepared
holes in the field at about 18 months old. Without irrigation, the bushes take 5 or
more years to reach their maximum yield; irrigation can speed up the rate of
development dramatically. The bush can produce new shoots almost indefinitely if
managed properly; there are bushes almost 100 years old in Malawi; however, as
newer clones with higher quality and greater yield become available, it is prudent to
replacetheoldervarietiesoncetheyare30to 50yearsold.
Harvestingthecrop
The harvested part of the tea bush is the young, growing shoot comprising two or
three leaves and the apical bud. Once a shoot has been harvested by plucking, a new
bud on the stalk starts to develop. During the main growing season in Malawi, the
time from bud initiation to reaching a pluckable shoot is 42 days. This period is
influenced by temperature and light conditions, so will vary in different parts of the
worldandatdifferent altitudes.
Pluckers will return to the same bush every 7, 10/11 or 14days to pluck shoots that
have grown to a pluckable stage. This means there will be 6, 4 or 3 different
generations ofshootonthebush atanyonetime,respectively.
As plucking proceeds through the season, the height of the "plucking table" will
increasewiththe growthofthe stems.Every few years,pruning iscarried outtobring
this plucking table back down to a normal level, and to encourage the generation of
newbranches.
When the shoots are plucked, the moisture content is between 70% (in dry weather)
up to over 80% in wet weather when the shoots are growing rapidly. In Malawi,
yields of manufactured tea from one hectare can range from 1500 kg of dry,
manufactured teafor seedlingteato9000kg for irrigated clonaltea.
In regions such as Kenya, where the tea is grown at high altitude with a well
distributed annual rainfall, the crop yields hardly fluctuate from month to month. In
Southern Africa the crop is grown at lower altitude where the rain is more seasonal
and the temperature higher, there can be 90% of the annual yield produced in four
months.Qualitytendstobelowerunder lowaltitude, fast growingconditions.

1.2 Research into tea
World-wide there are several organisations looking at tea including well known
institutes in Japan, China, India, Sri Lanka, Kenya and Malawi. The majority of the
research effort goes into fieldwork: agronomy, physiology and plant breeding. Partly
because of the high cost of equipping a research processing facility and associated
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biochemical instrumentation, very little systematic work has been carried out into tea
manufacture. Instead much of the processing work is carried out in commercial tea
factories or in miniaturised processing units where full control of the conditions is
difficult to achieve. The more sophisticated studies into manufacture have concerned
Orthodox and Green Teas, which concern whole leaf (see below). The literature on
the processing of macerated teas as made in Southern Africa is sparse, and on some
topicsisnon-existent. Thereisnoquantitativeworkintheliteraturedirectlyrelatedto
thedryingofmacerated blacktea;theclosestquantitative studiesrelateto equilibrium
moisturedetermined for storagepurposes.
Plucked shoots

Withering

Steaming

Primary drying

Maceration

Roll

Secondary drying
Fermenting
Final rolling

Drying

Drying
Drying

Japanese
green tea

Orthodox
black tea

CTC or LTP
black tea

Fig. 1.2 Flow diagramforthe manufacture ofJapanese green tea,Orthodox and
CTCblackteas.
1.3 Tea manufacture - green and black teas
Tea can be processed in two main ways (Fig. 1.2). For green tea, enzymic action is
killed off very early in the process using dry heat or steam but for black tea the
enzymic oxidation is an important part of the process, termed by tea makers as
"fermentation" although it isnothing ofthesort
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The majority ofteaproduced anddrunk roundtheworld isblack tea;2028thousand
tonnes of black tea and 582 thousand tonnes of green tea were produced in 1996
(International TeaCouncil 1997).AllofJapan's production, 71% ofChina's, 75%of
Vietnam's and20%of Indonesia's production isgreen tea,which makes up98%of
world green tea.A flow chart showing the main processes in three types of teais
shown inFig. 1.2. From this point on,alldiscussion will refer toblack teaonly,and
Fig. 1.3illustratesthe sequenceofmachinery usedinthemanufacture ofblacktea.
1.3.1 Withering
After plucking, tea shoots are collected and taken to a factory for processing; it is
important that minimal damage occurs to the shoots at this stage from heat or
mechanical handling,asthiscanaffect thequality ofthefinal product.
On arrival at thetea factory, the shoots are spread out in layers generally no more
than 300 mm thick, so that air can be blown through the leaf mass to stop the
temperature rising from respiratory heating, andtoreduce themoisture content. This
process istermed withering. Thetarget moisture content attheendofthe withering
phase will depend onthemethod of cell disruption to be employed, but will range
from 72%downto55%moisture content. During withering, which cantake between
4 and20hours in normal circumstances, biochemical changes occur which canbe
advantageous to quality, although research findings are contradictory. When
atmospheric conditionsaresuitable,ambientairisused forwithering,moved through
the shoots byaxial fans. Ifthe ambient humidity issohigh that therate of moisture
loss is inadequate, the air is heated before being blown through the leaf; this is
avoided whenever possible asthe effects aredeleterious to quality. Theduration of
withering will depend as much onthe factory loading as anything else; it is often
forgotten that withering ismainly astockholding operation buffering theleaf supply
from plucking which occurs indaylight only,tomanufacturing which takes place for
23 hours per day in peak season. Some systems separate the stockholding and
chemical change phase from the moisture removal phase. The "chemical wither"
takes place in deep tanks, upto 2 metres in depth, withjust enough ventilation to
avoid self-heating oftheshoots.
Witheringisessentiallyabatchprocess,although attemptshavebeenmadetoemploy
continuous withering machines. Thebatch nature ofthe process allows for different
moisture contents ofleaf arriving at random times during theday;it also allowsfor
manufacture of similar types of leaf in sequence, even though their arrival atthe
factory isinterspersed with othertypesofleaf.
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Fig.1.3Schematic diagram ofLTPblacktea manufacturing process.
1.3.2 Rollingormaceration
After withering, the shoots are rolled or macerated to break up the cell structure,
releasingthe enzyme systemstostartthe "fermenting" process. Rolling isusedinthe
"Orthodox" method oftea manufacture, andresults inwhole leaf tea. Todisruptthe
cell membranes, awither down toabout 55%moisture isrequired before therolling
process.Thealternative system involvescuttingtheleafintoparticlesof1 mmorless
in size, while totally disrupting the cell structure mechanically during the cutting
process. The original method for this process was the Cut, Tear and Curl(CTC)
machine, but in Southern Africa the Lawrie Tea Processor (LTP,derived from a
hammer mill) iscommonly used. In 1996,Asia produced 760000tonnes ofCTCtea
against 670000ofOrthodox while Africa produced 375 000tonnes ofCTCand LTP
butonly8000ofOrthodoxtea.
1.3.3 Fermentation
After rolling or maceration has broken down the cellular structure of the leaf, the
enzymic fermentation process starts.Airisintroduced into thebulk ofthe dhool(as
the macerated leaf isknown) for cooling andtoprovide theoxygen required forthe
various reactions taking place. Some ofthe more important reactions taking placeat
this time aretheoxidation ofcatechins followed bycondensation toform theaflavins
and thearubigens. Thedhool colour will change from green tobrown asthereactions
takeplace.
Depending onthe enzyme activity level in the leaf, andthe dhool temperature,the
fermenting stage cantake from 45minutes to over twohours to reach the optimum
quality level. Iffermenting istooshort, theremaybeunused catechins,orinadequate
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levels of thearubigens; if too long, then the desirable theaflavins are converted into
thearubigens. Drying arrests fermenting; if the early stages of drying are slow then
accelerated fermenting reactions deleterioustoqualitymaytakeplace.
1.3.4 Drying- energy sources
Tea is universally dried by convective drying employing hot air; some experiments
have been carried out with radio-frequency heating, vacuum drying and other
techniques but hot air is the only practicable method on a commercial scale. The
source of hot air may be from a flue gasto air heat exchanger ("stove"), from steam
to air heat exchangers where the steam comes from a boiler fired on fuel-wood or
coal,orfrom directapplication oftheproductsofcombustion from oil,gasor gasified
fuel-wood.
The boiler and steam system is the most capital intensive and least fuel efficient, but
it is easier to maintain a stable temperature. Control of temperatures in a boiler
system ismostoften bymanual observation oftheboiler pressure gauge;occasionally
a thermostatic modulating valve may be fitted to one of the radiators in a bank. As
thereisheat exchange between the flue gases and steam,then between the steam and
air,there aremoreopportunities for inefficiency.
Stoves are mostly used with the older type of dryers requiring an inlet temperature
around 100°C;the old cast irontypes are now difficult to maintain and there isroom
in the market for the design of a new heat exchanger. These are intermediate in fuel
efficiency between boilers and direct firing. Because there is less thermal mass than
in aboiler system,temperatures areless stable;control ismanual,by observation ofa
hot airthermometer.
Both stoves and boilers are commonly fuelled byfirewood,most often ofEucalyptus
spp. grown on marginal areas of the tea estate. Very high yields of wood (upto 120
m /ha per year mean annual increment) can be obtained in tea growing areas with
high rainfall.
Direct firing (without any form of heat exchanger) using oil or gas is uncommon in
Africa asthese fuels are not locally produced and are therefore expensive relative to
fuel wood. To use the exhaust gases from burning wood is liable to taint the tea
unless very hightemperature, efficient combustion is used. Toensure this occurs,the
wood may be pyrolysed ("gasified") and the gases are then burnt to produce an
exhaust gas at a very high temperature. To be usable for drying, cold air must be
blended with this exhaust to give suitable inlet temperatures. The thermal mass in
such a system is minimal, and without an automatic control system the temperature
would be impossible to control. PID controllers are used to operate the combustion
air dampers and the ambient to flue gas blending valves to obtain a stable
temperature. As there are no flue losses with this system, the energy efficiency is
highest.
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To demonstrate the quantities of water to be removed and wood to be burnt, the
schematic diagram Fig. 1.4 illustrates that for every ton of tea leaving the factory,
approximately 9 tons of material enter the factory. The balance of 8 tons comprises
water vapour and flue gas, all of which is carried away in the atmosphere. The
electrical requirement is not shown here, but can form almost half the running costs
ofatea factory.

water

5 tons
green leaf
80% moisture

o oo o
70% moisture
water A^earbon dioxide
steam_

1ton made tea

3% moisture

4 tons
firewood!

Fig. 1.4.Schematic diagram ofmassflowsinatea factory
1.3.5 Drying- changes inthetea particles
The dhool is fed into the dryer at around 71%moisture content wet basis, with a
target final moisture of 3%. This means that every 100 kg of dhool fed in will
produce about 30kg of madetea. Chlorophyll breakdown and Maillard reactions due
to the temperature in the dryer will result in the brown colour changing to black,
which isdesirable, but ifallowed to proceed attoo high atemperature will result ina
"bakey" or "high fired" off flavour, detracting from quality. If there is excessive
mechanical action rubbing the tea particles against one another or against the
machinery, the leaf hairs which may contain some of the flavour chemicals will be
knocked off the tea particles and lost with the exhaust air; this is known as loss of
bloom.
1.3.6 Drying- types ofdryer
There are two types of dryer in use in the tea industry; the first has been used since
1907and isknownastheECP(Endless Chain Plate orEndless Chain Pressure) dryer.
The second isthe fluid bed dryerthat wasfirstdeveloped for tea inSri Lankain 1974
(Kirtisinghe 1974).
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The ECP dryer (Fig. 1.5) consists of four or more conveyors made up of perforated
metal trays attached to roller chains oneither side. The dhool is fed into the top tray,
andemergesfrom thebottom tray.

Dhool in

Wet air exhaust
k

k

k

k

id

Hot air
inlet

Dry tea out
Chain^plates
Fig. 1.5. Schematic diagram ofECPdryer.

Effectively, thistypeofdryer is acombination of crossflow and countercurrent, with
the driestteameeting thehottest air.Theexhaust airwillbecloseto saturation, sothe
air is used very efficiently. There are three main drawbacks with this type of dryer;
the inlet temperature is limited to the maximum that the dry tea can be exposed to
without loss of quality. The air meeting the new dhool is almost saturated, so the
dryingrate atthispoint is lowbut thetemperature ishigher than used for fermenting;
this can lead to unwanted reactions and loss of quality. Finally, the hot drying
chamber contains moving parts that are in contact with the tea, cannot be lubricated
andaredifficult tomaintain.
The fluid bed dryer is mechanically much simpler, in its basic form (Fig. 1.6)
consisting of a perforated bed plate,through which hot air rises, surrounded by side
plates which contain the drying material. The dhool is fed at one end; at the opposite
end thesideplate islowerthan all the others and acts asaweir. When the tea level is
higherthantheweiritwill flow outovertheweir.
Because the air flow rate through the bed fluidizes the particles in the bed, the
material willfinditsownlevel andmaterial fed inatoneendwill causematerial tobe
discharged at the opposite end. It is essentially a cross flow type of dryer, with the
samehotairmeetingall thematerial inthedryer.
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Wet dhool feed

ed of drying material
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Fig.1.6. Basicfluidbed dryer
At the wet end, drying will be rapid and the air use efficient, leading to a saturated
exhaust. Evaporative cooling keeps the tea particles at a low temperature, avoiding
quality loss. At the dry end, because the drying rate is limited, the air will pick up
little moisture and will not be used very efficiently. Improvements on the basic dryer
include having twoor more separate air supplies, generally withhotter air atthe feed
end where drying can be more rapid and cooler air at the dry end where loss of
quality can occur. To improve the efficiency of air use, the exhaust air from the dry
end, which is far from saturation, can be recycled through the heater units once any
lightparticleshavebeen removed.
Thefluid beddryer looksavery simplemachine, butbecausethematerial beingdried
is changing in density and moisture content as it passes through the dryer, its speed
and drying rate will be very difficult to estimate. It is suspected that the time taken
from making achange in conditions to reaching a stable operating point isat least 20
minutes,makingmanual control difficult.
1.3.7 Sorting
After drying, the fibrous particles from the stalk and leaf midrib are separated from
the black tea particles by electrostatically charged rollers. This process works best
when the relative humidity is very low and the tea is hot and dry, so is carried out
immediately after drying. Vibrating or oscillating screens are used to sort the black
teaparticles intovarious sizegrades.
1.3.8 Storage and packing
To consolidate a batch of a single grade of tea for sale, the sorted teas are stored in
bins where the moisture absorption will be less than if exposed to the atmosphere.
Once enough tea has accumulated to pack a batch, it is loaded into multi-wall
aluminium foil lined papersacksready for saleand dispatch.
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1.3.9 Qualities ofteas
Flavour or character of tea arises from volatile aldehydes, which are mainly formed
from fatty acids and chlorophyll breakdown products throughout the process. Some
of these compounds are desirable, others detract from the value. They are more
prominent in high grown teas, and are not important in Southern African teas at
present.
The actual colour of the tea liquor without and after adding milk is assessed as a
quality parameter. Different colours arerequired for blending. Brightness isan aspect
of colour which is assessed separately, the opposite of which is termed dull. A dull
liquor can arise from excessive fermenting or a slow start to drying. Thearubigens
contribute alargepart ofthecolouroftealiquors.
Briskness is a mouth-feel characteristic of tea, mainly dependent on theaflavin
content.
Although thepurchaser ofteabagsdoesnot seethe colour of theblack tea, tea buyers
require a black rather than a brown colour. Contributions from chlorophyll
breakdown products, gallic acid andMaillard reactionproducts form theblack colour.
Particle size and packing density are important parameters in terms of how well tea
bag packing machinery can handle the product. If it cannot be filled into teabags
rapidly andtakesuptoomuch space inthebag,itcannotbe used for thispurpose and
loosesvalueaccordingly. Particle sizeisdeterminedpartly bythecutting process,and
together with density,bythe amount ofshrinkage insubsequent processes. Withering
canaffect density byshrinkage before cutting.
Bloom is assessed by inspection of the dry black tea. If the leaf hairs, or the dried
products of fermentation, have been knocked off the tea particles by excessive
mechanical handlingwhendry,theteawill look greyratherthanblack.

1.4 Theneedfor controlsystems inteaprocessing.
Tocompete on the world market, atea producer needs tobe able to offer for sale tea
of a consistent quality, at a moisture content low enough to prevent loss of quality
during storage and distribution. An increasing demand is for a particle size and
packingdensity suitablefor usewithhigh-speed teabagmakingmachinery. Although
it has not yet been taken up by the industry, it is likely that buyers will insist on
quality management systems such as the ISO 9000 series. During the production
process costs must be kept down; in common with many primary producers, the
power of the multi-national buyers squeezes the profit margins of the producer to an
absolute minimum. Control systems may be able to maintain product quality while
reducingproduction costs.
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1.4.1 Withering
The main objective of withering is to remove moisture from the shoots to a defined
target level,while maintaining quality. Control is achieved by controlling the airflow
through the bulk of tea shoots,normally asan on/off control.Theminimal amount of
energy should be used, and as this is mostly electrical energy, the cost implications
are important. Withering ismainly carried out as abatch operation with the endpoint
determinedbymanual observation.
Developing a control system for withering which could manage fan operation for all
withering troughs in a factory, minimising the electrical energy and maximum
demand for electrical energy would be very useful, but would depend on a predictive
method asthe sensing for feedback operation isnot simple to implement. Aproject at
Tea Research Foundation (Central Africa) is looking at some of the possibilities for
predictive control.
1.4.2 Fermenting
Thevariables to becontrolled infermenting arethe airflow through the dhoolandthe
time onthe fermenter. The airflow settings are limited to a maximum where dhool is
blown out of the fermenter, and would be difficult to determine automatically.
Fermenting time is determined by finding apeak of quality, which could possibly be
achieved by some type of on line sensing. No such system has yet been devised,
although current work at the Tea Research Foundation (Central Africa) is
investigating someoftheoptions.
1.4.3 Drying
Theobjective ofdrying isprimarily achieving atargetmoisture content, with minimal
use of energy and the minimal loss in quality. As the discharge from the dryer is a
continuous stream, finely macerated and relatively homogenous, on-line moisture
measurement should be possible using near-infrared techniques. If such a method is
not feasible for commercial use, the temperature profile within the dryer might be
usedtoinfer themoisture contentvalue.
Airflows can be varied quite simply by the use of dampers in the supply duct; more
energy efficient methods such as variable speed drives or inlet guide vanes are more
complex butcouldbeused oncethecontrol system hasbeen validated.
Thermostatic or electrically controlled valves on the radiator banks can control
temperatures onaboiler/steam radiator system.
The fluidization and drying characteristics of tea have not been published in the
literature, atleast for black CTC typeteas.The fluid bed dryer is apopular method of
drying, but is little understood by itsusers.Themethod of operation is determined by
trial and error in practice. As the system takes some time to stabilise after an
adjustment has been made this is not easy. To illustrate this, Kandappah and
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Samarasingham (1991)published the results ofasurvey of dryer discharge moistures
inSri Lanka,which areshown inTable 1.1.
Table 1.1.Therangeofmoisturecontent (%) ofdryermouth teas
Factory
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Mean
3.23
5.93
2.48
6.70
3.06
9.77
5.37
2.50
10.33
2.82
12.20
2.33
3.93
3.41
7.65
6.30
3.26
7.80
5.62
4.54
4.18
5.86
6.98

S.D.
1.07
3.16
0.67
1.70
1.29
8.38
1.21
0.65
3.38
0.34
7.04
0.85
1.33
1.81
1.99
1.52
0.30
2.64
3.43
1.00
1.57
1.42
1.89

Noof observations
4
7
8
7
8
13
7
7
9
5
7
10
10
10
10
10
5
10
5
10
5
12
5

It isclear from this table that of the 23 factories, only factory 10and factory 17were
controlling moisture anywhere near the specification of 3% ± 0.5%.Factories 1,3,8
and 14 had an acceptable mean value but a high standard deviation while the
remaining 17 factories were failing to dry their teas anywhere near the target
moisture. The worst two had a mean of 9.77 with standard deviation of 8.38 and a
mean of 12.2 and a standard deviation of 7.04. Clearly this problem must be
addressed.
The only reports covering control of tea drying describe work with green tea. Yin
Hongfan et al (1988) derive a relationship between leaf temperature and moisture
content,then usethisto implement predictive control.Their conclusion isthatthereis
a substantial economic benefit. Yoshitomi and Sumikawa (1995)describe asystem of
supervisory control for each of the six sub-processes in Japanese green tea
manufacture. At each stage several parameters are measured, and flow rates,
temperatures andmachine speeds controlled.
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1.5 Problem definition and objectives
Control offluid bed drying shouldbe investigated. If asuitable method ofcontrol can
bedetermined, it should berelatively simple to implement byattachment of electrical
actuators totheexisting manual controls.This study aimstoinvestigate the feasibility
of automatic control of the fluid bed dryer. Initially a three-stage dryer with a single
outlet weir should be considered; once this system has been investigated, other
configurations will involveminor modifications.
Anapproachtothetopic through modelling cangive generally applicable results,and
if the model is configured in a suitable fashion, modules can be arranged in various
waystosuitdifferent configurations ofdryerfound incommercial tea factories.
Todevelopamodelthere needstobeabetterunderstanding oftheprocesses involved
in drying tea. The driving force for drying is often taken to depend on the difference
between the actual and the equilibrium moisture content relative to the drying air
conditions. There is no literature on howthe rate of drying of macerated tea depends
ontemperature andairflow, aswell asotherfactors suchastype ofcutand variety (or
clone) oftea.Work isrequired to understand the effects ofthe variables intea drying
onthedryingrate.
In a fluidized bed dryer, the fluidization of the bed will depend onthe characteristics
of the material and the airflow. Again there is no literature relating to the airflow
requirementsfor fluidization oftea,soworkmustbecarriedoutonthistopicalso.
Once these factors have been quantified, a mathematical model and a simulation
model of fluid bed drying can be developed and tested against practical dryers. The
simulation modelcanthenbeutilised inthedesignofacontrol system.
Theobjectives ofthis studyare:
• Investigatetheequilibrium moisturerelationsoftea.
• Investigate factors affecting thedryingrateoftea.
• Investigatetheairflow requirements for fluidization oftea
• Investigate how tea quality is affected by drying conditions, to avoid adverse
effects
• Developamathematical and asimulation modeloffluid bedteadrying.
• Investigate thefeasibility ofacontrol system for fluid beddryers.
• Comparedifferent typesofdryer intermsofefficiency and controllability
An outline of the work is shown in Fig. 1.7. Other ancillary work will also be
included, for example todetermine an effective means of measuring moisture content
ofteainanon-lineorat-linesituation.
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Fig. 1.7. Scheme of work
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2EquilibriumMoistureContentofTea
2.1 Abstract
A method of measuring equilibrium moisture content relations for tea was
investigated at temperatures from ambient up to 90°C used in drying. The method
used a high temperature chilled mirror dewpoint meter with the sample in a sealed
chamber in a temperature-controlled oven. Computer control is essential for the
system and made it possible to detect stable conditions and tomove tothe next setof
measurements. As a consequence the time needed for collecting data for sorption
isotherms was significantly reduced in comparison to the saturated salt solution
method. In this study the equilibrium moisture content of Central African tea under
drying conditions has been measured. No consistent rate of change with temperature
could be determined. Several isotherm equations were fitted to the data, and the
Guggenheim Anderson de Boer model was found to give the best fit. Validation
measurements of the equilibrium moisture content of tea to compare the dewpoint
meter method with the usual saturated salt method on ungraded black teas gave
comparable results.

2.2

Introduction

Equilibrium moisture content is defined as the moisture content of a hygroscopic
material in equilibrium with a particular environment (temperature and relative
humidity). Values from equilibrium moisture studies are important for knowing how
a material absorbs and loses moisture during storage and for defining the storage
conditions in order to obtain the best quality product. Moreover, simulation models
for dryer design, dryer optimisation and control for several agricultural products use
the difference between the actual moisture content and the equilibrium moisture asa
measure for thedriving force for drying.
During the manufacture of black tea, the macerated leaf (termed "dhool") which has
undergone "fermentation" in tea terminology (actually enzymic oxidation) is then
dried from around 70%w.b.moisture content to atarget moisture content of 3% w.b.
Some sorption of moisture during sorting and packing takes place so the packed
product remains below 7% w.b. As the moisture content is reduced to such a low
level compared to most agricultural products, equilibrium moisture content (EMC)
playsaparticularly important roleattheendofdrying.
Previous studies have looked at near-ambient conditions for storage of tea.
Jayaratnam and Kirtisinghe (1974a, 1974b) used saturated salt solutions to determine

*Published asTemple SJ; van Boxtel AJB(1999). Equilibrium moisture oftea. Journal of Agricultural
Engineering Research 74(1), 83-89.
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the EMCvalues for asorted black tea at20°C.Thevathasan and Samaraweera(1985)
used an electronic meter sensing air humidity to measure water activity of samples
taken during drying, at temperatures between 20 and 24°C. Water activity is an
alternative method of describing equilibrium relative humidity, and is expressed asa
percentage. Their work was extended (Thevathasan & Samaraweera, 1989) by
separating the drying particles into different size grades and measuring the water
activityof individual sizegroups separately.Nosignificant difference wasfound over
a particle size range of 0.5 mm to 1.68mm. Studies on black teas from Kenya using
the saturated salt method were carried out by Dougan et al.(1979). Hampton (1992)
givesothervaluesbutthe gradeandtypeoftea isnot given.
Thedatafrom these studies needstobefitted toamathematical model for ease ofuse
in drying work. Parry (1985) reviewed various approaches to modelling equilibrium
moistures for grain and concluded that theoretical and semi-empirical models were
not generally applicable over the entire range of relative humidity, recommending
that empirical fits beused for greater accuracy. Lomauro etal.(1985)attempted to fit
data from tea to various equations, concluding that the Guggenheim-Anderson-de
Boer (GAB) model (Bizot et al.1983) showed the best fit, followed by the Oswin
(1946)model.
Drying of tea generally takes place under elevated temperature conditions. The
product temperature ranges from 30upto 90°C under extreme conditions. Therefore,
to explore and predict the behaviour during drying of tea its equilibrium moisture
content must be determined for a range of temperatures and relative humidities.
Although inthe literature equilibrium moisture data ontea ispresented, it isnot clear
whether these results are valid for tea of other origin, for tea samples under drying
conditions and for tea manufactured by the method used in the Central African tea
factories, or whether sorted and unsorted samples behave in the same way.
Determination of the equilibrium moisture of Central Africa ex-dryer (unsorted) tea
andcomparisonwith available dataistherefore of significant importance.
For some environmental conditions, the product submitted to the saturated salt
method used by many workers in this field takes many days to reach equilibrium,
evenforfinelydividedproducts such asblack tea.Thisrestrictstheuseofthemethod
to lowmoisture content samples,otherwise fungal growth changes the characteristics
ofthe material. Another limiting factor with this method isthat many of the salts are
only characterised over a narrow band of temperature near ambient. Finally, because
of its long equilibration time,the saturated salt solution method isnot very attractive.
Therefore, a fast computer controlled measurement method was designed and
evaluated. The objective is to produce data on equilibrium moisture of tea in a form
that can be used in modelling the drying process, and should therefore be simple to
calculate.
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2.3 Materials & Methods
The tea used for these studies was Camellia sinensis var. assamica, grown and
processed at the Tea Research Foundation (Central Africa) by the Lawrie Tea
Processor (LTP), continuous fermenter and fluidized bed dryer method commonly
used inthe SouthernAfrican region.
The saturated salt method controls thehumidity ofthe air inequilibrium with thetest
material for acertainrangeoftemperature values.Analternative method toobtainthe
equilibrium moisture content is based on a device where the moisture content of the
sample isknown and asmall volume of air reaches equilibrium with it.The device is
a sealed container with a small volume of air.The sample is placed inthe device and
thentherelativehumidity oftheair atequilibrium ismeasured. Electronic sensors are
available for relative humidity measurement, but none can approach the accuracy
required,particularly atlowrelativehumidity,orbeused attemperatures over60°C.
There are few methods for measuring thehumidity of air at drying temperatures.One
uses a modified wet bulb psychrometer (Rocha & de Faria, 1992) but, as the
instrument modifies the air, it is not suitable for this application. The only method
remaining is dewpoint metering; recent developments have extended the range of
conditions under which measurements may be made up to dry bulb temperatures of
95°C and to a maximum dewpoint depression of 40°C. This instrument (Protimeter
DPS515)wasemployed inthecurrent study.
The apparatus for equilibrium relative humidity determination is shown in Fig.2.1.
The sample was placed in a steel sample container, with a stainless steel mesh
thimble maintaining adequate air space in the centre at the top for the dewpoint
sensor.Apart from the space forthesensor,the container wasfilled asfull aspossible
with the sample. The container lid, into which the dewpoint sensor was fitted, was
then screwed on to the top of the sample container, with the threads sealed with
polytetrafluoroethylene (ptfe) thread tape. The whole sample container was placed in
a precision temperature controlled oven (stable to better than 0.1°C) at ambient
temperature.Thevolumeofair inthe samplecontainer was approximately 1/50 ofthe
volume oftea, sothat any change in moisture content of the air had negligible effect
onthemoisturecontent ofthesample.
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Fig.2.1.Schematic diagram oftheequipment forfast determination of
equilibrium moisture
The dewpoint meter took readings of airtemperature and dewpoint temperature, then
calculated values for relative humidity on a cycle time of about 90 s; a computer
logged these valuesvia the serial port and acustom program monitored and recorded
the values. To avoid the effects of pressure influencing the dewpoint measurement,
the sample container was equipped with a narrow bore vent tube, connected to a
length ofplastictubing outsidethe oven.Thetubewas longenough sothat any water
vapour lost from the sample chamber was condensed in the tube and was not lost to
the system.Theplastictubingwasapproximately lmlong, withtheend section folded
backonitselftoform aseal.
To obtain readings at varying moisture, samples were taken from a continuous flow
fluidized bed dryer. Once a sample was taken, it was placed in a sealed container of
approximately twice the volume of the sample. It was allowed to equilibrate for at
least two h, with frequent mixing, to ensure even distribution of moisture. Samples
were then taken for moisture analysis using electronic moisture balances that had
previously been calibrated against the standard oven method. At least three moisture
determinations were made; if three agreed to within 0.1% moisture, no further
samples were taken. If there was greater deviation, more samples were taken. This
was particularly necessary for the wetter samples because the high drying rate in the
dryermadetaking asampleofuniform moisture contentmore difficult.
Following several trials, it was determined that if there were 20 readings with
identical values for relative humidity (i.e. a stable period of 30 min), subsequent
readings would not change by more than 0.1 percentage point relative humidity
providing the temperature was stable. This was the maximum resolution of the dew
point meter, so the criterion for equilibrium was adopted as 20 identical readings
taken consecutively. Oncethe computerhad loggedthese20identical readings,itsent
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a signal to the oven controller to increase temperature by 5or 10°,depending on the
controller setting. The computer would then wait for another 20 identical readings.
Once a temperature of 95°C was reached (the dewpoint meter limit), the oven
temperature would ramp no further, and manual intervention was required to
terminatethetest.Theduration ofatestwasintheregion of24h,whichwasnotlong
enough for fungal growthtodevelop.Duringeachtest,datawere collected equivalent
toatleast 15experiments usingthe saturated saltmethod.
Initially, a reducing temperature ramp was also used to determine the extent of any
hysteresis effect, and onearly runs thevalues were found tobe significantly different
totherisingtemperature regime,buterratically so.This was eventually tracked down
to moisture leakage from the sample container at high temperatures, when there is a
high vapour pressure gradient between the sample container and the air in the oven.
Oncethis problem had been fixed, using high temperature silicone sealant where the
probe entered the sample chamber, no difference was found between the increasing
temperature tests and the decreasing temperature tests; the decreasing temperature
regimewasnolonger used asnohysteresis for temperature couldbe detected.Asthis
method only required minute transfers of moisture between sample and air, no
significant sorptionordesorptiontookplacesonohysteresiswouldbeexpected.

Table2.1

Saturated salts usedforequilibrium moisture experiments;

valuestaken fromWexler(1993)
Salt
SodiumhydroxideNaOH.H20
Potassium acetateKC2H3O2
Potassium carbonate K 2 C0 3 .2H 2 0
Magnesium acetateMg(C2H302)2
Ammonium sulphate (NH4)2S04
Zinc sulphate ZnS04.7H20
CoppersulphateCuS04.5H20
Lithium chloride LiCl.H20

Relativehumidity, %
(5
13
44
65
81
95
98
11

Asthe instrument used could not handle dewpoint depressions greater than 40°C,the
values at the low moisture end of the measurement range were evaluated by the
saturated salt method. At these moisture contents below 5%w.b., fungal growth was
notaproblem. Several sampleswereplaced inopen sampletinsinsealeddessicators,
each of which contained a tray with the saturated salt. At weekly intervals, the
solutionswerechecked toensurethatboth crystals and liquid solutionwerepresent in
the tray; if either was low, that component was topped up.After a month one of the
samples from each dessicator wastested for moisture content, and this procedure was
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then repeated at weekly intervals until no more change could be detected. The salts
usedwereAR grade,andarelisted inTable 2.1.

2.4 Results
The data shown in Fig. 2.2 were obtained from saturated salt experiments at an
average room temperature of 25°C, using unsorted (dryer mouth) teas from the
production line of the Manufacturing Research Facility at Tea Research Foundation
(Central Africa). Results from other workers are also shown in Fig. 2.2 for
comparison.
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Fig.2.2.Comparison ofequilibrium moisture contentvalues from thisandother
work,bythesaturated saltmethod,taken atbetween 15and35°C.Apolynomial
fit isshown toallthedata points combined, xJayaratnamandKirtisinghe
(1974a);0JayaratnamandKirtisinghe (1974b);ADougan etal. (1974);D
Hampton(1992);'this work
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Fig.2.3.Equilibrium moisture isothermsfrom dewpointmeterdata.
Fig. 2.3 shows the results from the dewpoint meter studies as three isotherms, each
representing over 90 data points. The difference between the 40°C and 60°C
isotherms is greatest below 20% ERH and between 50 and 80% ERH, and least
between 30 and 50% ERH and over 80% ERH. Between the 40°C and 80°C
isotherms, the difference is consistent up to 75% ERH, and decreases above that
value. As the relationship here is clearly not uniform, it is not possible to define a
temperature dependency oftheisotherms.
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Fig.2.4.Rateofchangeofequilibrium relativehumiditywithtemperature asa
function ofequilibrium moisture content.
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The data were also analysed as the rate of change of ERH with temperature for each
sample moisture content tested (Fig. 2.4). Although there is a visible trend of
decreasing rate of change with increasing moisture content, the relationship is not
well defined.
Fig. 2.5 compares the values of ERH, averaged over the whole temperature range
from the dewpoint meter method with the average values for all workers using the
saturated salt method. Both methods give comparable results, with the dewpoint
meter indicating lower moisture content for a given relative humidity. Third order
polynomial lines are fitted to demonstrate the trends for the two sets of data. The
difference between the average below 60°C value and the average of all values is
small enoughnottomakeany difference inpractice.
In Fig. 2.5, each point in the saturated salt data represents the average of all values
reported by all workers at this relative humidity. On the dewpoint meter data, each
pointrepresentsthe averagevalue for alltemperatures for oneexperiment only.
Although in previous figures, polynomials were used to illustrate the data, it is
important to test the fit of the datato more commonly used relations for equilibrium
moisture content. Lomauro et al. (1985) report results for some equations fitted to
dataonagricultural produce includingtea.
The coefficients a, b, and c were found which gave the minimum mean relative
deviationand standard errorofestimate.
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TheHalsey equation (after Lomauroetal, 1985):

M =\

lna„
a

(2.1)

whereawiswateractivity.
TheGABequation [rearranged byLomauroetal.(1985)after Bizotetal.(1983)]
abc

M=

(2.2)

(l-crh)(l-crh+bcrh)
TheOswin equation (Oswin, 1946):
(2.3)

M =a
KX~rHJ

TheHenderson equation (rearranged from Henderson, 1952):

M=

Polynomial:

ln(l-OV

M =ar. +brk +cr.

(2.4)

(2.5)

Here, /-/,is equilibrium relative humidity, M the moisture content wet basis and a, b,
and c are constants depending on the material. The values for the constants and
statistical errortermsareshown inTable2.2.Wateractivityawisequaltotherelative
humidityexpressed asadecimal ratherthan apercentage.
Table2.2

Constants anderrorterms infitting ofisotherm equations

Equation

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Residual
Mean
Standard
(a)
(b)
(c)
sumof
relative
errorof
squares deviation estimate
1.26
696.7
Halsey
6.34
6.599
0.1402..
0.507
Oswin
6.54
27.27
0.0962
1.306
0.4031
GAB
6.71
0.878
16.76
0.08072
1.023
0.957
Henderson
-0.123
23.47
0.1474
1.211
0.295
31.94
Polynomial 0.0000816 -0.00787
0.1162
1.413

Inthe Halsey, GABand Oswinequations,the residuals wereleast atthe lowmoisture
end of the scale. The poor mean relative deviation values for the Halsey and
Henderson equations are due to some large residuals with high moisture samples
whichdidnotoccurwiththeotherequations. Somebiaswasobserved inthe residuals
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for the Halsey equation. Fitting the same constants from the dewpoint meter data to
the saturated salt data gave better standard errors for the Halsey, but slightly worse
for GABand Oswin (2.17, 1.77 and 1.97 respectively).
Theresultsfor the GABmodel produce the bestfit,followed bythe Oswin model,as
wasalsofound byLomauroetal.(1985).
As the standard method for moisture measurement in tea is an oven method
(International Standards Organisation 1980) measuring loss in mass at a temperature
of 100-105°C, anyteainequilibrium with air atover 100°C isdefined ashavingzero
moisture content. Thus the equilibrium moisture of tea with ambient air heated to
over 100°Ciszero.

2.5 Conclusions
These studies on unsorted (dryer mouth) tea extended the span of temperatures for
equilibrium moisture values from ambient to the region of drying conditions. The
change in characteristics with temperature was an effect which was not possible to
quantify. The values over the range of temperatures tested obtained fell within the
rangeofmeasurements byotherworkers using sortedteas atnear ambient conditions.
It is therefore valid to use the results found at ambient temperature for drying
experiments, as any errors that might be introduced by this approximation are only
minor.
Several ofthe equations commonly used to describe equilibrium moisture were fitted
to the data. The Guggenheim-Anderson-de Boer and Oswin models gave slightly
better results than a three term polynomial, but any of the three can be used to
represent theresults.
Atthebeginning ofthe study itwasnotknown whether the results from near ambient
experiments using the saturated salt method on sorted teas of various origin could be
used for drying conditions. Either the dewpoint meter data or the saturated salt data
from the average of all workers can be used for drying studies; the dewpoint meter
data are slightly preferable because the average temperature at which the readings
weretaken iswithintherange ofdryingoperations.
A method for determination of equilibrium relative humidity over a range of
temperatures hasbeenextended andproven. Computer control hasmade itpossibleto
carry outexperiments more quickly.
It has not been possible to determine a consistent relationship for the effect of
temperature on equilibrium relative humidity. Over a narrow range of conditions
(below a moisture content of 10%) a temperature dependence can be seen, but this
cannotbeextrapolated tocoverthewholerangeofconditions inthis study.
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3Fluidization of Tea
3.1 Abstract
This work characterises the fluidization parameters for tea particles. Relationships
were determined for minimum fluidizing velocity, pressure drops across the bed and
bedplate, and bed expansion. The different bedplate designs only affect the
fluidization by the range of loads that fluidize well on each bedplate. The values
determined in this study can be used for design, operation and control of tea dryers.
Limitations on the range of permissible air velocities and bed loadings were
determined.

3.2 Introduction
Many tea factories have changed from endless chain pressure dryers to continuous
fluidized bed systems for drying the fermented tea particles (dhool). Although many
of these systems appear to work satisfactorily, there is no published data on the
fluidization characteristics of tea required for design of such dryers and for their
control.
A fluidized bed requires correct setting of airflow to operate without some material
remaining static on the bed, and without excessive elution of light materials.
Commercial tea dryers appear to operate with excessive airflows, asmaterial isjetted
well above the bed, which induces back and forward mixing of the particles. The
objective in a commercial continuous fluidized-bed dryer isto approach plug flow as
closely as possible, so any back and forward mixing should be avoided. Back-mixing
causes excessive retention times well above the average, and forward mixing results
inwet particles being delivered with retention times below average. If fluidization is
noteven,then mixing ofthehotairand dhool isuneven,resulting in inefficient useof
theair.
In the published work on fluidized bed tea drying, Kirtisinghe (1974) brings only a
general view of the original development. Shah and Goyel (1980a) make no attempt
to analyse airflow in one paper, and in another the authors (Shah and Goyel 1980b)
show a simplified diagram of airflow and its abrasion effects. None of the papers
addresses the problem of air quantity. For optimum tea quality, the fluidized bed
should be arranged such that the residence time is a minimum, and that mechanical
abrasion resulting in loss of "bloom", the fine leaf hairs on the surface particle, is
minimized also.

Published as: Temple SJ; van Boxtel AJB (1999) Fluidization of Tea. Journal of Agricultural
Engineering Research 74(1),5-11
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Theobjective ofthis study isto determine the requirements for fluidization oftea, for
dryer design, operation and control. The main variables to be determined are the
minimum fluidizing velocity umy, and the velocity at which elution of the light
fraction of particles becomes unacceptable. Also the bed pressure at minimum
fluidizing velocitymaybe determined.

3.3 Method and apparatus
The method and measurements to be taken are described by Kunii and Levenspiel
(1991). They describe the use of a diagram of pressure drop against air velocity to
determine the minimum fluidizing velocity. Before the onset of fluidization, air
pressure drop across the bed material (not the bedplate) increases linearly with
velocity. After fluidization starts, the pressure across the bed only rises at a small
fraction of the rate before fluidization. With a uniform particle size distribution, the
transition isdistinct but islessWelldefined with awiderangeofparticle sizes. From
the data gathered, the pressure at minimum fluidizing velocity can also be
determined. Additional data on bed depth can then be used to determine the bed
expansion, or the effective bulk density. This tends to increase very rapidly once the
material comprisingthebed startstobeeluted outofthetopoftheapparatus.
Atest rigwas constructed with a square bed plateof size of270 mm x270mm (Fig.
3.1). Somefeatures notessential for these experiments were incorporated to allow for
other experiments. They were incorporated at this stage to ensure that the air flow
distribution was uniform for both studies. A centrifugal fan provides the air supply,
drawn from ambient air. An electrical actuator, under either manual control or
feedback control from an airflow sensor, operatesasandwich valve.Aventuri isused
toincreasetheairvelocitytotherange acceptable for theflow sensor.
Exhaust
duct
Temperature
sensor
Pressuretapping
Venturi Bedplate

Flow
sensor
Heater
elements

Fig.3.1.Fluidization and batchdrying testrig

Flow
meter
(removed
whenhot
airused)
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Influidization experiments,aparallel-sided ductwasfitted abovethebedplate, sothat
a constant air velocity would be maintained. The bedplate was designed to be
changed quickly, and the exhaust duct could be hinged backwards for removal of tea
samples from thebed. Pressuretappingswere fitted immediately above and belowthe
bedplate. An electronic air flow meter rotating vane sensor head was installed just
below the bedplate to determine superficial velocity and to calibrate the flow sensor
attheventuri. Thevane sensor was removed when heated air wasused. An electronic
manometer, checked against aconventional manometer, wasused torecord pressures.
Influidization experiments novibration ofthe bedplate oragitation ofthe sample was
used, unlike some commercial dryers. Baffle plates of perforated metal were used to
ensure even distribution of airflow over the area of the bedplate. Measurements at
different locations on the bedplate demonstrated that the difference in air flow rate
was less than 0.1 m/s at a nominal superficial velocity of 1.0 m/s. This was the
maximum precision available from the instrumentation (+0.05m/s).
The airflow sensor was calibrated to produce readings corresponding to the
superficial velocity atthebedplate.

3.4

Experiments

The airflow resistance characteristics of four types of bedplate typically used in
commercial tea dryers were determined by experiment. The data from these
experiments were then used to determine pressure drop across the bedplate during
fluidization experiments, then subtracted from the total pressure drop over the
bedplate andtea.
In all fluidization experiments, samples of black tea were taken from the dryer
discharge of the pilot scale continuous production lines at the Tea Research
Foundation (Central Africa) Manufacturing Research Facility. Standard Lawrie Tea
Processor (L.T.P.) manufacturing procedures were observed, using withered leaf of
with a moisture content of approximately 71% w.b., fermenting time of
approximately 50 min on clonal teas and 90 min on seedling teas. Representative
samples were analysed for particle size analysis using standard sieves. Bed loading
wasrecorded askilograms ofteaper square metreofbedplate.
For each bedplate inturn, a sequence of increasing bed loads wastested to determine
minimum fluidizing velocity. The lowest bed loading found on a continuous dryer in
practice wasaround 6kg/m ,sothestartingvaluewastaken ashalfthisand increased
by 3kg/m2 steps upto amaximum of 18kg/m2, and then further readings at 6kg/m2
stepsto42kg/m2where itwasimpossible toobtain full fluidization.
The correct amount of dry tea was weighed into a tared container, and tipped down
theexhaust duct (Fig.3.1) with thefan on,but the air valve closed. Theair valve was
then openedjust enough to fluidize the sample,then closed again. This was to ensure
thattherunwasstarted with alevel bed.
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The zero readings on the airflow meter and the micromanometer were then checked
before the run itself was initiated. The air valve was opened very gradually until a
small stable airflow could be measured. The flow and pressure were recorded and an
estimateofbed depth,andthe air valveopened again slightly. Asequenceof readings
of superficial velocity and pressure across the bed and bedplate was taken until the
point wheretheteaparticles begantoelute.Thefinalreading wastaken as quickly as
possible before asignificant portion ofthebed loadhadbeen eluted.
Table3.1 Geometric parameters andcoefficient ofresistance toairflow k for
four bedplatetypes.
No Material
Openarea
thickness, mm
Slot 12mm x0.95 mm = 11.4 mm2
Steel
Plate 4.55 mm xl6.55 mm = 75.3 mm2
1.9
Open area= 15.1%
Coefficient k=48 Ns2m-4
Land 3.6 mm xplate length
or4.55 mm x 8.15 mm
Steel
0.95

Steel
0.55

Aluminium
2.0

Hole 0.95 mm dia. =0.709 mm2
Plate2.18mmx2.50mm=5.44mm 2
Open area= 13%
Coefficient k= 31Ns2m"4
Land 1.55mmx3.3 mm
or4.05mm x 1.23mm
Hole 0.75 mm dia.= 0.44 mm2
Plate 1.33 mm xl.163 mm=1.55 mm2
Open area =28.3%
Coefficient k= 6.0Ns2m"4
Land 0.58 mm x 1.58 mm
or 1.91 mm x0.41 mm
Slot 50 mm x0.65 mm = 32.5 mm2
Plate 65 mm x6.67 mm =434 mm2
Open area=7.5%
Coefficient k=91Ns2m"4
Land 6.0 mm xplate length
or 15 mm x 13.7mm

Opening type and dimensions, mm

12
f

T

4.66

0.95
dia ,

o o
)o o 1
o o

2.50

o
2.35

0.75
dia ,

o o o
o o o o
o o o

1.43

50
0.65*

6.67

15

Below fluidization velocity, the bed depth was estimated to the nearest 5 or 10mm
but,oncefull fluidization had been achieved, itwasdifficult toestimatethebed depth
with an accuracy of closer than 50 mm as the top of the fluidized material was not
welldefined. Notesweretaken onthe stateoffluidization ofthebed.
From the graph of pressure drop across the bed against air velocity, the onset of
fluidization was determined manually for eachtrial. In some cases there was no clear
transition visibleatall.
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3.5 Results and discussion
Theairflow resistance properties andotherdatafor thefour bedplates are summarised
inTable 1.Avalue for resistance toairflow wasdetermined by plotting pressure drop
against air velocity for individual plates. The relation found was that the pressure
drop Apacross thebedplate isproportional tothe square of the velocity u: Ap= ku2,
where A: is a constant. A relationship of this form is expected from Bernoulli's
theorem. In all cases, the coefficient of determination R2 was better than 0.987 and
the standard error ofthe slopewas better than 1.75 %ofthe slope value. Thevaluek
for each bedplate is quoted in Table 3.1,where pressures are in Pa and velocity u in
m/s.
For the determination of minimum fluidizing velocity as described by Kunii and
Levenspiel (1991),themean particle sizeoftheteasused was0.84 mm.Themoisture
content of theteaused was inthe range of 8-10% w.b.,being inequilibrium withthe
ambient air used for the fluidization tests. An example of the plot of pressure drop
across the bed against air velocity is shown in Fig. 3.2 for bedplate number 2 for the
lower part of the loading range. The results for the other bedplates showed a similar
pattern. The minimum fluidizing velocity determined from the point of inflection on
these graphs according to Kunii and Levenspiel (1991) is shown in Table 3.2. Where
nofigure isshowntherewaseithernodistincttransition ornoeffective fluidization.
250'
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Fig.3.2.Variation of pressure drop across bedwith airvelocity for bedplate2
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Table3.2 Minimumfluidizing velocity inm/sforvarying load onfour different
bedplatetypes.
Load,
kg/m2
3
6
9
12
15
18
24
30
36
42

Fluidizingvelocity, m/s
Plate Plate Plate Plate
1
2
3
4
1.0
1.0
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.1
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.1
1.0
0.6
1.0
1.0
1.2
0.5
0.8 0.60
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.45
0.6 0.35
0.50
0.7
0.40
-

Where good fluidization wasattained, the value for minimum fluidizing velocity was
between 0.9 and 1.2 m/s. As bed loading increases beyond a certain point, a lower
value is found. This is the result of channelling. When channelling occurs, there are
regions of the bed which are not fluidized at all, and channels between these regions
where fluidization is occurring. Therefore the mean superficial velocity as measured
will fall, although the velocity in thefluidized channels will behigh and over therest
of the bed it will be low. In commercial dryers, channelling may not be detected
visually as the surface of the bed still appears to be moving; it is the layers below
whicharenot fluidized. Ifnon-fluidized material ispermitted toreside onthebed,the
residence time of this material will be much more than the mean residence time and
product quality will suffer. The reduction in mean superficial velocity as channelling
occurs may be used to detect the onset of channelling; however a restriction in weir
height leadingtoalesserdepth ofbedwould achievethe sameeffect more simply.
Taking the values of pressure drop at which minimum fluidizing velocity is attained
from the same graphs and plotting thisagainst thebed load,the relationship shown in
Fig.3.3 isobtained.
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Fig.3.3.Pressure atminimumfluidizing velocity forfour types ofbedplate,with
a regression linefitted tothe meanvalues andpassingthrough theorigin;0,plate
1slottedwith15%openarea;Qplate 2drilledwith13%openarea;A,plate 3
drilledwith 28%openarea;o,plate 4slottedwith7.5% openarea; *mean offour
plates.
Asthepressure dropacrossthebedwasnotmeasured directly,but bydifference from
the drop across the bedplate and fluidized material, this shows a good approximation
toastraight line.Regression analysis,forcing alinear regression with anorigin of0*0
gives a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.980, and yields an expression
Ap=10.86M(where M is the bed load in kg/m2), with a standard error for slope of
0.30.
For bed expansion, the actual values of expanded bed height in mm were divided by
the bed loading rate to obtain a value independent of load. This is effectively the
reciprocal ofthebulk density ofthebed.
As the values for bed height were very difficult to determine accurately above
minimum fluidizing velocity, all data have been pooled; Fig. 3.4 shows the results.
Regression lines have been fitted separately to the data above and below 1.1 m/s
superficial airflow, representing bed depth when fluidized and not fluidized,
respectively.
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Fig.3.4.Variation ofbedexpansion againstsuperficial velocity; xnon-jluidized;
Dfluidized
Before fluidization occurs,thereisaconstantbedheightof2.5mmperkg/m2 of load.
After fluidization, thebedexpandsaccording totherelationship:
/=0.46w.e132"
where / isthe expanded bed height in mm, wthe load is in kg/m and u is airflow in
m/s.
These results only applytodryteas.Anattempt wasmadeto make measurements on
undried tea dhool, at a moisture content of around 72% w.b., using the same
apparatus, but the material lost water so rapidly even with ambient air that the
moisture content was not stable during measurements. However, it was obvious that
highermoistureteasrequireagreater airflow.
An alternative was to make measurements on a continuous dryer operating at steady
state,which takesdhool at amoisturecontent of 68-74%w.b.anddischarges atabout
3% w.b..Measurements on a continuous fluidized bed dryer are very difficult, as the
inlet temperatures are higher than the instruments are able to handle, and above bed
measurements are made difficult by the light fibre being eluted. The best
measurements obtained were 1.3 m/s at the wet end of the dryer (moisture content of
72-40%w.b.), 1.1 m/s inthe middle (moisture content of40-10%w.b.) and 0.9 to 1.0
m/satthedryend (10-3%w.b.).
From the rapid bed expansion displayed in Fig. 3.4 after the onset of fluidization,
eventheaverage sized particles will be eluted at an air velocity inthe region oftwice
the value of umj. As the bed ismade upof anon-uniform distribution ofparticles,the
lighteroneswill eluteateven lowervelocities; inexperiments with drytea somefibre
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may even be eluted before the onset of fluidization. It appears that the airflow
requirements aresetinanarrowband for agivenmoisture oftea,requiring aconstant
volume delivery from the fan. Unfortunately the fan characteristics will not yield a
constant flow ratewhen the load (orpressure) fluctuates. During normaloperationthe
load onafluid bed dryer should notvary significantly, buttheback pressure from the
bed willvary whenthe dryerisbeing started with nobed load. Fluctuations in supply
voltagetothe fans cancausefurther disturbances.
Inanattempt tomaintain the constant airflow required, acontroller was implemented
on a continuous-flow-fluidized-bed dryer, sensing airflow between the fan and the
heater unit. This was found to work well when tea of a consistent moisture content
wasbeing fed tothedryer, but ifthemoisture contentvariedby overthree percentage
points wet basis from normal then manual adjustments had to be made. It would be
bettertodetect fluidization directly, andregulatethe airtoachievethe correct amount
ofmovementofthetea.
In a feasibility study on alternative methods for regulation of fluidization, both
ultrasonic and optical (laser) sensors were evaluated, and found to be able to detect
fluidization. The ultrasonic sensor detected movement of the surface of the bed, and
the optical sensor detected intermittent occultation atjust above expanded bed level.
However amore sophisticated form of regulation is needed, because the same signal
came from the sensor when no tea was present (less air required to avoid elution of
fresh feed) or when tea was present but not fluidized (more air required to achieve
fluidization). The ultrasonic system was not sensitive enough to determine the depth
of tea on the bed, using a frequency in the 40 kHz range; higher frequencies would
provide improved resolution but may penetrate the top of the bed, and fail to detect
fluidization. Furtherwork isrequired to develop anautomatic airflow control system,
which might combine afluidization detector with aflow measuring sensor. The flow
would be kept within limits from the flow sensor, but modulated within those limits
bythefluidization detector.
Astheair velocity requirements aredependent ondhool moisture content, itmight be
possible to use a moisture measurement to determine the correct setting. Attempts
were madeto calibrate two types of near infrared (NIR) reflectance moisture meters.
Agood calibration wasachieved below amoisturecontent of 15%w.b.,but sufficient
accuracy could not be attained for dhools with amoisture content of about 72%w.b.
overvariations infermenting time andplant cultivar.
Itmight be possible to use the relationships determined in this study for the pressure
drops across the fluidized bed, the non-fluidized bed and the bedplate, together with
the relationship for expanded bed height and effective bulk density, to determine the
onset of channelling. Fluidization stability is important to maintain plug flow of
material through thebed, soif itwere possible to model stability interms of bedplate
design, weir height, and other variables then designers of fluid bed dryers could
investigate the limitsto fluidization.
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3.6 Conclusions
Forfourtypesofbedplate withdrytea,theminimum airvelocity for fluidization was
determined to be between 0.35 and 1.2 m/s. Elution of light particles was observed
soon after the onset of fluidization, reducing the acceptable airflow velocities into a
narrowrange.
Measurements on an industrial dryer showed that slightly higher air velocities were
required for teaathighermoisture contents;anairvelocity of 1.3 m/swiththeteaata
moisture content of 72% w.b. being required for normal operation, falling to 0.9 m/s
at 3%w.b.
The experiments showed a dependence of the pressure drop across the layer of the
fluidized material at minimum fluidizing velocity to be linearly related to bed load.
Thebedexpansion isalso alinear function of load and an exponential function ofthe
airflow velocity.
Bedplatevariableswerealsofound toinfluence the stabilityoffluidization. A smaller
open area percentage allowed fluidization over a wider range of bed loadings. The
pressure drop across the bedplate was found to vary with the square of velocity.
Limitstofluidization werefound athigherbed loadings,whenchannelling occurred.
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4Theeffect ofdrying onblackteaquality
4.1 Abstract
Drying is an important part of tea manufacture, where enzymic reactions in earlier
phasesareterminated byheat andmoisture loss,andnewcompounds areproduced by
the action of heat. This work is an attempt to quantify the temperatures required to
produce the desired changes without damage through exposure to excess heat.
Experiments were carried out giving already dried tea further heat exposure, drying
tea from wet dhoolinathin layer, anddrying alarger sampleinabatch fluidized bed
dryer. Temperatures in the range of 60°C to 140°C were tested. Effects were
monitored by commercial tasters,thin layer chromatography, reversed phase and size
exclusion chromatography. Exposure to at least 80°C was found to be necessary for
qualitydevelopment. Forperiodsoflessthan aminute,teaparticletemperatures ofup
to 120°C may be tolerated but in general temperatures of 110°C and above may be
considered deleterious. Inlet air temperatures may be in excess of these values but
only while drying rates are high. The stewing phenomenon, cited by several authors,
could notbefound whendryingtimesoflessthan 15minwereused.

4.2 Introduction
During the manufacture of black tea from the young shoots of Camellia sinensis,
compounds conferring colour and flavour are generated by enzymic oxidation of the
flavan-3-ols and subsequent reactions, including coupled chemical oxidations, of the
active intermediates generated (Robertson 1992). When the desired quality has been
reached, drying is used to halt the reactions. Chemical change is not instantaneously
arrested, but initially accelerated by the increase intemperature until the enzymes are
inactivated bywater removal or denatured byheat. Enzyme destruction isessential to
stabilisetheproduct instorage (Stagg 1974;Cloughley 1981;Douganetal. 1979).
During the drying process other chemical changes occur, under the driving force of
heat rather than enzymic action which may be detected by the human senses, but
which have not been identified or chemically defined yet. Some of these changes are
desirable, others aredeleterious to quality. Once the free moisture has been removed,
i.e. the tea is 'dry', further exposure to heat will raise the particle temperature to a
level where quality lossand aburnt taste start to appear. Drying istherefore acritical
stepinthemanufacturing process.
Control is necessary not only to preserve and promote quality, but also to minimise
energy inputs and to maximise factory throughput. The end point of the drying
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process isnormally 3%moisture content wet basis.Note that moisture contents inthe
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teaindustryandinthispaper areexpressed aswetbasis,i.e. 100x
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Fig.4.1Basicdryer
A tea dryer consists of a means of supporting the tea (bedplate) and a means of
forcing hot air through the mass of tea (fan and heater) (Fig.4.1). Ifthe air flow rate
causestheteato risejust abovethebedplate andbecomelike afluid, thenitistermed
a fluidized bed dryer. In Malawi where continuous processing has been adopted,
dryers are fed with a steady flow of wet dhool and continuously discharge dry tea. In
acommercial fluidized bed dryer, itiscommon for thefirststageofdrying tohavean
inletairtemperature of 120-140°C,andthefinalstagetobeat90-100°C.
Research onteaprocessing hasbeen limited by the availability of objective measures
of tea quality. Few liquor components have been identified, or may be quantitatively
assayed. It is also suspected that there are complex interactions between components
affecting their colour and flavour expression (Sanderson et al. 1976; Millin et al.
1969;Powell etal. 1992).Asanalytical techniques have developed, models of quality
havebeenproposed (Roberts &Smith 1963;Owuor &McDowell 1994;McDowellet
al. 1995). As well as subjective assessment by tea taster using commercial
techniques, chromatographic techniques are used in this study to estimate the
precursor flavan-3-ols, their derivatives the theaflavins, which contribute to colour
and briskness,andthearubiginsthat makeupmuch ofthe colour. The sametechnique
simultaneously estimates caffeine, which modulates the expression of flavour of
theaflavins and thearubigins (Sanderson et al. 1976; Millin et al. 1969), and is
presently of interest to consumers for its pharmacological effects (Marks 1992). It is
known that enzyme activity, temperature and time influence change in the relative
amount of these compounds. Those compounds that can be identified and quantified
will be used as markers of chemical change, although it is acknowledged that the
sensorychangesmaybeattributable tootherunidentified compounds.
Previous work (Temple& van Boxtel 1999a)demonstrated thatthe airflow could not
be used asacontrol input for afluidized bed dryer, asthe range which provides good
fluidization is very narrow. The only alternative to airflow is air temperature; the
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objective of this paper isto determine the range over which air inlet temperature can
bevaried without adverse effects onproduct quality.
The approach in this study is to first determine how much additional heat exposure
can be sustained by already-dry tea, before any deleterious effects can be detected.
Followingthat,theeffects ofvariousdryingregimesonquality shouldbe determined.

4.3 Materials & methods
4.3.1 Heatexposure of already dried blacktea
All samples were taken from the same, well-mixed bulk of graded (PF1 grade) tea
dried commercially, that had been exposed to a maximum particle temperature of
90°C. This eliminated any differential effect due to the initial stages of the drying
process from this experiment. Samples were subsequently exposed to hot air at
different temperatures for different amounts of time in a bench-top fluid bed dryer
(Sherwood Scientific). Air temperature was measured in the bed using a
thermocouple probe and digital thermometer. No significant drying took place; the
dryer was used purely as a source of hot air in this experiment. The control can be
zeroextraheatexposure,asno lossinperceived quality maybetolerated.
The dryer was allowed to stabilise at a constant temperature and an airflow near
minimum fluidizing conditions for the sample, then the sample, at approximately
30°C, was introduced. For the shorter exposure times, the temperature of the tea
surface didnot reach inlet airtemperature until a significant part ofthetotal exposure
time had elapsed, because of thermal inertia. In these cases, the exhaust temperature
halfway through theexposure timewastaken asthemeanteatemperature.
Exposuretimesof 1,2,4, 8, 16,32and 64minwere used. Atthe higher temperatures
only the shorter times were used, and at the lower temperatures the 1 and 2 min
sampleswere nottaken.
After exposure, the heated sample was packed into a foil sample bag and left open
until ithad cooled. Sample size was 40-50 g. Samples were assessed by blind tasting
byacommercial teabroker. Threecontrolswere included, randomly inserted between
the other samples.The sampleswere labelled asadrying experiment, and assessment
for dryingfaults wasrequested. Valuations were expressed inUScentsperkg.
4.3.2 Non-fluidized thin layer drying
Thin layer drying can ensure that each particle is exposed to as near identical
conditions as possible and continuous monitoring of bed weight gives moisture
monitoring inrealtime.
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Apparatus built for thin layer drying studies (Temple and van Boxtel 1999b) was
employed. It has a measured air supply with a regulated temperature up to 140°C.
The bed area is 0.058 m2. The bed load of 72 gdhool used for the thin layer studies
was increased to 102 g to ensure a large enough sample of made tea for analysis.
Dhool was derived from clone SFS 204, withered overnight to 71% moisture,
macerated by 3 passes through the research Cut, Tear & Curl (CTC) machine and
fermented for 50minat21°Cinasaturated atmosphere.
The same airflow rate (0.095 m/s superficial velocity) was used for all trials and the
inlet temperature waskept constant during arun. Duplicate runs at inlet temperatures
of60, 80, 100, 120and 140°Cwere performed.
Before starting a run, the moisture content of the dhool was determined by infrared
moisture balance (Ohaus MB200). The weighed dhool was spread evenly on the
bedplate, which wasthen placed ontothe apparatus, which was already at the correct
operating temperature and airflow. The actual initial load was used to determine the
balance reading thatwould give afinalmoisture content of 3.0% w.b.As soon asthe
balance reading reached thisvalue,the run was stopped and the dry teacollected into
a sealed sample tin for analysis. Inlet air temperature, airflow and sample weights
were monitored at 20 s intervals throughout each experiment. Ambient temperature
andrelativehumiditywererecorded manually atthe startof eachexperimental run.
4.3.3 Batchfluidizedbed drying
Aresearchbatch fluid bed dryerdescribed byTemple &van Boxtel (1999a)wasused
for quality experiments, with the end-point determined by moisture meter. The dhool
wasprepared asabove.
Two groups of experiments were conducted. For the first group the inlet temperature
was maintained at a constant value of 90, 100 or 110°C. For the second group the
inlet temperature was held below a maximum value, but the inlet temperature was
controlled by feedback from the exhaust temperature. While the exhaust temperature
was below the predetermined value (settings of 90 and 100°C were used), the inlet
temperature was set at the maximum inlet value (settings of 120 and 140°C were
used). As the exhaust temperature approached its maximum set value, the inlet
temperature was reduced by the control system to ensure that this predetermined
maximum wasnot exceeded.
Airflow was controlled to maintain even fluidization as close to minimum fluidizing
velocity aspossible throughout therun. Thebedplate wasvibrated throughout the run
atanamplitude ofapproximately 1 mm and afrequency ofapproximately 10Hz.

*This and other apparatus for which no maker is identified was designed and constructed at the Tea
Research Foundation (Central Africa).
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The end-point of the experiment was determined by moisture measurement using a
near-infrared moisture meter (Moisture Systems MicroQuad 8000) calibrated for tea.
Two calibrations were used. Onecovered the range from 70%m.c. w.b.downto2%,
while the second calibration was specified for the range 10% to 1%. Over the
narrower span a more accurate algorithm was possible. The values from the wide
span calibration were logged to computer for progress information, while the narrow
range value wasused to stopthe runas soon asthemoisture content fell below 3.0%.
Eachtreatment was duplicated.
For comparison with the standard in-house sample preparation method (Temple
1999), some samples were dried in a propane-fired tray dryer with an inlet
temperature of90-100°C,manually controlled, andafixeddryingtimeof 10 minutes.
Dry samples were immediately passed over a 2 mm and 160 um sieve shaken on a
mechanical shaker (Octagon) for 1minute. Theportion retained onthe 160um sieve
was exposed to an electrostatic fibre extractor to remove coarse fibre, and packed in
foil-lined laminated paper sample pouches. Sorting facilitated cooling. Samples
approximated toFl, themain grademarketed from Malawi.
A commercial tea broker tasted the made teas, and they were analysed by high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using both reversed-phase and sizeexclusion columns.
4.3.4 Chemical Analysis
Reversed-phase HPLC(Temple&Clifford 1997)
Column; Hichrom H50DS EXCEL CI8 5 um 250 x 4.6 mm (Hichrom, Theale,
U.K.). Solvent A:acetonitrile. Solvent B:acetic acid 10ml litre-1. Gradient: Linear 8
to 31% A over 50 minutes, 10minutes at 31% A, before returning to 8% A over 10
minutes. Fifteen minutes re-equilibration. Flow rate: 1.5 ml min-1. Injection volume:
20 ul.
Sizeexclusion HPLCchromatography (Temple 1999)(SEC-HPLC)
Column: Phenomenex Biosep 2000 Column 300 x 7.8 mm, with 75 mm x 7.8 mm
guard column (Phenomenex, Macclesfield, U.K.). Mobile Phase: Sodium dodecyl
sulphate 1 glitre-' Sodium azide 0.5 glitre-1 Flowrate: 1 ml min-1.
Preparation ofblacktealiquor forRP-HPLC.
Black tea leaf (6g) infused with 250 ml boiling 0.002 M acetate buffer pH 5for five
minutes ina 500ml Thermos vacuum flask shaken on areciprocating shaker at 1 Hz.
The liquor wasfilteredthrough glasswool, cooled by holding the flask under running
tapwater for twominutes.
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Isolationofethylacetate-insoluble thearubigin-rich fraction (EAITR)for SEC-HPLC
Each black tea was soaked overnight in chloroform to remove caffeine and
chlorophylls,then air-dried inaBuchner funnel. Blacktea leaf (6g)infusing 6gwith
250 ml boiling 0.002 Macetate buffer pH 5 for five minutes in a 500 ml Thermos
vacuum flask shaken on areciprocating shaker at 1Hz.After filtration through glass
wool the liquor was cooled to 65°C. The warm liquor was partitioned with four
volumes of chloroform to remove any residual caffeine, then extracted with six
volumesofethylacetate.Theupperorganic layerwas discarded.
Chlorophyll residues(Harbourne 1982)
Black tea (5 g) was ground in a glass mortar with 8ml acetone, the extract clarified
inabenchtopcentrifuge, and thenthe supernatant madeupto 10ml.The extract was
streaked onto a cellulose MN 300 plate prepared in house using an applicator
improvised bysandwiching twocoverslips betweentwomicroscope slides. Therefore
application wasnotquantitative.
Mobile phase: Hexane (60-80°C): acetone: n-propanol 90:10:0.45. The tank was
protected from light. Separation occurred within 25 to 30 minutes. The plate was
sandwiched between two plates of glass and scanned using Colourvision™ software
immediately, asthepigmentsarelabilein daylight.

4.4 Results and discussion
Table4.1Effect ofexposure toelevated temperatures ontaster's assessment.
Key to scores: 0=Clean, l=bakey, 2=touch bakey, 3=high fired, 4=burnt, 5=very
burnt.Thegreyshading showsthe safe operating areasfor exposure.
timemin
Exposure temp°C
140
135
130
120
110
100
90
80
70

1
3
1
2
0
0
0

2

2.5

4

8

2
I
"

2
1

16

32

64

5
4
1 2
0
"
0
'
()
ii
0

"

2
2
1
2
0
0
0
0

2
1

0
0

0
0

4.4.1 Heatexposure ofalready driedtea
The tasting results for the dry tea samples subsequently exposed to elevated
temperatures were expressed as scores for various parameters, comments and values.
Variation in normal tasting parameters was minimal. The comments were scored and
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areshown inTable 4.1. Becausetheteahad already been dried,andhadbeen affected
to some extent by heat already, no loss in quality could be tolerated, so the only
acceptable valuewaszero.
Initial examination of the results expressed asvaluations rather than scores showed a
logarithmic relationship with time, so values were plotted on a graph of temperature
and logof time inmin (Fig.4.2). The linedrawn isamanual estimate ofthe constant
value lineat 100cents.
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Fig.4.2Broker'svaluation ofteasamples exposedtoheat forvaryingtimesand
temperatures.Linedividesvalues aboveandbelow 100UScents/kg
Multiple regression analysis of value against logio time and temperature yielded the
following relationship:

F = 132-0.27r-(51og0
where Kisvalue,UScentsperkg, Tistemperature, °Candtistime,min.
Thecoefficient of determination (R )was0.56 witha standard error for value of 3.98
US cents/kg. This is a good result considering that the controls, which should have
been identical,werevalued at 112, 106and 103,astandard error of2.64 UScents/kg.
This latter value indicates the variability of brokers' subjective assessments, but
notwithstanding this, the data presented in Fig. 4.2 and represented by the equation
above indicate clearly how product value can be lost by inadequate control of
processing. The effect of exposure varies directly with temperature, but with the log
oftime, andwhile temperatures below 90 °C for extended periods have no detectable
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deleterious effect, aparticle temperature of 120°C for more than aminute should be
avoided. For the tea studied, the established relationship implies that the value can
neverbegreaterthan 132UScents/kg.
4.4.2 Non-fluidized thinlayerdrying
Once the limits of exposure were determined by the previous trial, drying
experiments working within these limits were carried out. Random motion within a
continuous fluidised bed dryer makes the drying history of an individual sample of
tea almost impossible to determine. The dryer used for thin-layer drying allowed the
exact drying time to be known and sample identity to be maintained. The effect of
different exposures to temperature during drying, rather than on already dry tea, was
then determined.
The thin layer equipment provides the most consistent conditions to which a particle
isexposed, but could only drya small sample, limiting subsequent chemical analysis.
Thebatch fluidized bed dryer has a less controlled drying rate (a constant rate period
atthestart ofdryingwill slowtheprocess) yet accommodated alarger sample size,at
acloseapproximation tocommercial practice.
To dry tea down to 3% moisture content, the humidity of the drying air must be
below the equilibrium moisture content of tea at 3%moisture. With the lowest inlet
temperature, 60°C,thetarget moisture content could not beachieved because relative
humidity of the heated air was too high. As the end point in this experiment is
determined bymoisturecontent, the exposuretimewill bearaninverse relationship to
temperature.
As few of the polyphenols fermentation products are defined or assayable, chemical
change is assessed by measuring residual pre-cursors, and known assayable products
of fermentation.
Caffeine contentswerehigher atdryingtemperatures of60°Cand 80°Cthan at 120°C
and 140°C (Fig.4.3).Ascaffeine is lost from tea at a relatively low temperature, and
is frequently found condensed on the cooler parts of commercial tea dryers with a
maximum particle temperature of less than 100°C, this result was as expected;
however at 100°C an anomalous lowvalue was found. Caffeine is of interest because
it affects expression of the flavour of theaflavins and thearubigins (Sanderson etal.
1976; Millin et al.1969), and is presently of interest to consumers for its
pharmacological effects (Marks 1992).Higher dryingtemperatures and shorter drying
times produced higher levels of free gallic acid, which is present at higher levels in
black tea than the growing plant, where it is present as esters. Galloyl esters are
important to the flavour of polyphenolics (Ouwor & McDowell 1994; Clifford etal.
1996).As residual flavanol gallates and theaflavin gallates were not correspondingly
reduced, it is assumed that the observed gallic acid was released from thearubigins
withpossiblemodulation oftheir sensory activity.
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Further analysis by size-exclusion HPLC, a technique that separates molecules by
molecular size, revealed no systematic differences at 365 nm. At 450 nm increasing
drying temperatures appeared to reduce peaks in the 1000-1600 dalton range and
increasepeaks inthe 1900-2000dalton range (Fig.4.4).
Findings in Fig. 4.4 are concordant with the observations of Hazarika et al.(1984)
who observed that when exposed to 100°C, alone, without the presence of TF or EC
lowermassthearubigins give risetohighermassthearubigins.
There was 14% more TF at 140°C (mean drying time 515 s) than at 60°C (mean
drying time 2307 s), which is concordant with earlier reports of stewing parallel to
over-fermentation at lower temperatures. However, there was no corresponding
difference between treatments in residual flavan-3-ols and there was a greater
proportion of higher mass TR in the 140°C and 120°C samples (Fig. 4.4). This
implies that the TF level is influenced by breakdown during drying rather than
fermentation.
Hazarika etal.(1984)showed evidence that elevated drying temperature could both
retard the development of TR similar to those generated by over fermentation, and
promote the transformation of lower mass TR to higher mass TR by thermal change
withoutthepresence offlavan-3-ols or theaflavins.
Acommercial teataster assessed the samples (Table 4.2).Thecomments indicatethat
the lower temperature is inadequate for generating the blackness required, and that
exposure of the dry tea to temperatures of 120 and 140°C generates a burnt taint.
Notethat ablackish appearance and abright,coppery infusion aredesired.
Table4.2Taster's scoring andcomments on madeteas from thin layerdrying.
Temperature
Drying time to
10% mc (s)
Black Tea
Infusion
appearance

60°C
2168

80°C
1082

100°C
705

120°C
615

140°C
427

Brown
Bright,
Coppery
Useful

Blackish
Some
brightness,
coppery
Burnt

Very bur

5'/ 2
5
5
6
4
25 V2

6
4
4
5
4'/ 2
23 Vi

Blackish
Some
brightness,
coppery
Full fired
Touch harsh
6

Blackish
Dull

Liquor
appearance
Colour
Strength
Briskness
Brightness
Thickness
Total score

Blackish
Fair
brightness,
coppery
Light Harsh

6
3'/ 2
4
4
4
21 V2

5
3 Vi
4
3
5
20 Vi

4'/J

5
5Vz
5
26
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From the scores in Table 4.2 it is clear that as some characteristics improve with
increasing inlettemperatures, others decline andthemost desirable teaisthat dried at
100°C.However itmustbe noted that the differences areminor (especially bearingin
mind the relative lack of precision achieved by the taster for the three replicated
controls in the tin experiment.), generally only one point on the scoring scale, apart
from thebrightness ofthesample dried at 140°C.
Some of the colour of black tea has been attributed to chlorophyll breakdown
products (Mahanta & Hazarika 1985). These were examined by thin-layer
chromatography of an acetone extract (Harborne 1982). A clear difference between
theteasdried at 140°Cand 60°C wasobserved. Drying at 140°Cproduced additional
greybands,and of higher intensity, than theteas dried at 60°C.This may correspond
withtheduller liquornotedbythetasterathighertemperature (Table4.2).
4.4.3 Batchfluid beddryer
Batch fluid bed drying allowed more tea to be dried in the same experimental trial,
but because of the imperfect mixing of the bed, particle treatment will be less
uniform. Theuse ofnear-infrared moisture metering during thebatchfluid bed drying
allowed the progress of the experiment to be monitored but with less accuracy than
thethin layer method.

300

400
time,s

Fig.4.5Loggedvaluesfrom batch fluidized beddrying experimentwith afixed
inlettemperature of90°C.
Examples of the data logged during the two groups of experiments are shown in Fig.
4.5 (constant inlettemperature) and Fig.4.6 (inlet temperature controlled by feedback
from exhaust). At the start of drying, the exhaust temperature remains close to40°C,
the saturation temperature of the inlet air, because there is inadequate air to remove
all the moisture that is available at the particle surface for evaporation. Tea particle
temperature will be very close to exhaust temperature. As drying proceeds and
particle moisture content falls, evaporation is limited by internal diffusion, so both
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exhaust temperature and tea particle temperature rise. This is the normal pattern
expected in a drying operation; in a batch dryer the x-axis will be time, in a
continuous dryer itwill represent distance alongthe dryer.

inlet airtemperature

exhaust air temperature

teamoisture content
50

100 150 200 250 300 350 400
time,s

Fig.4.6Loggedvalues from batch fluidized beddrying experimentwitha
maximum inlet temperature of 140°Cand amaximum exhausttemperatureof
90°C.
Itcan beseenthat, while inFig.4.5the inlet temperature isconstant, inFig.4.6,once
the exhaust temperature reaches 90°C, the inlet temperature is reduced to keep the
exhaust below 90°C. This has the effect of speeding up the early stages of drying
without overheating the tea in the later stages, simulating a multi-stage continuous
dryer. Theinlettemperature canbe seentooscillate;this isaconsequence of asimple
controllerbeingused inasituation wherevarious interactions areoccurring.
Drying conditions hadaminor effect ontheaflavin levels measured byRP-HPLC,but
two peaks which were thought to be thearubigins were found to be much lower at
120°Cand 140°C,demonstrating thatthese substances arethermally labile.
Reversed-phase chromatograms of tea liquor show an area of unresolved "hump",
thought to represent thearubigins and significantly contributing to a model of quality
(McDowell et al. 1995). The shape of this hump was not affected by the various
drying treatments in the fluidised experiment, yet elevated temperature did increase
themagnitude, again supportingthermal polymerisation as demonstrated byHazarika
etal.(1984).
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Table4.3Effects offluidized beddryingtemperatures ondrying time, taster's
scores andHPLCanalysis,averaged over replicates
Max. exhaust temperature, °C
Inlet temperature °C
No of replicates
Drying times
Time to exhaust air of 60°C, s
Time to 3%mc of tea, s
Taster's scores
Colour
Briskness
Brightness
Strength
Colour of infusion
Colour with milk
Value
HPLC values for fermentation
products (arbitrary units)
Theaflavins
Unresolved "hump"
HPLC values for residual
precursors (arbitrary units)
Gallic acid
Theogallin
(+)-gallocatechin
(+)-catechin
Caffeine
(-)-epigallocatechin
(-)-epicatechin
(-)-epigallocatechin gallate
(-)-epicatechin gallate

90
90
4

90 90 100
120 140 100
2
4
2

100 100 110 Tray
120 140 110 90-100
2
2
2
2

288
690

230 175 260
445 370 537

210 150 240
390 325 550

4
1
1
3
3
3
195

4
1 Vi
1lA

3'/2

3'/ 2
4
208

232
693

236 243 229
729 819 759

223 219
733 803

90
91
60
26
95
84
92
76
77

86
93
57
67
99
88
94
73
73

80
93
58
26
95
80
86
70
66

4
1
1
3
3
3
200

3'/2

82
94
60
23
97
84
86
65
68

88
92
51
18
96
84
90
75
75

1 '/2

4
2

1 Vi

1 Vz

2Vi
2Vi
2
200

3
3
2V2
210

80
87
46
21
91
71
85
60
59

4
1
1
3'/2

3
2'/ 2
193

233
721

79
92
49
22
95
76
85
62
61

80
88
94
45
90
70
84
65
63

With short drying times as used in the fluidized drying experiments, variations in
drying had no effect on chemical markers of fermentation and tea quality such as the
flavan-3-ols. Other work using the same methods on fermentation rather than drying
has shown that these methods are sensitive to changes in tea (Temple & Clifford
1997), and the changes in drying are very much smaller than those in fermenting
(Temple 1999).
Table 4.3 also shows that there is very little difference in the levels of the residual
flavan-3-ols, and thetaster's values showa slight preference for teasmade with 90°C
and 100°Cmaximum exhaust temperatures,butwith maximum inlet temperatures for
120and 140°C which produced shorter drying times.The lowest valuations were for
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the longest drying times, so atime of less than 550 s (approximately 9min) is to be
preferred.
4.4.4 General discussion
Previous work on quality loss in drying has concentrated on the start of the process,
whiletheparticletemperature isbelowabout 50°C.
Eden (1976) considered that the acceleration of fermentation reactions in the early
stages of drying the most important cause of quality loss. When drying capacity is
inadequate early in the process, the activity of leaf enzymes (particularly polyphenol
oxidase) is enhanced initially rather than efficiently reduced by thermal denaturation
leading to a defect known as 'stewing'. The associated (but ill-defined) chemical
transformation leadstoundesirable colour and flavour.
Hampton (1996) also discusses the stewing phenomenon in a general overview of
quality lossindrying.Johnson and Kanchowa (1984)usingthe flavognost method for
theaflavin analysis (Whitehead &Temple 1992)illustrate the loss oftheaflavin inthe
early stages of drying on a fluid bed dryer with a 20 min residence time. The peak
value of25 umolesg"1atthe end of fermentation fell rapidly to around 20 umoles g"'
inthefirstten minutes of drying. Inneither of these papers (Hampton 1996; Johnson
& Kanchowa 1984) was residence time quantified, and Hampton does not quote the
weirheightfor the continuousfluidbeddryerheisdiscussing.
It is clear that if the drying rate is high enough at the start of the drying process,
stewing will beminimized asthepolyphenol oxidases are said to be inactivated once
the dhool temperature has risen above 50°C. This implies that the moisture content
has dropped sothe drying rate also drops. The effect of this is that the exhaust air is
no longer saturated and the tea particle temperature will rise,tending towards the air
inlettemperature.
The fluid bed dryer used with correct bed loading in these experiments facilitated a
rapid rise of exhaust air temperature to above 50°C. Even in the slowest drying
fluidizedbedexperiment (Fig.4.5)this temperature isreached inlessthan 4min,and
when the inlet air temperature can reach 140°C it is less than 3 min (Fig. 4.6).
Therefore noneoftheeffects ofstewing were expected or found.
However, if drying capacity and drying rate are too high a defect known as 'case
hardening' occurs because soluble solids are transferred to the leaf surface and
exposed to comparatively high temperatures at low water activity. This defect is
normally associated with orthodox manufacture where particle sizes may be much
larger or with agglomerates of dhool formed by inadequate processing machinery in
CTCmanufacture. Inthe present study, no evidence of case hardening was observed,
eveninthemostrapiddryingwheretheendpoint of3%wasachieved inunder 5min.
Drying times in this study were 11minutes or less, very short compared with times
reported by earlier workers (Hazarika et al. 1984; Johnson & Kanchowa 1984). The
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dhool used was estimated to be at its peak TF content when introduced to the dryer,
after which it would be expected to plateau before declining, if fermentation is not
arrested by drying. Inthe thin layer experiment variation inTF ofupto 14%between
extremetreatments wasobserved (427 sto 2168 s),inthe fluidized bed drying (325s
to690s)only6.3%.
There was a decrease in the ratio TF/Hump at elevated temperatures, despite the
corresponding inverse relationship between inlet temperature and drying time. This
suggests an increase in unresolvable thearubigin by a thermal process, compatible
with the findings of Hazarika etal. (1984). Analysis of EAITR which approximates
to hump by SEC-HPLC shows a change in composition towards higher mass, darker
coloured material at higher temperature. A decline in the gallated flavan-3-ols with
increased drying temperature could be attributable tothermally driven rearrangement
ortheir incorporation intothearubigins.
Barbora (1962) discusses the maximum temperature during drying, in relation to
conventional endless chain pressure rather than fluid bed dryers, and considers lower
temperatures favour liquoring qualities. He concludes that higher temperatures may
helptopreserve flavour, presumably throughincreasing speed ofdrying. Hara (1989)
found that higher temperatures were required to promote the desirable nitrogenous
compounds,formed duringdrying,ingreentea.
Hazarika et a/.(1984) comment that the products of drying may be influenced by the
chemical composition on exposure to temperature. This trial did not include a
fermentation time variable. It is possible that alternative TR patterns could be seen if
alternative mixtures of precursors were exposed to thermal change. Hazarika et al.
(1984)proposed that drying could beused to manipulate the flavour oftea and,while
considering rolled (large particle) tea, recognised the impact of particle size on the
dryingprocess.
The possible contribution of products of Maillard reactions during drying to the
blackness and aroma of the dry tea are acknowledged but were not measured. The
positive impact of drying on the volatile components of tea has been demonstrated
(Ravichandran & Parthiban 1998), the Volatile Flavour Index increasing on drying
butthetechniques werenotavailable for thepresent study.

4.5 Conclusion
Previouswork hasestablished thatrapid drying inthe initial stages isvital to prevent
loss of theaflavins. The achievement of high drying rates and short drying times can
halt the fermentation process quickly. Mean dryer residence times found in
commercial practice of 20 min to 1 hour can be reduced to below 15 min for
improvedquality sothis aspect ofquality lossshould nolongerpose aproblem.
Thisstudyhasconcentrated onthepossible deleterious effects ofexposure toelevated
temperatures (above 90°C), and the requirement for a minimum temperature to
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achieve a dry tea sample with the necessary blackness and fired flavour required by
themarket.
Tea temperatures above 110°C can be considered to always reduce quality. Below
this value, the temperature which the dhool reaches is not important as long as the
exposure time is short (less than 9 min). When the dhool has high moisture, the
exhaustairwill beclosetothewet bulbtemperature ofthe airratherthan thedrybulb
temperature. The tea will also be at the wet bulb temperature of the air (normally in
the region of 40°C), so much higher inlet air temperatures can be used in the initial
dryingstagewithout significant changeofquality.
Exposure to a temperature of at least 80°C for a portion of the drying process is
required togive ablack appearance tothedrytea.
If dryer residence times are below 9min, it is much more difficult to damage the tea
through either over-fermenting orexposureto hightemperatures.This is no reasonto
use excessive temperatures, but values of 140°C at the start of drying falling to 95100°C at the end will give rapid drying without risk of damage. For dryers with
longer residence times such as the ECP (Endless Chain Pressure) type, lower
temperatures are required but this will be at the expense of rapid initial drying,
particularly with the ECP which is acounter-flow type of dryer where the hottest air
meetsthedriesttea.
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5ThinLayerDryingofBlackTea
5.1 Abstract
This paper describes the experiments used to determine the kinetics of tea drying.
New thin layer drying apparatus was designed and built to measure the very high
rates of drying found at the start of drying, and the results show that the Lewis
equation satisfies. The drying rate constant proved to be a linear function of
temperature and air flow rate, indicating that tea drying is not only diffusion limited
but also a function of convection. The results were validated on independent
experiments.

5.2 Introduction
In the manufacture of black tea (Fig. 5.1), the withered tea shoot is macerated, then
enzymic oxidation reactions are allowed to proceed before drying from 72%to 3%
m.c.w.b. The Orthodox method (Eden 1976) of tea processing uses a cell disruption
stepwhich isbased upon rolling andproduces large leaf fragments. Incontrast tothis
orthodox teaprocessing methodthe blackteamaceration disruptsthecell structureby
the more destructive Cut, Tear and Curl (CTC)machine or the Lawrie Tea Processor
(LTP).Theseprocesses arecommonly used inmanufacture for teabags.

Dry

Fig.5.1.Flowchart ofblack tea manufacture
Macerated wet leaf is known as "dhool". The elevated product temperatures during
drying stop the fermentation of the "dhool". Furthermore during drying the tea
moisture is reduced to low levels in order to obtain a transportable product which is
not subject to deterioration. In tea processing drying is the major energy consumer,
and may have adverse effects on quality. In order to design and control the drying

Published as Temple, SJ; van Boxtel, AJB (1999) Thin layer drying of black tea. Journal of
AgriculturalEngineeringResearch74(2) 167-176.
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stage inan accurateway drying rates for black teahave to be established. There isno
published information available for black tea, so the drying kinetics should be
determined byexperiments.
Drying equations are normally based on models of diffusion. Sophisticated models
take into account different rates of diffusion within the particle; this should be more
important with the larger particles with intact cell structure such as tobacco leaf
(Walton and Casada 1986), grains (Bruce, 1985 on barley, Courtois et al, 1994 on
maize), and particularly those with a waxy seed coat such as lentils (Tang and
Sokhansanj, 1994). Even in green (non-macerated) tea manufacture, Yoshitomi
(1988) finds a "two tanks" model appropriate with a leaf length of 40 mm. As tea
particle size (mean size of CTC teas is around 0.75 mm and LTP teas 0.5 mm) is
much smaller than mostgrains it isexpected that a simper model of internal transport
might beappropriate. Selvendran and King (1976)reportthat for orthodox tea, which
is rolled rather than macerated, the membranes and organelles are ruptured but cell
wall cleavage only occurs in restricted areas. In macerated teas, however, Harris and
Ellis(1981) showthat Rotorvane-CTC andto a greater extent LTPa large number of
cells are ruptured, cell sap has been mixed and there is good accessibility for gas
exchangewithintheparticlesofleaf.Watertransport isenhanced andreducestherole
of diffusion within the particle relative to the surface and air boundary layer
resistance.Theseobservations supporttheuseofasimpleinternalmodel.
A commonly used simple model, assuming the resistance for water transport is all at
the surface of the particle, is represented by an equation analogous to Newton's law
ofcooling (Parry 1985),alsotermedtheLewisequation(Jayasetal 1991).
c

^L = -k{M-Mc)
at

(5.1)

whereMis moisturecontent d.b.,Me istheequilibrium moisture content, tistimeand
kisarate coefficient.
Theintegrated form ofthisequation istermed theexponential dryingmodel.

M„-Me
The drying rate coefficient k is not a constant, but will depend on factors such as
temperature. Increasing temperature enhances the transport of water in material and
improves the mass transfer at particle surfaces. Therefore, it is widely accepted that
thedryingrateconstantkvarieswithtemperature.
Inareview ofthin layerdrying, Jayasetal (1991)conclude that air velocity has little
effect on drying grains, although inthe paper which initiated much of the studies on
airflow, Henderson and Pabis (1962) state that it has no significant effects after the
first two h. As tea dries in substantially less than an hour, airflow might be of
importance. Bruce and Sykes (1983) report that for hops,unlike grain, thedrying rate
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is affected by airflow rate in the range 0.1 to 0.25 m/s. Airflow in beds of grain is
turbulent at speeds over 0.08 m/s. The inflorescence of the hop is made up of thin,
leaf-like layers where internal resistance to moisture movement is small, so is likely
tobehave more like teathan grain does. Diamante and Munro (1993)report that over
the range 0.5 to 3.0 m/s with sliced sweet potatoes the external mass transfer
resistance is significant, as drying rate is affected by airflow. These results indicate
thatthedrying ofproducts isnot exclusively governed bydiffusion or convection but
a combination of these two phenomena and also that the role of the air flow rate
cannotbeneglected.
Drying studies have been carried out on many crops of agricultural importance, but
no data from macerated teas have been found. The only published studies are on
green, whole leaf teas by Yoshitomi (1989) which used natural rather than forced
convection drying.However noconstant rateperiod wasreported, and a single falling
rate was valid for the thin layer studies. Macerated tea (dhool) also dries faster than
most agricultural produce, from a moisture content of 70% w.b. to 3% w.b. in 20
minutesonanendlesschainplate (ECP)type dryer,orless inafluidized beddryer.
Inthisstudy, the drying rate kinetics are established for black tea. Thestudy includes
the dependency of the drying rate on temperature and velocity of drying air. The
results are quantified in a relationship useful for mathematical modelling of the
process.
5.3 Materials and method
Manydesigns of equipment have beenpublished inthe literature for carrying outthin
layer drying experiments, for example Woods and Favier (1993), or Bruce and Sykes
(1983).Almost all designs contain the sample within a sealed system with controlled
vents, and have provision for interrupting the airflow during weight measurement, to
obtainastablereading.
With the high rate of drying of macerated tea dhool, an interruption in airflow for
even 10swill seriously disrupt thedrying,especially at the beginning of theprocess.
Also, the start of an experiment must be carried out rapidly, so that the initial drying
air temperature and flow rate are not significantly different to the set values for the
experimental run. The initial sample weight must be determined as quickly as
possible,before anychangeshavetakenplace.
Itwas decided to use a simpler apparatus for tea (Fig. 5.2), to sacrifice the ability to
determine theexhaust air quality, and to lose someresolution onthe weight readings,
but to enable more rapid loading ofthe dryer bed and to obtain readings sooner after
loading. Instead of the usual arrangement of a drying bed suspended in a closed
container, a bedplate and plenum assembly was designed, connected to an air supply
by a balanced liquid seal system. The whole bedplate and plenum assembly was
suspended from a digital balance. The liquid seal allows the suspended assembly to
be independent ofthefixedpart ofthetest rig for accurate balance readings. Ifonlya
single liquid seal were to be used, there would be a force on the balance due to air
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pressure; while the balanced seal system does not totally eliminate this effect it is
greatly reduced. Because materials for constructing the liquid seal to handle the
hottest air to be used were not available, the electrical heating elements were also
incorporated inthesuspended plenum chamber. Carewastakentoavoid the electrical
wiring causing spurious readings on the balance. Air was taken from the ambient
room condition, pressurised by a centrifugal fan and supplied to the liquid seal
apparatus through approximately 3m of 110mm nominal bore pvc pipe, into which
theairflow measuring sensorwasplaced.
Balance.

IRthermometer
Pressuretappings

Suspension
wires'

LOrifice plate

Fan

Baffle plate
W\ Heating element
Liquid seal
Fig.5.2.Schematic diagram ofthin layerdrying apparatus (nottoscale)
Some researchers have used downdraft airflow (Bruce and Sykes 1983, Tang and
Sokhansanj 1994) which would have allowed working at air velocities greater than
the minimum fluidizing velocity without loss of material by elution; however this
would also have made the loading of the sample very much slower. In selecting the
airflow rangetobeused onthetest rig,themaximum value interms of metres/second
was limited bythe risk of elutionto lessthan that used in afluid bed dryer. However,
because oftheuse of a very much thinner layer than normal in a fluid bed dryer, the
mass ratio of air to dhool ranged from below that normal in a fluid bed dryer to well
above. For use on a fluid bed dryer, the results will have to be extrapolated to
fluidizing velocity and someempirical correction factor mayhavetobe introduced.
Tomeasure the airflow, an orifice plate meter and pressure sensor were used for data
logging, in combination with the vane flow meter of a portable airflow instrument.
Unlike other authors,no attempt wasmade tomodify the humidity ofthe ambient air
before heating. Instead, the ambient temperature and relative humidity were recorded
for each run. This was justified by the fact that even at extremes of ambient
conditions of humidity, with drying temperatures above 80°C there is little effect on
relative humidity of the drying air. For example, with air starting at an ambient dry
bulb temperature of 20°C and at 99% r.h., the relative humidity falls to 4% at 90°C
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and below 2% at 120°C. McKenzie and Bahu (1991) found that drying rate of
different materials is independent of inlet air humidity above 100°C. Therefore any
small changes in ambient conditions which may occur during the few minutes
durationofadryingrunwill haveanegligible effect ondryingrate.
Temperature control of the drying air was by two bar-fire electric elements mounted
in the plenum chamber suspended on the balance. These were controlled by a
commercial Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)controller, sensing temperature by
atypeKthermocouple fittedjust belowthedrying bed.
Wiring to the elements and sensors was led out of the plenum chamber to the fixed
part of the test rig horizontally, to avoid influencing the balance readings. Two
independent type K thermocouples measured the below bed temperature, and two
more the above bed temperature. These latter did not yield reliable results: because
mounting more than a few millimetres above the bed they were influenced by
ambient drafts, and mounting them very close to the bed disturbs the spread ofdhool
on the bed and allow hot air through directly. As an alternative, infrared
thermometers were mounted to look at the dhool, but again could be influenced by
seeing bare hot bedplate between the dhool particles particularly later in the
experimental run after particle shrinkage. The values of exhaust air temperature and
dhool temperature were recorded, and sometimes fitted the model well but are
unreliable on other occasions. Analogue sensor values were converted on a data
logger unit,and samples at 1sintervals were logged on acomputer. Thebalance was
also set to send values to the computer at 1 s intervals. Because these two sets of
readings came from separate measuring systems and were not synchronised, the
valueswere averaged over a20speriod and saved inthedisk atthese intervals.
The procedure for an experimental run wasfirstcarried out in adummy bedplate (the
sameweight astheoperating bedplate)onthetest rig,with nodhool. The instruments
were turned on and the balance tared; the suspended portion of the liquid seal was
checked for free movement. The fan output was set to give the desired airflow and a
suitably sized orifice plate fitted to the air duct. The required temperature was set on
the PID controller. Six equal portions of dhool were weighed out, and a sample of
dhool was analysed for moisture on an infrared moisture balance. The six equal
portions of dhool were loaded onto the six marked areas on the bedplate. (This
procedure was adopted to ensure an even spread of dhool). Once the temperature had
stabilised and the airflow was at the set value, the balance was checked for drift. It
wasre-tared ifnecessary before removing thedummy bedplate and replacing withthe
loadedbedplate, asquickly aspossibleandwithout disturbing the liquid seal.
The data logging was turned on as soon asthe bedplate is located. The initial balance
reading was noted together with the ambient temperature and humidity, the airflow
reading and thedhool moisture.
The end ofthe run was determined when the change inbalance reading was lessthan
0.1 gin 30 s,the data logging turned off, the bedplate removed and replaced with the
dummy. The balance tare reading was then checked for drift. The dry tea weight and
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moisture content could be determined as a further check on system operation. The
datalogging system wasre-initialised for thenextrun.
The series of experiments was designed to cover as broad a spread of conditions as
possible. Inlet temperatures spanned 50°C-150°C by 10°C steps. Superficial air
velocity wasvaried from 0.048 by 0.01 m/s steps to 0.14 m/s,then by 0.02 m/s steps
to 0.63 m/s. Four rates of plate loading from 0.87 to 2.6 kg/m were used. Four
varieties of tea with differing characteristics were used (Camellia sinensis clone
SFS150,clone SFS204, seedlingtea and a mixture of clones) and maceration wasby
CTC or LTP. At the highest airflow rates, the higher temperatures could not be
achieved due to the heater power available. Starting moisture contents varied
naturally with weather conditions and withering time, and were difficult to control
accurately, particularly with small samples. It was not possible to carry out a
complete factorial experimental design. All sample types were tested using at least
twotemperatures including 100°Candarangeofairflow rates.
Perfect replication oftheexperimental runswasnotpossible,asdryingproceeded one
sampleatatime. Withered tea samples and fermenting dhoolchangewithtime sothe
subsequent sample would have had a longertime atone orother stage of theprocess.
Instead, enough samples were dried to give overlapping data sets. The data were
loaded into a spreadsheet for calculation of the rate factor for every 20 s of every
experimental run. Regression analysis was used to determine which of the variables
contributed tothevariation inrate factor.
Thereproducibility oftheexperimental runswillbe indicated bythe spread of values
for the rate factor k, and by validation on new samples of the rate factor after
determination ontheoriginal datasets.
Theerrorsanticipated inthework concerned practical techniques whichcould swamp
any theoretical considerations such as those analysed by Woods and Favier (1993).
The problems in achieving an even spread of dhool, which is slightly sticky, and of
measuring the start of the drying process at high inlet temperatures and airflow rates
were the most difficult to overcome. To determine whether the results were
influenced by the amount spread on the bedplate, experimental runs were carried out
with varying loads. Particle shrinkage reduced the bed plate coverage during an
experimental run.
Themajor measurement error was inthe weighing. Because of the tare weight of the
plenum chamber and heater system, the electronic balance was restricted to O.lg
resolution. For the first half of each experimental run, when the sample weight was
high, and the rate of drying also high, this resolution did not cause problems.
However, asthe run proceeded, and the rate of weight loss dropped to lessthan 0.1 g
persampling interval,thiswasthemajor causeoferrors.
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5.4 Results
A total of 172 experimental runs were carried out. Occasional runs were discarded
because of excessive noise;the cause of this was disturbance to the apparatus during
loading which displaced the suspended part of the test rig from its normal position.
This could have been avoided by the use of air bearings, as in Bruce and Sykes
(1983), but because runs took a short time only it was decided to keep the apparatus
assimpleaspossible and discard anydatathatwere unacceptably noisy.
Several methods of data analysis were tested; the most logical approach for
estimating the k-value is to fit the Lewis equation directly to the data. However the
large number of points in the low moisture range biases the result towards the least
accurate measurements. The most accurate information on k is in the first part of the
curve. To utilise as much data as possible with greatest accuracy other approaches
should be used. One of these methods is to give more weight to the points in the
beginning ofthedata,and lesstowardsthe end.Another method wasused with these
data. For each run, a graph was plotted of the weight of sample against time,and the
value of k determined at each sampling interval. This method took account of small
variations in experimental conditions through the run, and provided the greatest
degreesoffreedom for statistical analysis.Itwasthemethodfinallyused.
Therate factor kwasdetermined for each sampling interval bythe following formula,
derived from Equation 5.2:
/c_ln(M,-Mc)-ln(M2-Mc)

t
where M/ and M^are the start of sample period and end of sample period moisture
contents respectively,Me isthe moisture content at equilibrium with the inlet air,and
t is the sample time interval. For a constant dry matter, weights are equivalent to dry
basismoisture content. Forair temperatures over 100°C (themajority of experiments)
the equilibrium moisture content is defined as zero (Temple and van Boxtel) and for
all other inlet air conditions used in the experiments the equilibrium moisture was
small; therefore the value for Mecould be set to zero. Analysing the effect of this
assumption showed that the worst case error which could occur was in the three runs
carried out at an inlet air temperature of 50°C. Here the error in the calculated value
ofA:wasstill lessthan 1%overthefirst6min oftherun, lessthan 2%overthe next6
min and only rose above 3%for the last min of the experiment. Therefore this term
could beomitted tosimplify thecalculations.
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Fig.S.3.Weight lossand ratefactor during anexperimental run.Thin layerrun
206 100°C0.18 m/s 70.1% m.c.w.b; xMoisture content, decimald\b.;oRate
factor kcalculatedateach samplinginterval
As showninFig.5.3,therate isvery steady atthe start ofarun, butwhenthe weight
loss in each sampling interval approaches the resolution of the balance, some
uncertainty is introduced which causes some large fluctuations, although still about
the same mean value. The least "noisy" parts of all runs were selected, taking all
valuesuptothepointwherethenoisebecame 10%ofthemeanvalue.
As theory suggested that temperature would be a major component of k, the amount
ofthe variation ink caused bytemperature was determined by regression analysis.A
plot ofthe results is shown in Fig. 5.4. The regression value R2 of 0.21 indicates that
onlyasmallpart ofthevariation canbeexplained bytemperature.
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Fig. 5.4. Variation of rate factor k with inlet air temperature
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Fig. 5.5. Variation of rate factor kwith superficial air velocity
The independent variables were tested in the same way, but the only one to explain
any of the variation was the superficial air velocity. Figure 5.5 shows how the values
for k vary with air velocity, giving a regression value R of 0.64. This indicates that
air velocity is a major factor.
There was no discernible difference between the tea varieties, the method of
maceration, bed loading rate or the start moisture content. There was no difference

0.7
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due to fermenting times once half the normal fermenting time had passed. Totally
unfermented dhooldried atadifferent ratetodhoolfermented for 50%ormoreofthe
normal time,butunfermented dhool isnever dried inthemanufacture ofblacktea.
Regression oftheproduct ofairvelocity andtemperature inthefollowing form:
k =(0.00028x(T- 45)xu)- 0.00067

(5.4)

where T is temperature in °C and u is superficial air velocity in m/s gave the best
result. The R2 value was 0.93 and the results are shown in Fig. 5.6; the remaining
variation was due to randomjitter. Improved apparatus should reduce the spread of
valuesand improvethevalueofR2.
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Fig.5.6.Variation of ratefactorkwith temperature-airflow product
Thin layer drying experiments, totally independent of the runs used to determine the
value ofk, were performed to validate this result, three results from which are shown
inFig. 5.7
The predicted results started with the mass and moisture content of dhool as used in
practice, and employed the value of k determined above in the diffusion drying
equation. Otherruns (10 intotal) spanned atemperature range from 70to 150°C,and
airflows of 0.06 m/s, 0.42 m/s and 0.62 m/s. These experiments showed comparable
results.
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5.5 Discussion
Inthe independent validation experiments, thegood fit ofthevaluespredicted bythe
Lewis model to the actual measurements confirms the validity of the model for the
dryingofblacktea.
These results show a very much stronger dependence on airflow than the results on
other agricultural products reported in the literature. There are three main factors
which might account for this airflow dependence. The first is the size of particle
which is very much smaller than for other agricultural produce. The second is the
almost complete breakdown of the cellular structure of the particle, reducing the
internal resistance to diffusion to avery small value. These two lead to a greater rate
of moisture loss than other crops described in Table 5.1,averaging over 4kg/m2h,at
leasttentimesgreaterthantheotherexperiments cited.

400

600
Time, s

Fig.5.7.Actual andpredicted resultsfrom thin layervalidation experiment;—
A— testat80"C, 0.32m/sand 70.4% m.c.(w.b.);—O—testat90"C, 0.62tn/sand
70.2% m.c.(w.b.);—o—testat90"C, 0.62m/sand 71.6% m.c;
predicted
The third is the very high concentration of solutes in the cell sap; most agricultural
materials being dried have a high proportion of less highly osmotic substances such
as starch, as they are storage organs. Tea leaves are actively synthesising parts of the
plant, and have 30% of the dry weight as phenolics, 3 to 4 % as caffeine, 4% as
amino acids and 4% as soluble carbohydrates, totalling 42% of dry weight readily
soluble in cold water. Starch forms only 4%, other polysaccharides 12% and protein
15%, which with 5% inorganics makes up 36% partially soluble in hot water. The
remaining fraction is made up of cellulose, lignin and lipids which are insoluble in
water (Robertson 1992).
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Table5.1 Comparison ofthin layertea dryingwith othercrops.
Tea'

Material

Barleyf

Rapeseed§ alfalfa**

Sweet

LentilsJJ

potatott

(est. area)
0.05

Area ofthin layer bed, m2
Sample weight, kg

0.058
0.09

0.135
0.35

0.135
0.55

1
1.5

0.032
0.4

Starting m.c. decimal d.b.

3
0.03

0.25

0.26
0.06
2

6

2.2

0.1
0.245

0.05
5
0.3
0.26
0.257
1080
0.00024

0.1

0.06
24
0.3
0.016

60

120
3
0.071
0.0023
349.65
6.55xl0"6
70

0.0024

10

0.004

1
0.3
200

1
3
200

1.1
0.3
180

End m.c.decimal d.b.
Duration ofrun,h
Air velocity, m/s
Average evaporation, whole operation, kg/m2.h

0.05
130
0.5
0.0040
0.00054
243

Air inlet temperature °C

0.25
0.3
4.69
0.27
62.208
0.0043
100

Diameter of sphere representing particle d,m

0.0005

0.004

Density of particle, kg/m3
Superficial airvelocity, m/s

1.1
0.3
220

1.1
0.5
184

Water lost average, drying operation,
Air flow, m3/h
Water evaporated :air ratio, kg/m3

kg/h

Viscosity ofair u x 107,N.s/m2
Reynolds number(sphere)Re
m2/s

Diffusivity ofwater vapour in air, Dv,
Schmitt numberSc
0.66S C ''

2.21xl0"6
30

0.17
0.42
0.056
82.62
0.00069
60
0.002
1
0.17
200

0.00082
54
1.51xl0"5
40

7.5
17
1500000 73
119.6
36
2.74x10"5 2.74x10-5 2.74x10"5 2.74x10'5 2.74x10-5 2.74x10"5
0.73
0.337

0.25

0.73
0.34

0.73
0.34

0.73
0.34

0.60
0.24

3.20

6.94

3.93

4.89

604

5.81

0.175

0.048

0.054

0.056

0.00167

0.040

0.61

~(1 + 0.59S C ° 5 ) 033
Sherwood number
Fixed bed

a£
S

h-

2

+

_

i-'

,

R

, 2

Mass transfer m = '' ''
Estimated diffusivity, water indry matter, Dwm2/s
Biot number

m.d

* This study
{ Sun & Woods (1994)
§ Crisp& Woods (1994)
** Patiletal (1992)
t t Diamante & Munro (1993)
{{ Tang& Sokansanj (1994)

1.00x10" 1.00xlO"1
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7

1.90xl0

1.08xl0

7

1.34xl0

7

1.66xl0

9
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Acombination of the breakdown ofthe cell wall structure and thehigh proportion of
solutes will mean that evaporation will occur from a liquid surface of increasing
concentration ofsolutes.Thefalling rateeffect inthis case maybedueto evaporation
from a free surface of a liquid with increasing osmotic pressure. This would give a
similar effect to moisture transfer from a droplet, which also obeys Fick's diffusion
law (Furuta 1992).Usingdata from published studies onother crops,acomparisonof
some importantparameters wasmade withtea. Inaddition tothe sources citedabove,
datawere alsotaken from Sunand Woods(1994), Crisp and Woods (1994), andPatil
etal(1992). Some of the data required werenotavailable inthe publications;typical
valuesfor the appropriate cropwereused.
In Table 5.1 the value for diffusivity of water in dry matter is taken from Yoshitomi
(1988).Thisshowsthatfortea,theamount ofwater evaporatedper unitvolumeofair
is much greater than for other thin layer drying experiments. The Biot number is an
important indicatortodeterminewhether theresistance for watertransport isamatter
of diffusion or convection. For low numbers (<5000) convection is dominating, for
high numbers (>50000) diffusion dominates the transport of water. The estimated
Biot number for tea is significantly lower (3.15 x 106) than that of other agricultural
products (lowest in Table 5.1 is lentil at 1.59 x 10 ) which indicates that convection
plays a more important role for tea drying although diffusion is still important.
However it must be noted that the value of diffusivity of water in dry matter was
estimated inthecalculation oftheBiot number from Yoshitomi'svaluefor rolled leaf
rather than macerated particles of leaf. It is likely that the actual value for macerated
teawillbemuch lowerthanthatestimated.

5.6 Conclusions
Resultsfrom over 170thin layerdryingexperimentswereusedtoderive adryingrate
factor for the Lewis drying equation. The value for the rate factor was confirmed by
independent experiment.
The drying rate factor k for macerated teaparticles was found to be dependent on air
temperature as expected, and was observed to be strongly dependant on air flow
velocity, in contrast to the results from other research. The reason why tea dries in a
different way tomost other agricultural produce may be because of the small particle
size, the breakdown in cellular structure and the high concentration of soluble
substances inthefree cellsap.
A single function describes the whole process of thin layer drying of tea from 70%
m.c. w.b. down to 3%. The drying rate is directly proportional to the superficial
airflow andthe airtemperature.Theabsenceofaconstant rate period isin accordance
withthepublishedresults.
To capture the drying rate at the start of the experiment more accurately and ensure
that any constant rateperiod wasdetected,the design oftest rig sacrificed accuracy at
theendoftheexperiment when rateswerelow.
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6ModellingofFluidized BedDryingofBlack
Tea*
6.1 Abstract
A mathematical model was developed for fluidized bed drying of tea. This was
developed into a simulation model which can be used for either batch or continuous
drying. The simulation model was validated on a thin layer drying test rig, and on
fluidized bed dryers. To account for the loss of efficiency between thin layer and
fluidized bed, an efficiency factor of 0.6 was used, which was appropriate for, and
validated on, an experimental batch dryer, a pilot scale continuous dryer and a
commercial dryer in a tea factory. The simulation model is useful for design,
operational setting and control system design. The constant rate drying phase is
showntobeaproperty ofthedrying airratherthanthematerial being dried.

6.2 Notation
a

air mass flow, kg/s

W water, mass, kg

A

air mass, kg

X

c

constant

cp

moisture content, decimal d.b.
(kg water/kg dry matter)

specific heat, kJ/kg.°K

Zb

bed area, m 2

3
P density, kg/m

h enthalpy flow, kJ/s
H total enthalpy, kJ
AHV latent heat of evaporation, kJ/kg

Subscripts

J evaporation rate, kg I-bO/kg dm s

a air

k drying rate constant, s"

b bed

L bed depth, m

d dhool

m flow rate of dry matter,

kg/s

M dry matter mass, kg
T temperature, °C
t time, s
u superficial air velocity, m/s
w water, mass flow rate, kg/s

e equilibrium
h weir
i in
m dry matter
0

output

w

water

Published as Temple, SJ; van Boxtel AJB (1999) Modelling of fluidized bed drying of black tea.
Journal of Agricultural Engineering Research 74(2) 203-212
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6.3 Introduction
Black tea is manufactured from shoots of the tea bush which have been withered,
macerated and undergone enzymic oxidation, then dried. The drying operation
reduced the moisture content from around 71% to 3% w.b., with varying time
between 10 and 60 min. Fluid bed drying is the normal method for drying black
macerated teas. A continuous dryer is used (Fig. 6.1), the macerated and fermented
tea (dhool) being fed in at one end of a rectangular bed, and the dry, made tea
discharged overaweirattheoppositeend.
Wet dhool feed
Exhaust air

T
Perforatei
bedplate

Exhaust air

Exhaust air

Fluidizedbed
3

i

4\

First stage

Second stage

Airin
140°C

Airin
110°C

Third stage

Drytea
discharge

Airin
90°C

Fig.6.1.Schematic diagram ofthreestagefluidized bed dryer.Numbers 1to9
represent temperature measurement positions
The dryer canhave asingle air supply at aconstant temperature, or,more commonly,
have two or three stages with the inlet air temperature being lower as the tea dries.
Thefirst stageofthedryer isoften vibrated toaid fluidization ofthewetdhool.
Although a fluidized bed dryer isavery simple piece of equipment, being basically a
box with a perforated base, an air stream vertically upwards and product flow across
the bed, there are many interactions between the factors influencing drying. In
particular the product flow decreases in speed as the product dries, thus affecting
dryingrate.
The objective of this study isto develop amodel for use inthe design and control of
fluidized bed dryers. Inindustry there aremany different configurations sothe model
should be modular, enabling different configurations to be assembled to model the
various types found in practice. A dynamic model is required to study batch drying,
start-up conditions, and for the dynamics of the control system. This model requires
an understanding of the drying properties of tea. These have been established for
macerated black teas as found in Southern Africa in the work of Temple and van
Boxtel (1999a) on equilibrium moisture relations, air requirements for fluidization
(Temple &van Boxtel 1999b)anddryingrate(Temple&van Boxtel 1999c).
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Despite the popularity of the fluidized bed dryer for black tea, there are very few
published accounts concerning the design and operation of such dryers. Hampton
(1992) presented a general overview, while Shah and Goyel (1980), Bedi (1995) and
Kirtisinghe(1974)wereconcerned withtheoverall features ofspecific machines.The
work by Johnson (1985a, 1985b and 1989) in Malawi cites measurements of
commercial dryers in operation, and draws some valuable conclusions but does not
approachthefundamentals ofdryeroperation.
Some extensive modelling work has been carried out in China and Japan on tea
drying. Yin Hongfan (1986) and Yoshitomi (1987) have published studies, but the
method of manufacture of tea considered is for either orthodox (whole leaf) tea or
green tea (whole leaf, unfermented). The conclusions cannot be transferred to the
dryingofmacerated, fermented teas.
6.4 Model offluidized bed drying
The starting point for modelling is a continuous stirred tank reactor, where the
product is well mixed. This model approach is valid for simple fluidized batch
systems. The approach can be extended to cover a continuous fluidized bed dryer
which approachesplugflow byplacing anumber ofwell-mixed systemsinseries.
Thefollowing assumptions aremade inthemodel:
• The fluidized bed exhaust is open to the atmosphere, so the top is at atmospheric
pressure.
• The pressure differential across the bed of tea is small, so drying is at constant
pressure
• Noenergy isgained orlost inthedryer, sothedryingprocess isadiabatic.
• For a constant weir height, bed loading is constant while dhool is being fed at a
greater ratethan evaporation.
• Well mixed flow of dhool from inlet to outlet (Plug flow can be approached by
seriesconnection ofwellmixed systems).
• Plugflow ofairfrom inletatbottomtoexhaust attop.
• Completemixingofairand dhoolparticles(Nobubbling fluidization).
• Heat exchange between particle and air is complete so that air exhaust
temperatureequalsparticletemperature.
• Massofairresident inthebed isnegligible.
In previous work (Temple & van Boxtel 1999c) it was found that the equilibrium
moistureplays animportant role intheequation for dryingrate:
— =-k(X-X.) =-J
dt

where X is moisture content, decimal d.b., Xe is equilibrium moisture content, / is
time,s,ktherate factor, s'\ and./the evaporation rate,kg H20/kgdms.

(6.1)
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Although a thick bed is involved here, traditional thick layer models are not
appropriate as they assume the layers do not move during the drying process. In a
fluidized bed, the material being dried iswell mixed vertically, so that a particle that
has been in contact with exhaust air will soon meet incoming air. The thin layer
model isnot expected to beperfect, but will be more appropriate than a normal thick
bedapproach.
DryAirout,Water (air)out, Enthalpy (air)out,
Temperature outTc

1

Temperature inTb
Drymatterin

Temperature outTc
Drymatterout

Water (dhool)in"

Water(dhool)out

T

Enthalpy(Dhool)in

Enthalpy(Dhool)Out

DryAirin,Water(air)in,Enthalpy(air)in,
Temperature inTa
Fig.6.2.Input/output model

Because of the intended use for dryer control and to describe the transients during
batch-wise drying, the model is based on a set of differential equations. The state
variables for these differential equations (Fig. 6.2) must be: dry matter mass, water
mass, air mass and enthalpy. For input/output modelling, it is more convenient to
consider temperature rather than enthalpy, as temperature is a variable that can be
measured. Ifthe various masses are known as well as temperature then the enthalpy
canbe calculated.
6.4.1 Dry matterbalance
dMj,

(6.2)

dt

where M is mass of dry matter in kg, m is the flow rate of dry matter, kg/s and
subscriptsb,iandorepresents thebed,inandout respectively.
6.4.2 Water balance
Waterindhool:

dt

•= w . , ~

w..

-MJ

where W\smassofwater inkg,wisthemass flow rate ofwater inkg/s,the subscript
(/representsdhool.

(6.3)
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Waterinair:
W

a., +HJ =Wa,o

(6.4)

6.4.3 Air balance
dA

tc o

— =fl,-an
dt
whereA ismassof air inkgandaisthemassflow rateof air inkg/s.

(6.5)

As the process operates at atmospheric pressure, and the volume of air inthe control
volumeismuch greaterthan thevolume ofdhool,then:
— =0
dt

(6.6)

6.4.4 Enthalpy balance
Thetotal enthalpy accumulation inthe system,i.e.of airandproduct, isgivenby
H=hlrl+h„ -h .-h„

(67)

where H is the total enthalpy accumulation, kJ and h is the enthalpy flow in kJ/s.
Each term of h will consist of a component for dry air or dhool and a component for
water.Therefore, from thepoint ofviewof external flux:
H=C^(ml-m„)(To-Tllt)

+

Cp.w<y,4Tl4 +™,J,,a +K , " wDiB)T0) +Cp,0(a, -a„)(T„ -Tla)
where CAisspecific heat inkJ/kgandTisthetemperature in°C.Internal tothebed
thetotal enthalpy accumulation willresult intemperature changeofthebed andis
usedfor evaporation:
d{Cp^Mb

+ C^Wb)Tb

dt

d{C,,A.+C„W.)T.
dt

"

whereAHV isthe latentheat ofevaporation ofwater inkJ/kg,andthe subscriptsmand
wrepresent drymatter and water, respectively.
If the system is adiabatic, then Eqns (6.7) and (6.9) may be combined. Translating
intotemperatureterms,and assuming Ta,0=Tb=Twhere T\s temperature,°C,then:
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(Cp,mM„ +C„Wh)— =Cp.m{m,Tl -mJ„) +

C^(w,JlJ+w,aTla

- T„K,„ +w„,0))+Cpaa,(T,~TJ- T(Cp„ ^

*±
ff£
+C„„,+^c - ) - M JAH,
dt

'•"' dt

(6-10)

h

6.4.5 Bed load
If bed depthLinm,isequal toweir height Lh andevaporation is less than thedhool
feed rate:
m

,,d + Wi,d + * % ^ W„,a

(

6 1 1

)

thenbedloadingwillbeconstant.Therefore underthese conditions,
^

+^

dt

- =0
dt

(6.12)

and,combining Eqns(6.2)- (6.4) gives
"fj +KJ

+W

,a ~>n,M~Wo.J~%a =

(6-13)

Usingthebeddensitythetotal loadcanbedetermined
Mb+WdJ,+Ah+WaJ,=phz„Lk

(6.14)

wherezistheareainm2andp isthemean densityinkg/m3.
As the mass of air, and moisture in the air, is very small compared to the mass of
dhool,then
Mh+W^=phzhLh

(6.15)

Ifbeddepthislessthan weirheight, L <Lh orevaporation isgreaterthan dhool feed
rate,
m

,.J + W,,J + W,,a < W„,a

(

6 1 6

)

then
L=—

^
*hPh

consideringthebedasawhole.

(6.17)
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6.4.6 Evaporation rate
Subject totheconstraints below,thedryingrateofthedhoolis
J=k(X-xe)

(6.18)

k =clU(Ta, -45)-c2

(6.19)

where

T isthe temperature in°Cofthe inlet air stream, uis airvelocity inm/sand c/ and C2
are constants. (Note: the exhaust air qualities are different to the inlet, and a more
sophisticated model would take into consideration the temperature and air moisture
content gradient acrossthebed).
6.4.7 Constraints onevaporation rate
Evaporation rate cannot be more than the evaporative capacity of the air. The energy
available to supply the latent heat required isthat remaining after raising the dhool to
theexhausttemperature oftheair.
6.4.8 Otherproperties used
The psychrometric equations for determination of air properties were taken from
ASHRAE (1981) and CIBSE (1975). The value for the specific heat oftea wastaken
as0.96kJ/kgdrymatter (Yoshitomi 1987).The value quoted by Hongfan Yin (1985)
is somewhat higherat 1.44kJ/kg drymatter. Themodel wasnot found tobe sensitive
tochangesinspecific heat ofthis orderofmagnitude.
6.4.9 Simulation model
These equations were used to create a simulation model using the Matlab and
Simulink packages. The Simulink package is block oriented and offers possibilities
for setting up functional libraries. The model consists of several main blocks which
areinter-linked. InFig.6.3 the functional blocks aregiven for one simulation section.
The calculation of the exhaust temperature, and the water and dry matter
determinations areperformed using integrators. Thesehavetobe seeded with starting
values. To model a continuous dryer, starting up from empty, a very small value is
used for initial dry matter and water to avoid division by zero. To model a batch
dryer, the dhool mass flow input is set to zero and the load is entered as the initial
values.
In a continuous dryer, until the bed height reaches the weir height, there is no
discharge; when it reaches weir height, any excess is discharged at the average
moisture content of the bed. A switch in the calculation block determines if the bed
load is at or below the maximum, and another switch using the same trigger
determines whether discharge occursornot.
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Fig.6.3.Outline ofsimulation model
To model each section of a dryer, three units as in Fig. 6.3 are linked together as in
Fig. 6.4, with all inlet air conditions being the same. Three of these sections are also
linked together, again as in Fig. 6.4, but with different air conditions for each stage.
Asthemodel isdesigned for simulation ofboth startupandcontinuousoperation,the
loading of the bed took required special attention. In industrial dryers, at start up tea
spreads evenly over the total bed plate and the bed height increases until the weir
height is attained. Start up is simulated with the sequence of subsections where a
given section isfilledupto a small threshold value above the height in the following
section. Before that moment there is no discharge from the section and after that
moment all feed less evaporation is fed into the following section. Once the level is
equal in all sections, the sequence will continue until the weir height is attained. In
thisprocedure, avirtual weir isused for each stagewhich corresponds totheheightto
which the next section has been filled. This actual weir height and bed load in the
following section arenecessary inthecalculations inthe current section and therefore
in Fig. 6.4 the information flow of the actual bed load and weir height go in the
opposite direction of the information flow for tea. Using a small threshold gives a
simulation of even filling of the bed. In practice, discharge can be seen to stop very
shortly after an interruption to feed to the dryer and this behaviour is modelled
correctly.
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Fig. 6.4. Assembly of modules into a continuous flow model.
If separate weirs are required for each stage, the inter-coupling of bed height for the
stages is removed. It is relatively simple to model the recycling of exhaust air from
one section to the next, or any other configuration that might be found in practice.

6.5 Additionalinformation
Some additional data were required to determine the relationship between bed loading
and weir height, and to check the assumption of equilibrium between air and dhool.
Measurements were taken on the pilot-scale lines continuous fluidized-bed dryer at
Tea Research Foundation, Malawi.
Figure 6.5 shows that the air does not fall in temperature once it is about 10 mm
above the bedplate, with a weir height of 25 mm. Therefore with a weir height of
more than 10 mm, the assumption of equilibrium between exhaust air and product is
justified.
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Fig. 6.5. Relationship between temperature and height above bedplate in
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positions in the first stage of a fluidized-bed dryer; 0,position 1; D, posith
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There are several methods of measuring bed loading at a given weir height, all of
them subject to different limitations. Johnson (1989) stopped all airflow while the
dryer was working normally, then swept the material from the bedplate and weighed
it. This will underestimate the load at the wet end particularly, as the wet dhool is
drying during the time the airflow is dissipating upto the time the dhool is weighed.
A load range of 13
55 kg/m of bed was reported but with no indication of weir
height.
Measurements onthe pilot scale dryers with the method above yielded avalue of 6.0
kg/m2 with a weir height of25 mm. The alternative method used involved placing a
cylinder or rectangular duct of sheet steel,with both ends open, on the bedplate with
the dryerin operation while avoiding disturbance to thebed. Then aflat plate maybe
slid below the open-ended container to extract the material in a known area. An
alternative istoplace apieceofwiremeshofopenareaconsiderably greaterthanthat
of the bedplate, over the bedplate and under the fluidized material. Then with the
dryer operating normally theopen-ended collector isplaced onthemesh, and thetwo
removed from thedryertogether.Thismethod isless subject toevaporation errorsbut
is susceptible to errors in collection. Values obtained on the same dryer on the same
daywith similar feed material gave amean value of 10.3kg/m2 with a standard error
of0.6.Thevalueused is 10kg/m2for a50mmweir,or0.2 kg/mm weir height.

6.6 Simulationresults
The output from the simulation model is shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 for a three
stage continuous fluidized bed dryer under typical operating conditions. The dryer is
shown starting with no load on the bed, and a constant feed rate. Once the dryer has
stabilised, astepincrease of5%infeed rateisimposed at2000 selapsedtime.
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The simulation starts with an empty bed. The inlet temperatures are set to 120, 110
and 90°C.As aconsequence of the empty bed thetemperatures rise inthefirstperiod
close to inlet temperatures because very little water isbeing evaporated. Then asthe
bed load increases more water evaporates and the temperature in each section in turn
falls. In the first section, the temperature falls rapidly to a value close the saturation
conditions oftheinlet air.Inthe second section,thedrop ismoregradual because less
water is being evaporated. The fluctuation in the temperature of the second stage for
the first 500 s is result of a complicated switching procedure which checks whether
discharge starts or not. After 500 s the bed is completely loaded and discharge is
steady;nowthe switching procedure causes no moreproblems. Figure 6.7 shows that
at the moment discharge has started the system is not yet in steady state. That is a
result of the fact that until 500 seconds the load on the bedplate is increasing; once
discharge hasstartedthen ithastostabilisefrom this situation.Thetemperature inthe
firstsection reaches avalue close to saturation, while the temperature inthird section
remains close to the inlet temperature of that section. This is the result of the low
evaporation rate inthethird section.
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Fig.6.7. Simulation ofcontinuous threestagefluidbeddryer:bed moisture
content atthe endofeach stage
Thestepchangehardly affects thefirststagetemperature because itwasalready close
to saturation. The moisture increases and hence the second stage starts to evaporate
more water, resulting in a lower exhaust temperature. The extra evaporation is not
enough toobtain aconstant moisture content after thesecond stage, sothethird stage
also starts to evaporate more which results in a slightly lower exhaust temperature
andahighermoisturedischarged from thedryer.
A simulation of batch drying is shown in Fig. 6.8. For batch drying, a single stage is
used asthe system iswell mixed. The feed rate is set at zero,and the starting load of
drymatter andwater isused toinitialisetheintegrators.
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Inthis graph, although a single falling rate drying equation isused, a constant drying
rate can be observed for the first 80 seconds of the run. This can be seen to
correspond to an exhaust temperature close to saturation, indicating that the constant
rate phase is imposed by the evaporative capacity of the air rather than being a
property of the material being dried. When the air flow rate is increased to higher
values the water will be diluted in the air and then the observed constant rate period
will disappear.

3.5
Exhaust temperature
2.5

1.5 £>

I 40
0.5

250

o
300

Fig.6.8.Simulation ofbatch dryingshowing moisture contentoftea,
evaporation rateand exhaust airtemperature

6.7 Experimentalvalidation
Themodel wasvalidated first onthethin layer drying apparatus, and the results gave
anexcellent fit (Temple&vanBoxtel 1999c).
Abatch fluidized bed dryer (Fig. 6.9) wasthen used, based on the apparatus used for
fluidization studies (Temple and van Boxtel 1999b). For this application, the belowbedairflow meterwasremoved andthesensorupstream oftheheating elementsused
to determine the airflow at ambient conditions. The inlet temperature and airflow
were controlled by a microcontroller-based system, which also performed data
logging functions. Forthepurposes ofmodelvalidation, the inlet temperature was set
to a constant value, and the airflow decreased slightly with time to allow for the
change in fluidization properties with drying. A vibrator was added to ensure
fluidization at the higher moisture contents, operating at 10Hz and approximately 1
mm stroke. Above the bed the parallel duct was replaced by a short parallel section
and an expanding section, to rapidly reduce the airflow velocity and deposit material
which would otherwise be eluted from the bed. The heater used eighteen 1kW bar
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fire elements, switched in groups of 3 elements, 6 elements and 9 elements in a
pseudo-binary fashion for energy regulation.
Moisture meter.
Bedplate

Radiation
baffle

Heater elements
Vibrator

Fig.6.9. Schematic diagram ofbatch fluid beddryer
To monitor the moisture content during the drying process, an infrared moisture
meter was calibrated for use over a wide range of moisture in tea, and aimed at the
bed. Water cooling and air purge of the window were used to avoid damage to the
instrument from theexhaust air, andtostopelutedfibrefrom confounding theresults.
It was not possible to use conventional methods, as sampling to obtain sufficient
results would have changed the bed load to an unacceptable degree.Two calibrations
were programmed into the instrument, one of which gave the best fit over the whole
drying range, and one giving a better fit for moistures under 10%.Values from the
widerange calibration were logged withtheother datafrom thetest rig,being airflow
velocity, inlet temperature, exhaust temperature and number of electric heater
elements turned on. Data were transferred from the data logging system to a
computer,and averagereadings for a 10speriodrecorded for every 10sinterval.
Becausethetemperature andairflow werenot constant, particularly asthe system was
loaded with dhool and the system back pressure was increased suddenly, the
simulation of the run used the actual temperature and airflow data recorded from the
run. The starting dhool load and moisture content was used to initiate the integrators,
and the exhaust temperature and dhool moisture content were compared with the
measured values.
The initial values did not match well once the air had moved from saturation.
However, itwasnotexpected thatthe fluidized bedwouldbehave inexactlythe same
way as a thin layer; a fluidized bed loses efficiency through bubbling fluidization in
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some areas and slumping of small volumes of material on the bedplate. A factor to
account for the loss in efficiency was tested and incorporated into the drying
equation. A value of 0.6 was found to give an acceptable fit over 30test runs with a
range ofinlettemperatures from 70°C to 140°C and loads ranging from 300 gto600
gThe differing performance between thin layer and fluidized bed drying was
summarised by Kunii and Levenspiel (1991). They stated that the mass transfer
coefficient for the bed depends on the model of fluidization used (e.g. fine particle
bed or bubbling bed). They continue "Where the model closely matches the flow
conditions in the bed (for large particle cloudless beds), the bed coefficient should
matchthe single particle coefficient. Where itdoesnot,these coefficients differ. This
is the case for fine particle clouded bubble beds."Therefore if the bed in a tea dryer
was effectively a large particle, cloudless bed the thin layer model would apply
directly; this type of fluidization doesnot occur withthe particles of tea sothe model
mustbe modified.
Although many researchers describe a constant-rate drying phase with tea, the thin
layer experiments could only demonstrate a single falling rate phase (Temple &van
Boxtel, 1999c). A constant-rate drying phase appears with the batch fluidized-bed
drying experiments (Fig. 6.10).Looking atthetemperatureprofile, itcanbe seenthat
the constant rate phase occurs when the air is saturated; in thin layer drying there is
more air per unit mass of tea and this phase is not seen. The constant rate phase is
therefore not a property of the drying of the tea, but of the air becoming saturated. If
enough airis supplied, the constant ratephase disappears but this is notpossible with
otherthanathin layer.
Thecorrespondence of the measured and predicted values can be considered good as
shown in Fig. 6.10; the errors are probably due to the imperfect mixing of the bed,
where some material dries before the other. Themoisture meter only samples anarea
of about 20 mm diameter, and the exhaust air sensor only measures one point. The
drying material moves around the bed, and zones with fibre floating on top can be
clearly seen during experiments; this is reflected in the curve for actual moisture
content between 150 and 280 s. The predicted exhaust temperature rises from
saturation more sharply than the actual value, showing that the assumption of perfect
mixing isnottrueinpractice.
Towards theendoftherun,themixing ismore effective, and the actual and predicted
moistures converge. The predicted temperature is found to rise more rapidly than the
measured value at theend oftherun,because noterm hasbeen included inthe model
for the specific heat of the dryer structure. A second factor introducing errors at this
stage is the radiant energy loss from the hot tea particles to the surroundings above,
and the cool air drawn intothe bed by natural convection. This effect isalso found to
affect thetemperature readings attheendofacontinuous dryer.
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Themodelwas extended to athree stagecontinuous dryer, asoften found inpractice,
and divides each stage into three subsections. If there was perfect plug flow, an
infinite number of subsections would be needed for perfect simulation, and if each
stage was well mixed, only a single subsection would be needed. The use of three
subsections was an attempt to simulate the balance between perfect mixing and
perfect plug flow, and matched the maximum number of temperature measurement
pointsfound inpractice.
Measurements weretaken onacommercial dryer atthe Lauderdale factory of Eastern
Produce Malawi Ltd. in Mulanje, and on a pilot scale continuous dryer at the
Manufacturing Research Facility (MRF) of Tea Research Foundation (Central
Africa). The results of the measurements and simulation are shown in Figs. 6.11 and
6.12. Thelowfinal measured exhausttemperature inFig.6.12 isduetocold airbeing
drawn into the dryer over the weir by the exhaust fan. More sets of actual and
predicted values for the MRF dryers show a similar accuracy of prediction. For all
thesedatasets,theefficiency factor usedwas0.6,the sameaswiththebatchdryer.
Any discrepancy between the actual and modelled values is likely to come from the
sampling and measurement errors on a continuous dryer where sampling is not easy.
Operation is rarely as stable as achieved in the simulation, due to erratic feed, fibre
causing poor fluidization, and other real world confounding features. It should be
noted that validation of the model on continuous dryers was only carried out during
steady stateoperation;responsetoinputtransients wasnot validated.
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6.8 Conclusion
A modelhasbeen developed, basedon differential equations anddrying properties of
tea. Themodeltakes account of equipment dimensions and modelsthe changesinthe
airusedfor drying.
Themodel canbe used for simulation ofbatch drying, and for continuous drying it is
able to simulate the start-up phase of operation. Simulations have been carried out to
illustrate the characteristics of various types of dryer, demonstrating that the model
hasbroad application.
The model has been validated experimentally on thin layer drying, then on fluidized
batch and two types of fluidized continuous dryer. Initially there was a substantial
deviation with the fluidized bed type of dryer, probably caused by the value of the
drying constant which was extrapolated from non-fluidized data. Correcting the
drying rate with an efficiency factor of 0.6 gave a good correspondence between
modeland factory scaledryers.
Simulation and validation shows that the constant rate drying phase is shown to be a
property ofthedrying airratherthanthematerial being dried.
6.9
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6.11Appendix-Air andotherproperties.
Atmospheric pressure atsealevel

101.32
5

kPa

Specific heat oftea(Yoshitomi 1987)

0.96

kJ/kg.°K

1.44

kJ/kg.°K

Specific heatofwater

4.18

kJ/kg.°K

Specific heatofair

1.011

kJ/kg.°K

Specific heatofwater vapour

1.805

kJ/kg.°K

Latentheatofwater

2501

kJ/kg

(Hongfan Yin 1985)

Basetemperature for enthalpy calculations 0 0

°C

7Controllerdesign andtuning
7.1

Abstract

Variations in moisture content of dried tea are considerable, hence the moisture
control of tea dryers needs to be improved. An experimentally validated simulation
model of a continuous fluid bed tea dryer was used to design a control system.
Feedback from moisture sensing was found to give good results, but a predictor
removes some of the effects of lag in the system. As an alternative to the high-cost
moisture measurement, the use of exhaust temperature sensing in the feedback is
evaluated. Direct feed back of air outlet temperature at aposition two-thirds distance
along the dryer does not provide effective control, but with use of inferential control
good results are obtained. Normal disturbances in feed rate of 5%, which caused an
increase in discharge moisture (wet basis) from 3% to 4.5% without control, were
restricted to an increase to 3.4% moisture with direct feedback of exhaust
temperature. This control error is eliminated by the use of an inferential estimator,
which enables control of the discharge moisture by using only a temperature
measurement.

7.2 Introduction
The majority of black tea produced in Southern Africa is dried in fluid bed dryers.
During the drying operation a significant amount of energy is consumed, and high
dryingtemperatures oran excessive residence timemay compromise tea quality.The
feed of the dryer is a more or less constant flow of macerated and fermented tea
shoots, known as "dhool", with a moisture content in the range 68 to 75%m.c. w.b.
The acceptable range for dryer output moistures is 2.5%to 3.5%.This is well below
the maximum moisture allowed for packed teas, but during the sorting and packing
stages the tea can pick up enough moisture to take it from 3% to well over the
acceptable level of 7%. The main disturbances to the dryer are changes in feed, in
terms of quantity and moisture content. Particular problems arise with starting and
stopping of the fermenter flow, changing fermenting time and changing of the feed
rate intotheprevious fermenting stage.
Inpractice,itisnot easyto maintainaconsistent moisturecontent outofthedryer, as
shown bya factory survey in Sri Lanka (Kandappah and Samarasingham 1991)of23
factories. The mean values of moisture content and the standard deviations are
illustrated inFig. 7.1.
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Fig. 7.1. Sri Lanka factory survey: dryer discharge moisture contents (bars) and
standard deviations (lines) compared to the acceptable maximum and minimum
values (data from Kandappah & Samarasingham (1991))
Only six out of the twenty-three factories had a mean moisture in the normally
accepted range of 2.5 to 3.5% m.c. w.b., and only factory no. 17 maintained an
acceptable standard deviation of less than 0.5, with factory no. 10 being very close to
specification. Most factories failed to dry adequately, and had a very wide spread of
dryer discharge moistures.
It is clear that there is need for improved dryer control, bringing benefits in terms of
improved consistency of product and reduced energy consumption. However the
dryer is not a simple system, and the best method of controlling it is not obvious.
There are two aspects to achieving good operational performance in practice. As well
as the design of the controller, the equipment needs to be designed and operated in the
correct way in order to have adequate reserve drying capacity to handle the demands
of the control system. This paper concerns the design of the controller, which is
restricted in the sophistication possible in the environment and remote location of
most tea factories.
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Interruptions and variations in feed rate to and within the fermenting unit cause
variations of the dhool feed rate to the dryer. Development of in-line measurement
devices and automation of tea processing units is of recent date and there are no
reliable devices available to detect the dhool feed rate variations. Measuring the
moisture content of fermenting dhool bynear-infrared (NIR)means is confounded by
the variation in chemical constituents during the fermenting process. Therefore feedforward is not an option and feedback control from a discharge moisture content
indicator isthemain option to improve the performance. Also, it isnot commercially
attractive to monitor the moisture of the tea being discharged from a dryer
continuously; instruments based upon NIR-methods are available but are so costly
thatthey would be difficult tojustify financially. Some simpler and cheaper sensor is
required as a measure of the drying operation. In this study a simulation model,
previously developed byTempleand van Boxtel (1999a),will beusedto examinethe
response of a dryer to various stimuli, to test various control strategies and to
investigate possible measurements. The model was validated on a research batch
dryer, the three stage semi-industrial continuous dryer of the Tea Research
Foundation (Central Africa), Malawi, and a full scale commercial dryer (Temple and
vanBoxtel 1999a).

7.3 Dryer

configuration

There are many different fluid bed dryer configurations; a representative system is
shown in Fig. 7.2.The wet dhool is fed into one end of the machine, and the dry tea
discharges over a weir at the opposite end. The weir height may be adjustable and
regulates the bed loading, and hence the residence time. The air supply is split into
three sections,withthehottest air meetingthewettest dhool. Theexhaust temperature
rises as the tea dries, despite the lower inlet air temperature at the dry end. The
constraint on the system is to avoid tea particle temperatures, and thus exhaust air
temperatures greaterthan90°C.
Wet dhool feed
Exhaust air
•

First stage

k
i

Exhaustair
•

Fluidized bed

3
Perforated
bedplate

Exhaustair

5

Second stage

Third stage

4

Airin
140°C

Airin
110°C

Drytea
discharge

Airin
90°C

Fig.7.2.Continuousfluidbeddryerschematic diagram.Numbers indicate
temperature measurement positions.
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Thedryerconfiguration used for modellingwasasvalidated onaresearch installation
and inpracticeonthe semi-industrial dryer oftheTeaResearch Foundation and a full
commercial dryer (Temple and van Boxtel 1999a). The development of the control
methods will be based upon the semi-industrial dryer of the Tea Research
Foundation; the settings of this installation are listed in Table 7.1. The following
observations arise from theresultsofthemodelling andoperational considerations.
Table7.1.Conditions forsimulation asused ontheManufacturing Research
Facility Pilot scaledryer.
Feedrate
Feedmoisture content
Wetendinlettemperature
Mid inlet temperature
Dryendinlettemperature
Wetendairvelocity
Midairvelocity
Dryendairvelocity
Altitude (abovesealevel)
Ambientdrybulb
Ambientwetbulb
Dhoolfeed temperature
Weirheight
Bedareaper section

3.42

71
130
110
90
1.2
1.0
0.9
650
30
26
27
50
0.72

kg/min
%w.b.

°C
°C
°C
m/s
m/s
m/s
m.a.s.l.

°C
°C
°C
mm
m2

The main disturbances to the dryer performance are variations in feed rate and feed
moisture content. Variations in feed rate have the greatest effect on the performance
of the dryer; dhool moisture variations having a minor effect and occurring much
more slowly.Thispaper concentrates oncountering disturbances infeed rate.
There are several variables that may be manipulated to achieve a constant moisture
output: dhool feed rate,dhool feed moisture (affected by the withering stage), airflow
ineachstage,airinlettemperature ineachstage,andweirheight.
Dhool feed rate and moisture are determined far upstream of the dryer, at maceration
and to a lesser extent at fermentation, which happens between 1 and 2 h before
drying. This is not suitable for dryer control, as the time lags are too great. Air
velocities are set within narrow limits by fluidization requirements (Temple & van
Boxtel 1999b)andcannotbevariedby acontrol system. Weirheight doesnot havea
direct effect on the operation of the first stage, has a marginal effect on the second
stage andhasanuncertain effect onthethird stage.Thefirst stage inlet temperature is
generally limited by the maximum output of the heating system, and the last stage
temperature isrestricted byquality considerations. Thesecond stage inlet temperature
remainsasthemost suitablevariabletocontrol (seeFig.7.3).
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Exhaust temperature sensor
(measured)
A

Exhaust air

Exhaust air
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Exhaust air
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Discharge moisture
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Stage 2

•

Stage 3
(may be measured
by NIR)

Feed moisture
(unmeasured)
i>

Inletair

Inletair
(controlledtemperature)

Inletair

Figure7.3.Blockdiagram ofdryer
The ideal measurement onwhich tobasethe control system isthe moisture content of
the product delivered, asthis isthevariable tobecontrolled.Although there areNIRtechniques available tomonitor themoisture content, it isnot anattractive option; the
costs are high relative to labour cost for correcting the moisture content in tea
producing countries, and the calibrations are not fully proven. Therefore, a low cost
solution is necessary. Control of the exhaust temperature at a certain position along
the dryer isconsidered as analternative. Simulation ofthedryer configuration shown
in Fig. 7.2, using the model given in Temple and van Boxtel (1999a), with varying
feed rate,gaveFig.7.4.
These results show clearly that the temperature at position 6 (as numbered in Fig.
7.2), about two thirds of the way along the bed, is most affected by feed rate
disturbance. Itwas alsofound tobemost sensitive toalldisturbances exceptthethird
stage inlettemperature andthe weir height. Inpractice,these latter arethe least likely
to suffer variation during drying. This two-thirds point will be termed the exhaust
sensortemperature and isillustrated inFig.7.2.

7.4 Controller design
With the other inputs held constant, a step change of 10°C increase in the inlet
temperature inthe second stage wassimulated. Theresponses ofthemoisture content
and the exhaust sensor temperature were determined, to provide the values for tuning
a proportional and integral controller according to the rules of Cohen and Coon
(Stephanopoulos 1984). Alternative rules from Ziegler-Nichols (Stephanopoulos
1984) require the system to be controlled by a proportional controller only, and the
gaintobeincreaseduntil instability isreached.The settingsarederived from thegain
atwhich instability isreached andthefrequency ofoscillation atthatpoint.
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Fig.7.4.Simulated exhaust temperatureresponse ofcontinuousfluidbed dryer
tovaryingfeed rate.Feedrate: 0,3.6 kg/min;A, 4.2kg/min; *, 4.8kg/min; O, 5.4
kg/min,—, 6kg/min.(Feedmoisturecontent 72% wetbasis. Dischargemoisture
contents0.5%, 1.5%, 3%,6.5%and14%wetbasiswithincreasingfeed rate)
The values for the responses of discharge moisture and exhaust temperature to a step
change in feed rate and a step change in second stage inlet temperature, both without
and includingheater lag,areshowninTable 7.1.TheTable also showstheCohenand
Coon,andZiegler-Nichols controllerproportional gain and integraltime.
The response for the exhaust temperatures at points 6, 7, 8and 9along the dryer are
given inTable 7.1. Point 6, which was selected on the basis of Fig. 7.4, has a higher
gain and a shorter time delay than the other exhaust temperatures, making it most
suitableasthebasisofacontrol system.
The controller was first implemented using the discharge moisture content as the
measured variable. The temperature range of the control signal was limited to±50°C
of the set point. This is a greater range than is possible in practice in most
installations,butrepresents anextremethatmightbepossible.
Theopen-loopresponseofthesystemwasdetermined from a5%increase infeed rate
at 1000s,with allothervariablesheld constant. Themoisture content ofthedischarge
was found to rise from 3% to almost 4.5%. A simple feedback controller from
dischargemoisturetothemiddle inlettemperature gaveexcellent control.
In this example, the system is idealised to the extent that the response of the heater
unittoarequest for increased temperature isassumedtobe instantaneous.Inpractice,
therecanbeaconsiderable lagastheheaterunitand ducting changetemperature. The
actual response of the heater system for the pilot scale dryers in the Tea Research
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Foundation (Central Africa) Manufacturing Research Facility was measured
experimentally (data given in Table 7.1,under Heater Response). A control strategy
withaSmithpredictor isevaluated tocompensate for thedeadtimeofthissystem.
Table7.1.System responses andtuning parameters
x
td
K
system system system
response delay gain
time, s time,s

gain
units

K<;
x\
Kc
TI
C&C C&C Z-N Z-N
propnl integral propnl integral
gain
time,s gain time,s

Responseto+5% feed step
Dischargemoisture

501

19

Exhausttemperature6 289

11 11

-45.6

Exhausttemperature 7 376

14 14

-37.4

Exhausttemperature 8 439

16

-26.9

Exhausttemperature9 501

19

-17.5

°C
kg/s

1

°C
°C

Heater response

300

1010

0.0877

%mc
kg/s
°C
kg/s
°C
kg/s
°C
kg/s

Responseto 10°Cincrease ininlettemperature section 2
Dischargemoisture

500

10

-0.00083 %mc -54300 32.0
kg/s
Exhaust temperature 6 70
1
1.05
°C
60.1
3.24
kg/s
Response to 10°Cincrease ininlettemperature section2,incorporating heaterlags
Discharge moisture

635

145

Discharge moisture

635

10

-0.00083 %mc -4849 328
-3600 650
kg/s
Exhaust temperature 6 620
50
1.05
°C
10.7
142
43
85
kg/s
Responseto 10°Cincrease ininlettemperature section2,with heaterlags&Smith Predictor

Exhausttemperature 6 620

1

-0.00083 %mc -68956 32.3
kg/s
1.05
°C
531
3.32
kg/s
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During the tuning phase, both Cohen and Coon and Ziegler-Nichols rules were
applied. The Ziegler-Nichols rules did not give a meaningful result for the system
without heater delay, or with a Smith predictor as delay time compensator. To
understand why this happened, transfer functions for the dryer were derived from
Bode plots obtained from sinusoidal excitation at different frequencies and an
amplitude 10%ofthevalue oftheinputvariable.Typical results are given inFig.7.5.
Asthe graph shows,there isaphase shift of -90°for thehigh frequencies and a high
frequency asymptote of-1 suggesting a first order system. In the intermediate range
amplitude and phase graphs deviate from a first order system. Therefore fits were
made for a second order or higher order system with a lead term. The second order
with a lead term option gave better fits to the Bode plots than a first order approach,
and showsthatthe system issecond orderbutactsasafirstorder.
Gain(dB)
102

Phaseshift (degrees)
0

10
10
Frequency(rad/s)
Fig.7.5Bodeplotofopen loopresponse ofdischargemoisture contentto
sinusoidalvariation inthesecond stageinlettemperature (amplitude 10°C).
Because of the first-order-like behaviour of the dryer without heater delay, during
Ziegler-Nichols tuning the controller gain can be increased to any value without
coming close to instability. The drawback of the Cohen and Coon method was the
difficulty of accurate estimation of the small delay time. Despite this drawback the
Cohen andCoon approach isabettersolutionthanZiegler-Nichols tuning.
The Smith Predictor compensates the delay time of the heater. What remains is the
first order behaviour of the heater (Stephanopoulos, 1984). Consequently the
feedback system controls a first order process (the heater) and a first order-like
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process (the dryer) in series. For this second order like system with only real poles,
the controller gaincanbe increased without producing instability. Therefore againthe
CohenandCoonmethod istobe preferred.
Both Ziegler-Nichols and Cohen and Coon tuning rules were successfully applied to
the system with heater delay and without Smith predictor. The gain and phase
marginswere examined thetwoalternative control loops (moisture content controlby
air temperature and exhaust temperature by air temperature). Forthe moisture control
looptherearegreaterphase andgainmarginswithZiegler-Nichols valuesthan Cohen
and Coon while the reverse result was obtained for the exhaust temperature control
loop.

1000

2000

3000

4000

Time, seconds

Fig.7.6a.Control onexhaust
temperature sensor, incorporating
heaterlaganddead timecompensation.
Stepof5%increase infeed rateat 1000
seconds.

2000

4000

6000

8000

Time,seconds

b.Systemwith inferential controller
anddeadtimecompensator, showing
theeffect ofa5%increase infeed
rateat 1000seconds.

Figure 7.6a illustrates atypical result of the controller using exhaust temperature and
withheaterdelay compensatedbya SmithPredictor. Thegraph showstightcontrolof
the exhaust temperature and also that moisture content does not exceed 3.4%. This
value is better than in an uncontrolled situation where for the same disturbance
moisturewould riseto4.5%.Directtemperature control helpstoreducethe variations
inmoisture but isnot ableto cancel them. Therefore, inferential control isused asan
extension tothetemperature controltoremovetheremaining deviations (Fig.7.6b).
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7.5 Inferentialcontroller
The principle of an inferential controller is presented in Fig. 7.7a and b. Fig. 7.7a
(after Stephanopoulos 1984) describes the dryer by transfer functions from the main
disturbance (feed rate) to both output variables (moisture content and exhaust
temperature) and the input variable used for control (air temperature to second
section).

Disturbance

Unmeasured disturbance

"print® S

-

G

Unmeasured
output

Dryer

-Qo-G

Exhaust
temperature

Exhaust
temperature
sensor

Fig.7.7a.Blockdiagramofprocessusing
exhausttemperature sensing.

b.Estimatorforinferential control.

Disturbances have influences on the moisture content and the exhaust temperature;
each relationship has a different transfer function. If the difference between the
transfer functions is small, the exhaust temperature sensor may be used directly to
implement a controller. On the other hand, if the difference in transfer functions is
significant, then direct control will not be adequate. In this case the four transfer
functions areusedtoestimatetheactualmoisture content from thetemperature sensor
outputandthecontroller outputasillustrated inFig.7.7b.
The term

d

yr

in the estimator may be interpreted as translating the temperature

signal into a moisture content signal; and the term Gpi describes the effect of the
control output on moisture. The term

j£/

|A \Gp2 converts the effect of the

controller onexhausttemperature intomoisture terms.This estimator was constructed
using the values in Table 7.1. Controller design was based upon the previous
mentioned principles, incorporating thedeadtimecompensator detailed above.
Here the Ziegler-Nichols method was produced the most satisfactory results.
Instability setinataproportional gainof 1700,withtheperiod ofoscillation of 195s.
The Ziegler-Nichols method gives a proportional gain of 765 and an integral reset
timeof 163s.
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Atypical responseto a5%step increase in feed rate at 1000sis shown in Fig.7.6b.
Inthisexamplethe inferential controller wasonlybaseduponthe static gainvaluesof
the transfer functions. It gives satisfactory results and can be implemented with
minimal demands for thecontroller. The system provides good control but despite the
dead time compensator, it takes some time to settle to the final value. This is not a
problem asthe deviations duringthe settling time areminor, and inpractice would be
averaged when the dry tea is bulked before packing. The response is to a change in
feed rate asthis isthe major factor causing fluctuations indischarge moisture content
inpractice. It canbe seenfrom Fig.7.6 bthat withthe inferential controller, although
the control signal is the exhaust temperature, the temperature value is not held
constantbutthedischarge moisture content ismaintained.

7.6

Conclusion

Currently technology for tea drying is under development. For better operation and
control an exploration of potential control approaches has been made by using a
simulation model for a continuous fluid-bed dryer, validated on an commercial tea
dryer.
Two options were investigated: first, the direct feed back of moisture content; and
second the feedback of anintermediate exhaust temperature.Thecontrol performance
of direct feedback of the measured moisture content is good but is lowered if the
heating system has a significant delay time. To compensate for the effects of lags in
the dryer and in the heater system, a dead-time compensator or Smith Predictor is
effective.
Asthecostsfor directmoisture measurement arehigh,theexhausttemperature canbe
used for the controller feedback signal. This gives good control when an inferential
estimator isused.
The improvement in performance using exhaust temperature is acceptable, especially
because instrumentation costs are minimal. The control method developed allows
improved control of the moisture content of tea discharged from a fluid-bed dryer
withoutrequiringsophisticated instrumentation.
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8Controllerperformance undervarying
operatingconditions*
8.1

Abstract

A study was made of the robustness of controllers for fluidized bed tea drying.
Several controller configurations have been designed and studied in previous work.
Tuning of these controllers is possible using a transfer function estimated from the
frequency behaviour ofasimulation modelunder normal operating conditions.Inthis
work a range of operating conditions deviating from the standard conditions was
studied. Controller tuning determined by the Cohen & Coon or Ziegler-Nichols
methods was not found to be robust over the range of conditions tested. A different
method was developed, based on dryer modelling, to establish a range of controller
settings giving minimal Integral Squared Error while maintaining adequate gain and
phase margins. These settings were found to be suitable for the whole range of
conditions tested.Asimplification tothe inferential controller, usinggainsonly rather
than complete transfer functions in the inferential estimator, was shown to be
justified.
8.2

Introduction

A previous paper (Temple & van Boxtel 2000) on tea dryer control described the
development of controller structures for fluidized bed tea drying. In the first instance
direct moisture control using a moisture sensor was configured. From step responses
it was observed by using graphs that the controller performed well. However,
controller performance falls as soon as heater delay become significant. To maintain
performance a delay time compensator, as the Smith predictor, was used. As on-line
moisture sensors are expensive and difficult to calibrate, a search for an alternative
indicator was started. Itwaspointed out thatthe exhaust airtemperature at two-thirds
distance along the dryer was most sensitive to variations in drying performance.
Control of this temperature is a good option for reducing the variations in moisture
content. However, keeping the exhaust air temperature constant reduces but does not
eliminate all variations inmoisture content. Itwas shown that this objective could be
realised by using an inferential controller giving a significant performance
improvement. The basic concept of the inferential controller is based upon the
process and disturbance transfer functions (Stephanopoulos 1984). However, most
standard controller hardware cannot implement these functions so an alternative is

Submitted to Computers and Electronics in Agriculture as: Temple, SJ; van Straten, G; van Boxtel,
AJB "Control of fluid bed tea dryers:controller performance under varying operation conditions".
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proposed which is based upon the use of only the gains. Such a simplification
(ignoringthedynamicparts) could affect theinferential controller performance.
Once acontroller was installed onan industrial teadryer the controller settingswould
not be changed for a long time. During this period teas with different drying rates
have to be dried under different operational conditions. Therefore it is important to
knowwhetherthecontrollerwill doitsjobproperly oversuchanextended period.
Toevaluate controllerperformance twomain aspectshavebe considered:
• stability
• accuracy
A practical method to safeguard a controlled system from becoming unstable under
the influence of load and disturbance variations is achieved by maintaining sufficient
phase and gain margin of the open loop combined transfer functions of the process
and controller. Forthe tea dryerthese criteria can be evaluated for the standard tuned
controller working over a range of operation conditions and drying rates. For
controllerperformance evaluation, set-point tracking anddisturbance rejection arethe
most relevant criteria. These criteria are derived from the closed loop transfer
functions ofthe controlled process. Moreover, the deviation of the response from the
desired value, which can be expressed by the integral squared error, gives a
quantitativemeasurefor theaccuracy.
To use most of the above-mentioned approaches, knowledge of the process transfer
functions is required. However, working with transfer functions implies that a
linearised version of the process is used. If the linearisation only represents a narrow
range, stability and accuracy cannot be quantified by using the above mentioned
methods. Then the best alternative will be the performance test on the dryer in
practice using a qualitative measure or the integral squared error (ISE) as a
quantitative measure.
This work assesses the performance of the proposed tea dryer controllers using the
techniques described above.

8.3 Methodology
Consider a controlled system as given in Fig. 8.1.The closed loop transfer function
from set-point tooutputand from disturbancetotheoutput aregivenby
y(s)

Gc(s)Gp(s)

(gi)

X,«-,*i„t(s) l+ Gc(s)Gp(s)
y(s)=
GAs)
d(s) \+ G^s)Gp(S)

(8.2)
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Fig.8.1 Basic controlled system

For set-point tracking the aim is to keep transfer function 1close to unity for a wide
range of frequencies and for disturbance rejection the second should be as low as
possible. Both goals are conflicting so a compromise is required to maintain a
minimum gain in the low frequency region and a maximum gain in the high
frequency region.
For stability the denominator term of the equations should have negative poles. It is
achieved if the product Gc(s)Gp(s), the open loop transfer function of the controlled
system (G0i(s)), hasproper values for the phase and gain margins. The phase margin
is the 180° minus the phase value for the frequency where the AR=1. The gain
margin is equal to reciprocal of the value of the AR for the frequency at which the
phase shift equals to -180°. In standard control practice a design aims for a phase
margin greaterthan 30°and againmargin greaterthan 1.7.
As Fig. 8.1 andthe equations show,transfer functions of the process arerequired and
have to be derived from the tea dryer model. As the dryer model is programmed in
Simulink thetool for linearisation could beused.Attemptstodothis failed, caused by
the presence of switches (used for different drying phases, and filling the tea dryer)
and lookup tables (used for psychrometrics). The spectral analysis tool from Matlab
(based onthe responsetowhite noise inputs) gavevery different valuestothose given
byaseriesof steady state sinewave excitation trials under the sameconditions, sono
meaningful conclusions could be drawn. Therefore sine wave responses at a range of
frequencies were determined from theprocessmodel.Thismethod was successful.
TheISEisdefined as:
ISE- \e\t)dt
(8.3)
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in which e(t) represents the deviation between set point and realised value. In this
work the setpoint isconsidered asthe value used bythe controller, which is interms
ofthemoisture content ofthedry teawhenthis isthevalue used by the controller. In
other cases, temperature is used, which can be related to moisture content by the
inferential relationship.
8.4

Results

8.4.1 Estimatingtransfer functions
Inpractical controllertuning, safephaseand gainmarginsareused inordertoprevent
the controlled system from becoming unstable from uncertainties affecting the system
transfer function. In general, these uncertainties are unknown. However with the
availability of asimulation model one source ofmodifications ofthetransfer function
can be assessed, namely the shifts that occur due to different operating conditions.
Table 8.1 showstheparameters oftransfer functions ofthetypegiveninEquation 8.4
obtained byfitting the sinewaveresponsesundervariousoperating conditions.
Themain disturbancesthatoccur indrying conditions arethe feed rate andtherate of
drying for different batches of tea. Variations in feed moisture content have a
significantly smaller effect (Temple et al. 2000) and therefore the effect of this
variableisnot considered.
To evaluate the controller performance, the transfer functions for different drying
rates and feed rates were calculated. As the process is non-linear different operating
points and different drying characteristics give other transfer functions. To simulate
the controller situation as closely as possible, the transfer functions concern the
situation where moisture content is at target (3%) on average while the inlet
temperature (normally used as controlling variable) is adjusted to compensate for the
changed feed ordryingrate.
As an example Fig. 8.2 is selected from the results to show data obtained from the
responses for arangeofconditions.
The curves were fitted for several types of transfer functions with varying order for
numerator and denominator. During fitting the sum of relative error of phase and
relative error of log(amplitude ratio) was minimised. The best results were obtained
for:
y{s) _

Kp{r„ums+\)

«(•*) O^iS+l X r ^ +l)
Higher order transfer functions did not give any relevant improvement. Estimated
constantsfor several casesaregiveninTable8.1.
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Table8.1:Fitting results fortransfer functions overarangeofoperating
conditions.Values inbold textindicate standard operating conditions.Therate
factorisavalue usedtoadjusttheevaporation rateasmeasured usingthin layer
dryingapparatus tothe ratefound inpracticewith afluidized bed.

T,„(S)

Rate factor
Inlet temperature°C
Feed ratekg/min
Discharge moisture%
GainKp

to

fnum

Texh(s)

Tdenl
Tden2

Tin(s) GainKp
to
tnum
moist(s) tdenl
Tden2

Feed(s) GainKp
to
tnum
Texh(s)

tdenl
Tden2

Feed(s) GainKp
to
tnum
moist(s) Tdenl
Tden2

0.6
0.6
0.6
90
100 110
3.155 3.295 3.42
3.01 2.99
3
0.847 0.884 0.9333
34.3 32
28.44
178
176 164
9.32 9.31 9.51
-l.le- J -l.Oe-- -9.7e4
94.7 84.4 73.6
240 239 226
240 239 226
-36.4 -40.8 -45.2
92.3 84.9 78.2
196
183 172
196
183 172
0.07550.0747 0.0729
34.5 140 126
504 344 280
39.8 239 280

0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0
0.4
140
120
130
110
110
3.545 3.665 3.78 3.714 3.095
3
3.01 3.02 3.01 3
0.943 0.949 0.949 0.436 1.02
24.1 20
17
329 57.3
144 954
163
152
154
9
8.65 8.43 17.7 11.7
-9.4e^ -S.9B4 -8.4e^ -1.2e"J -&.9e*
72.4 69.8 66.9 85.3 89.2
228 223 219 227 260
228 223 219 227 260
-49.3 -53.2 -64.7 -24
-38.8
3.21 3.25 3.08 0
99.2
298 280 278 389
168
4.78 5.25 5.51 30
168
0.07180.0708 0.0702 0.09070.067
109
100 90.1 0.182 0.967
262 253 243 515 610
262 253 243 0.321 0.586

From theresults itcanbeseen that thefitsforTj„(s) toTexh(s) andmost valuesof
Feed(s) toTexh(s)gavedifferent values for tdeni andTden2whereas all valuesforTjn(s)
toMoist(s) andmost valuesfor Feed(s)toMoist(s) gaveTde„i=tden2.
In addition to the transfer functions from inlet temperature (controller controlled
variable foracontrolled system) tooutputs, the transfer functions from feed rateto
outputs were determined from themodel. These arethe transfer functions for the
major sourceofdisturbances with greatest influence expected forthe dryer.
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Fig.8.2Bodediagram MC(s)/Tin(s) obtainedfrom sinewave simulation for
inlettemperature of90°C(topcurve), 140°C(next curve) ratefactor 1.0 (middle
curve),standard operatingconditions (nextcurve), ratefactor 0.4 (bottom
curve).
Unmeasured
disturbance: feed rate

Discharge
moisture
(unmeasured)

Fig.8.3Inferential control scheme
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8.4.2 Inferential controller
Before proceeding, a simplification of the fourth controller type, the inferential
controller,wastestedonthenominal plant.This simplification entailstheuseof static
instead of dynamic compensator blocks as shown in Fig. 8.3. The implementation of
these full transfer functions isnot possible in most commercial hardware available in
teadryingcountries.Tosimplify thecalculations,thegainsalone canbeused instead.
Fig. 8.4 shows for both options the differences in Bode diagrams for the response of
moisturecontent tochanges insetpoint and changesindisturbance input.
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Fig.8.4a. Setpointtracking bodeplotcomparingfull transfer function
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Fig.8.4b.Disturbance rejection plotcomparing full transfer function inferential
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These figures showed very small differences, both for tracking (closed loop transfer
from moisture set point to final moisture content) as well as disturbance rejection
(closed loop transfer from feed rate to final moisture content). Because of these
results,thissimplified controller wasused intheremainder ofthispaper.
8.4.3 GainandPhase margin evaluations fordifferent controllertypes
The transfer functions for the dryer under various operating conditions were
combined with the transfer functions for the controllers, to evaluate the gain and
phasemarginsasoperating conditionsvaried. Tuningthecontroller configurations for
the nominal plantusingtheconventional methodsgavethe results shown in Table 8.2
anddisplayed inFig.8.5.
Table8.2.Controller characteristics
Controller
Exhaust temperature
feedback
Moisture feedback

Moisturefeedback +Smith
Inferential

Tuning
C&C
Z-N
new
C&C
Z-N
new
Z-N
Z-N
new

Kc tauI
10.7 142
43
85
9
310
-4849 328
-3600 650
-4500 1200
31500 129
765 162
970 325

Thefinalcontroller, which combined aPIcontroller with a Smith predictor for delay
time compensation and an inferential estimator, was used with the PI values
determined by the Ziegler-Nichols tuning procedure. The gain and phase margins
under standard operating conditions were not high, with a gain margin of 1.27and a
phase margin of 9.3°. However as the feed rate was varied up or down by 10%,the
gain margin did not deteriorate at all, and the phase margin only slightly, the worst
valuebeing 8.35°at3% increased load.
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Fig.8.5Gain and phase marginsforcontrollersettings derived from Cohen&
Coon,Ziegler-Nichols and anew methodforvarious controllers underthe full
rangeofconditions tested.
Fig. 8.5 shows a summary of results for the range of controllers employed in the
development of the final system. The greatest gain and phase margins are from the
moisture-controlled system with the Smith predictor and the lowest margins with the
inferential estimator taking atemperature signal from the dryer. The simplest control
system listed here, using temperature feedback only with no inferential estimator,
after a 5%step in feed rate allows the moisture content of discharge to rise from 3%
to3.4%,whereasuncontrolled itwould riseto 4.5%.
Two conclusions may be drawn: (i) the actual gain and phase margins may vary
considerably over the range of operating conditions for some controller types; (ii)
with some controllers the gain and phase margins are unsafe to provide enough
robustness against remaining uncertainties in the plant, while for others they are
unnecessarily wide,leadingtolossin performance.
In order to improve the situation a new procedure is proposed which tries to get as
close as possible to phase and gain margins considered safe (30° and 1.7,
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respectively) while atthe sametime ensuring the lowest possible ISE. The procedure
was performed for the nominal plant. First an automated search procedure was used
toidentify tuning valuesthat gavethelowest ISE.These ledtoworse stability values,
so an alternative approach was required. A contour plot of gain and phase margin
values was then calculated for a range of values of controller gain Gc and integral
time TI.An additional contour plot of ISE values was calculated for the same values.
Byoverlaying theseplots, anarea could be determined with gain margin greater than
1.7,phasemarginbetter than 30°andminimal ISE.Theresultsare given inFigs 8.6 8.9 andasanoverview inFig. 8.10.
It may be noted that although all the systems investigated are based on the same
process model, and modify the controller in different ways, the maps differ
considerably (Fig. 8.6 - Fig. 8.9), particularly the plots of ISE values. In the case of
the inferential system (Fig. 8.9) the optimum point is defined byboth gain and phase
margins, while for the other systems the gain margin only is limiting. To keep the
diagrams simple, only the major lines for phase and gain margin values have been
included. Forthemoisture feedback system with Smith predictor, the Ziegler-Nichols
tuning value coincides with the optimum determined by this method. This does not
happenwiththeothersystems considered.
Indeed,for some systemsthere isno clear optimum value.Thisisbetter illustrated by
Fig. 8.10, which shows the direction in which the Gain Margin, Phase Margin and
Integral Squared Error improve with increasing controller gain and integral time. If
the ISE value is in the same direction as one of the margins, and the other margin is
closetothisquadrant,therewill benoclear optimum setting(asisseenwith moisture
feedback with a Smith Predictor). There will be a clear optimum tuning if the ISE
value improves in the opposite direction to the other values, as in the case of the
inferential control with Smith Predictor.
Finally,all thecontrollers tuned usingthe newmethod were evaluated overthewhole
range of operating conditions considered. The selected tuning values are shown in
Table 8.2 and the results are illustrated in Fig. 8.5. These are clearly superior to the
values obtained from conventional tuning, although some points remain with
inadequate phase margin and one point for the inferential controller is well into the
dangerarea.
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Fig.8.6 Graphical overlays ofgain margin,phasemargin,andISEvaluesto
identify suitable controllervaluesfor asimpletemperature controlled system.
Theshaded area indicates thelocation ofminimumISEforphasemargin>30°,
gain margin>1.7
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Fig.8.7 Graphical overlays of gain margin,phasemargin,andISEvaluesto
identify suitable controllervalues forasimpledischarge moisture controlled
system.
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Fig.8.8 Graphical overlaysofgainmargin,phasemargin,andISEvaluesto
identify suitable controllervalues foradischarge moisture controlled system
incorporating aSmith Predictor.

tuning found by
minimizing ISE

Fig.8.9 Graphical overlays ofgainmargin,phasemargin,andISEvaluesto
identify suitable controllervalues forasystem incorporating aSmith Predictor
and aninferential estimator.
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Moisture feedback with Smith Predictor
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Inferential control, Smith Predictor

tau I

Fig.8.10 Diagramshowingdirection ofimprovement inGainMargin,Phase
Margin and Integral Squared Errorforvarious controllers.

8.5 Discussion
The points plotted in Fig. 8.5 show that over the changes of drying parameters
studied, the conventionally tuned systems show variation, sometimes giving a system
at the brink of stability and sometimes giving a very high ISE value. The controller
values selected bythealternative method arenotonlythebest selected for thenormal
operating point, but are also robust over the full range of conditions considered. Asa
consequence, iftheconventional tuning methods were to be used, the settings would
have to be changed as the dryer operating conditions changed. However, the better
tuning achieved by the new method is good enough to handle the full range of
operating conditions expected for operation.
The Cohen and Coon tuning method was intended for systems which may be
approximated by afirstorder system with dead time (Stephanopoulos 1984),and the
results here demonstrate that this approximation does not hold for the fluidized bed
tea dryer. The Ziegler-Nichols closed loop method was intended for systems where
the process dynamics are not known, but does not suit processes incorporating
integrators (Ogata 1997). These starting-points are probably the reason why under
varyingoperation conditions unsafe marginstowards stability were obtained.
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The alternative procedure described above can be used to find a controller setting
with adequate gain and phase margins, and with the minimum value for ISE (or any
other objective function) which can give these margins. However, the procedure
requires amodel of the system and also a transfer function for the operating point of
the system. Itwould beuseful to develop arule for tuning,to simplify the procedure.
This is not possible for the few cases available for study at present. If this work was
extended to cover other similar fluidized bed dryers, over a range of sizes and
operating conditions, then some generalisation might be possible, leading to the
formation ofatuningrule.
To determine phase and gain margins,transfer functions must beused. As these have
beenfittedtodata generated bythe model,they arenot aperfect representation ofthe
model, which is again an approximation (statically validated) to the real dryer. To
ensure that the data are representative, following a phase and gain margin
determination, the ISE value should be determined from the model, reducing the
degree of abstraction from the validated model. This restricts the use of this method
inaproduction situationto situations whereamodel canbe developed. However, it is
relatively simpletousethe standard fluidized bed model with dimensions appropriate
toanydryerfound incommercial practice.

8.6 Conclusions
The inferential estimator using gains only, rather than full transfer functions to
provide an estimate of discharge moisture from exhaust and inlet temperature did not
resultinappreciably different resultsoverthe frequency range studied.
Fortheteadryer, an inferential controller withjust static compensation functions plus
Smithpredictor gaveexcellentresults.
Investigations into the robustness of fluidized bed tea dryer controllers, with
parameters selected bytheCohen andCoon ortheZiegler-Nichols methods showthat
the tuningisnotsatisfactory overthewholerange ofoperating conditions expected in
practice.Amethod of selecting controller parameters usingmapping ofphasemargin,
gainmarginand integral square errortofindthecontroller gainand integral time gave
superiorresultswhich were satisfactory throughout theoperatingrange.
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9Controlinthe context ofdesignandoperation
conditions
9.1 Abstract
A simulation model of a continuous fluid bed tea dryer, previously validated, was
used to investigate theoptions for control ofthedryer. Thevariation inheat available
proved to limit the possibilities to compensate for variations in feed rate in practical
dryers. If dryers operate under limited control power of the air temperatures it is
recommended tocontrol thefeed rate intothe continuous processing system astightly
aspossible,andto correctthis for other variations inthe system suchasfeed moisture
content.
The combination of tight control of moisture together with short residence time for
high quality is not possible with current dryer designs, considering the variations in
feed ratefound inpractice.

9.2 Introduction
Previous papers on tea dryer control (Temple and van Boxtel 1999, 2000a, 2000b),
discussed aspects of the design of a controller for a fluid bed tea dryer and the
robustness of these controllers under varying operation conditions. However,
controlling is not only a matter of the design of feedback loops but also a matter of
design and operation characteristics. Before acontrol system with feedback elements,
delay compensation and other features can be implemented in practice, a number of
other constraints must be taken into consideration. These concern the design of the
dryer, the heat source and air supply. To compensate for variations in the moisture
there mustbeenough heat generating capacity tobe ableto varythe inlet temperature
over an adequate range. Moreover, the system will be disturbed by actions that take
place upstream in the process, in withering and fermentation. The impact of these
disturbances variesandneedsfeedback compensation tominimisetheir effects.
This paper attempts to determine some of the limitations on a controller in industrial
application, and to determining ways around any such limitations. The use of
modelling will enable conclusions tobedrawn about potential control systems,which
would not otherwise be possible without extensive experimental measurements. The
model could be used to look at multiple simulations with the control loop in place;a
more systematic approach is to look at the steady state gains, the ratio of input to

SubmittedtoComputersandElectronicsinAgricultureas Temple,SJ; vanBoxtel,AJB "Control of
fluidbedteadryers: Controlinthecontextofdesignandoperationconditions".
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output for various inputs. Then the potential for correction for one disturbance by
manipulating another input may be determined.
There are some physical limitations to the dryer inputs. Many dryers operate from
radiators, supplied with steam from a boiler rated to operate at 8 Bar, which limits the
maximum temperature to about 140°C. A few dryers use the products of combustion
directly, from gasified fuelwood, or petroleum based fuels, and a maximum inlet
temperature of 160°C might be used if necessary. Those dryers working on radiators
often have no control system other than the manual steam gate valves; the direct fired
dryers often have thermostatic control of the inlet temperature; some use feedback
from the exhaust of each stage to control the inlet to that stage.
The only published work on tea dryer control is by Yin Hongfan et al. (1988), but
applies to whole leaf tea in a different type of dryer and so is not directly relevant to
this study.

9.3 Dryerconfiguration
There are m a n y different configurations in practice, but a representative system of a
fluidized bed tea dryer is s h o w n in Fig. 9 . 1 . T h e wet dhool (macerated and fermented
tea shoots) is fed into one end o f the machine, and the dry tea escapes over a weir at
the opposite end. T h e weir height is often adjustable and will regulate the bed
loading, and h e n c e the residence time. T h e air supply is split into three sections, with
the hottest air meeting the wet dhool. The exhaust temperature will rise as the tea
dries, despite the lower inlet temperature at the dry end. T h e aim is to avoid tea
particle temperatures, and thus exhaust temperatures, o f greater than 90°C.
Bed of drying material
Perforated bed plate
Wet dhool feed

exhaust temperature
signal
weir

/
*

A I
1

Air at 130°C

Air at 110°C

Air at 95°C

\
controlled variable

Fig. 9.1 Continuous fluid bed dryer schematic diagram

dry tea
d ischarge

!
moisture
content signal
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There are several variables that may be manipulated to achieve a constant moisture
output. They are: dhool feed rate, dhool feed moisture, airflow into each stage, air
temperature intoeach stage,andweirheight.
The dhool feed rate is dependent on upstream processes. Following maceration, the
"fermentation" (enzymic oxidation) stage of manufacture has an optimum duration
for quality, after which the drying stage serves to arrest this activity. Therefore the
feed rate into the dryer is normally equal to the discharge from fermentation. Some
factories are "in-line"with one maceration unit feeding one fermenter and one dryer;
othersmayhave sayfour fermenters feeding acommon conveyor which inturn feeds
five dryers.
Effectively the feed to the dryer becomes the feed to maceration plus atime delay of
between45minutesand2hours.Inaddition, asambient conditions orthetypeof leaf
being processed change, the fermenting time may be changed during the course of
manufacture. A source of disturbance tothe feed rate is dueto breakdowns and short
gaps in manufacture of about 5 minutes to separate different types of tea being
processed.
Themajor limit on factory throughput is normally dryer capacity, so this iswhat will
determinethe feed rateintothemaceration stage.
The moisture content of dhool being processed is determined by the withering stage,
before maceration. The moisture content of the fresh shoots arriving from the field
may be range from 70% to over 80% w.b., and there may in addition be surface
moisture from dew or rain. During withering the moisture content is reduced to a
suitable range for subsequent processing. Inthe Orthodox method oftea manufacture,
where the leaves are rolled rather than macerated, withering proceeds to below 60%
in order to disrupt the cell structures. For LTP or CTC tea manufacture, the moisture
content is normally controlled to between 70 and 72%; in LTP manufacture going
outside this range results in a very unsatisfactory dhool consistency. Under extreme
weather conditions, manufacture may be carried out down to 68% or up to 74%
moisture. During maceration, some moisture may be lost but this is rarely more than
1%so isnot significant. Therefore the moisture content of dhool arriving atthe dryer
maybeconsidered constant for most oftheday,andnot avariable which canbeused
tocontrolthedryingprocess.
The airflow inthe dryer is set to achieve good fluidization without excessive elution
of fines; this is not a setting that can be used for dryer control. The range of
superficial flow velocities used ranges from 1.3 m/s down to 0.9 m/s, dependant on
the moisture content of the dhool to be fluidized. The range of values suitable for a
given moisture content spans lessthan ± 5%of the airflow, so there is no possibility
for usingthisasavariabletocontroldrying.
Theweir height andthe degreeofexpansion duetofluidizationdetermine theamount
of material on the bed. The minimum weir height is set by the accuracy of levelling
the bedplate, and needsto be at least 20mm inpractice. Themaximum is determined
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bythefailure ofuniform fluidization atgreater beddepthsthan 75mm.Thelowerthe
weir,the lessthe residence time of material inthebed, leading tobetter quality ofthe
end product. Quality is compromised by a low rate of drying allowing the enzyme
reactions to continue at the start of the drying process, and by mechanical damage
removing theveryfine leafhairs("bloom") from theparticles.
Air inlet temperature remains the only possible controlled variable into the dryer, to
compensate for variations in feed rate and feed moisture content. Temperature of the
incoming air must be controlled within limits set bythe effects on quality of the tea,
and the capacity of the heat generating equipment. For drying to proceed with
adequate speed to ensure quality, inlet temperatures should be at least 90°C and to
avoid quality loss through heat damage, exhaust temperatures should be maintained
below 95°C. At the feed (wet) end of the dryer, where the exhaust air is close to
saturation, the inlet temperature may be allowed to rise to 160°C without affecting
quality; however if the heat comes from an 8 Bar boiler the practical limit will be
140°C. With direct firing, for example by a gasifier, this limit is not present; a flue
gas to air heat exchanger may be able to exceed 140°C if designed for such
temperatures. Most of those used in tea are designed for about 100°C outlet
temperature.At the discharge (dry) end of the dryer, the exhaust temperature is close
totheinlettemperature,sothe inlet shouldnotbeabove 100°C.
In order to quantify the "control power" of the heating system the continuous fluid
bed dryer model (Temple & van Boxtel 1999) was used to investigate the effects of
feed rate and feed moisture content on the temperature profile above the dryer bed,
and onthe discharge moisture. Asetof operating conditions wasselected which gave
the desired 3% moisture content delivery, and either feed rate or moisture content
varied instepswithinthenormal expectedrange.
The dryer configuration used was as validated in practice; the settings are listed in
Table 9.1. These values used arethe sameas inprevious work (Temple &van Boxtel
2000a).

9.4 Results from simulations
In all the simulation studies, all the parameters inTable 9.1 were held constant apart
from the variable under study, which was varied within the available operating range
either sideofthevalue inTable9.1.
The weir height, mentioned above in terms of fluidization, was studied. Figure 9.2
shows that while residence time increases linearly with weir height, the moisture
content at discharge varies approximately with the reciprocal of the square root of
weir height. It is clear from this result that a weir height in the region of 50 mm is
close to optimal, as below this height the loss in moisture removal efficiency is
severe, but above this it is marginal while the residence time increases linearly. This
weirheight alsocorresponds withtheoptimal setting for fluidization characteristics.
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Table9.1 Conditions forsimulation- Typical operating conditions forTea
ResearchFoundation Pilot Scale continuous fluid beddryer.
Feedrate
Feedmoisture content
Wetendinlettemperature
Mid inlet temperature
Dryend inlet temperature
Wetend airvelocity
Midairvelocity
Dryendairvelocity
Altitude
Ambient drybulb
Ambient wetbulb
Bedareaper section

3.42
71
130
110
90
1.2
1.0
0.9
650
30
26
0.72

kg/min
%w.b.
°C
°C
°C
m/s
m/s
m/s
m.a.s.l.
°C
°C
m2

(range± 15%)
(range±3% m.c.)
(range±10°C)
(range±10°C)
(range±10°C)
(fixed value)
(fixed value)
(fixed value)

Varying the dryer loading (varying feed rate for one size of dryer, or applying the
same feed rate to a different size of dryer) displaces the line in the y-axis only. The
shapeofthecurvevaries slightly,butmaintains similarcharacteristics.
Although from this figure it seems that weir height might be used as a variable to
control dryer performance, the effect on the bed is not straightforward, as shown by
the temperature profiles given by varying weir height at constant load (Fig. 9.3).
Increasing weir height, which reduces discharge moisture, gives a decrease in middryertemperature butanincrease intemperature atdischarge (position9).
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As well as not providing a clear temperature signal, the effect of changing the weir
height on discharge also makes it unsuitable for control with a moisture meter.
Raisingtheweirhastheeffect of stopping discharge for sometime untilthe bedlevel
has risen; lowering the weir results in a rapid discharge of material from the dry end
ofthedryer,givingrisetosomeovershoot until stableoperation hasbeen resumed.
Figure 9.4 shows the inlet temperatures required to compensate for varying feed
moisture content away from the target 71% m.c. w.b. determined by process
considerations upstream, to the extremes likely to be found in practice of 68-75%.
Thevalue found isfrom varying only oneoftheinlettemperatures tocompensate;the
other two are held constant. It can be seen that the temperature ranges available at
each section by itself are enough tohandle any variation in feed moisture required in
practice,andacontrol system would beeffective forthispurpose.
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Fig.9.3Exhausttemperature profile atconstant load andvaryingweir height.
Position1isfeed end,position 9discharge.
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Fig.9.4 Inlet airtemperatures required tocompensateforfeed moisture changes
Moving away from feed moisture content to feed rate, asimilar picture is seeninFig.
9.5.However,hereitcanbe seenthatthe slope ofthe linesisgreater (thegains for all
these determinations is shown in Table 9.2), and that the first and middle sections
meetthe maximum temperature with less than 5%increase in feed rate.The limit for
thefinalsection isslightly greater at 5%.Therefore varying the temperature toonlya
single section of the dryer cannot compensate for more than 5%increase in feed, but
even by varying all three sections together the change in feed rate that can be
compensated is less than 15%.This is quite a minor fluctuation in a manually fed
factory, and could even be expected on a regular basis on a production line with
automatic feed rate regulation.
With all three sections requiring increased temperature at the same time,there would
be a fall in boiler pressure, reducing the maximum temperature attainable until
stoking (normally withwood, manually) could compensate.This would add a further,
unpredictable,delay intothe control loop.
Table9.2 Gainsofvariousinputs forconstant discharge moisture output
Change inair inlet temperature
for achange infeed rate
Change inair inlet temperature
for achange infeed moisture
Change infeed rateto
compensate for achange in feed
moisture content

Wet
2.6

Mid
2.6

Dry
2.1

2.4

2.4

2.4

-0.9

Units
°Cper%ofstandard feed rate
°Cperpercentagepoint m.c.
w.b.
%ofstandard feed rateper
percentage pointm.c.w.b.
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Fig. 9.5 Inlet air temperatures required to compensate for feed rate changes
To handle transients in feed rate, some further increases in temperature would be
required to handle overshoots in discharge moisture content as the controller starts its
action. It is clear that inlet temperature control alone is not effective at control of
discharge moisture for a tea factory.
Other variables such as ambient dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures, and dhool
temperature, were found to have only minor effects on the process, with much less
impact than feed moisture content changes.
It is clear that feed rate must be controlled, as typical disturbances in the uncontrolled
situation cannot be compensated for by control of the dryer air inlet temperatures. If
good control of feed rate can be attained, this would allow the dryer and heating plant
to be operated at maximum capacity, improving the factory economics.
If the dryer is to be operated at full capacity by feed rate management, then some
modification of feed rate might be necessary for variations in feed moisture content.
Figure 9.6 shows the relationship between feed moisture and feed rate. It is clear from
this that the changes required are minor, and for control action to be taken, there must
already be a precise feed rate control system. If control of feed rate is worse than
±1%, as is more than likely then feed moisture variation may be ignored.
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Fig.9.6 Feed rate required toobtain 3% moisture atdischargewithvarying feed
moisture content.
Accuracy of feed rate regulation to better than +5%will be very difficult to maintain
inpractice.Existingtypesoffeed measurement systemareabletomaintain consistent
feeds to better than 10% deviation, but will need to be improved to ensure that there
is less than 5% deviation. Feedback control is hardly practicable, as there is at least
45 minutes delay between material entering the continuous processing system and it
reaching the dryer, and another 10 minutes before reaching the two thirds sensing
position.
A further disturbance to the feed rate is the change in fermenting time. As the
fermenter is speeded up or slowed down, there is a step change in feed rate for the
duration of one conveyor length of discharge, with aconstant feed rate,then the feed
rate will revert to the original level. As the changes in feed rate due to this
disturbance are likely tobe greater than 10%, it is recommended thatthe changes are
made frequently and in as small a step as possible. When determining the initial
fermenting time, the initial value should be set higher rather than lower, so that any
correction willresult inover-dried tearatherthan under-dried.
The dryer needs to be made less sensitive to feed rate fluctuations. In practice, with
high weirs and the corresponding long residence times, coupled with the amount of
back mixing occurring with the poor fluidization in deep beds, there will be a
significant buffering effect reducing output fluctuations. However this is at the
expenseofquality,asnotonlywilltherebelongresidence times inthe dryer,but also
averywide spread ofparticleresidence timesaboutthemean.
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Iftheinlettemperature tothe second stageof the dryer is controlled, and the first and
last stages are at a fixed temperature, then energy may be saved by using a simple
control system on the inlets to the first stage to keep the exhaust temperature of this
stage below a nominal value, such at 90°C. This will have the effect of reducing the
heat required to a minimum if there is an interruption to production, or during the
startup phase,while allowing the normal inlet temperature to be used during normal
production. On the last stage, at the discharge end of the dryer, the differential
between inlet andexhaust temperatures isnot enough toutilise sucha control system;
to maintain the correct inlet temperature with varying heat source performance, a
thermostatic controllermaybeused sensing oneitherthe inletor,better,theexhaust.

9.5 Conclusions
A simulation model of a fluid bed dryer enables conclusions to be drawn rapidly on
the operation and control of the dryer that would only be possible after a very long
series of experiments, entailing the spoilage of large quantities of tea. It enables an
understanding of the effects of various types of disturbance on the system and the
operational characteristics ofthedryer.
To maintain constant dryer discharge moisture, feed rate to the dryer should be
controlled as accurately as possible, and at least to within 5% of the optimum. If
moisture content varies, then feed rate may be modified slightly, as a feed forward
controller,totake accountofthenewmoisture content.
Inadryerusingaboilerastheheat source,nothermostatic control isnecessary unless
there is spare boiler capacity; dryer control should be by correct sizing of the
radiators.
In a direct fired system, where thermostatic controllers are required or already
present, then at the wet (feed) end they should be used for on/off load sensing only.
Themiddle section of thedryer should be controlled by feedback from the end ofthe
section. The dry section of the dryer should also be controlled from the end of its
section.
Control of dryer discharge moisture by modulation of air inlet temperature can only
be achieved if the design of the dryer and its heating system allow adequate heating
capacity. Before a control system is added to an existing installation, the availability
ofreserveheating capacity mustbe established.
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10A comparison of dryer types used for tea
drvinff
drying*
10.1 Abstract
Simulation models for various types of tea dryers were constructed from a thin-layer
drying model and used to determine how these types of dryers would perform with
different levels of inputs. Three dryer types were commonly found in practice, two
others are not generally used and one type is unknown in practice. The information
gained from the simulations could show which type of dryer was more efficient at
heatandairutilisation. Graphsofthemoisture contentoftheproduct discharged from
the dryer show which variables need to be controlled most tightly in practice, and
which variables might be successfully manipulated by a control system. This study
has implications not only for the control of various dryer types, but for the physical
design of the dryers. The multi-stage fluid bed dryer with re-circulation is found to
have the best combination of characteristics, and is the type increasingly used in
industry.
10.2 Introduction
In the tea industry several type of dryers are used to reduce the moisture content of
the wet fermented dhool from about 70% w.b. to 3% before packing. The most
frequently applied dryer is the fluid-bed dryer followed by the Endless-ChainPressure (ECP) dryer. The hot feed ECP, although it has advantages and was widely
advertised, is rarely encountered and a cross-flow conveyer dryer is not normally
used. As each tea factory will normally have only one, or at most two types, a direct
comparison of performance is difficult. Simulation models can be used to compare
the equipment and to reveal their specific operation characteristics. The results of
suchcomparison canbeused inranking dryertypesfor investment decisions.
Previous studies by Temple and van Boxtel (1999a) have validated a simulation
model of the fluid bed dryer, and shown this type to be highly sensitive to load
variations. Possibly some other configurations ofdryer used inthetea industry might
be less sensitive to changes in feed rate, and thereby more stable in operation.
Alternatively, a dryer that is more sensitive to feed rate fluctuations might also be
more sensitive to changes in hot air temperature and flow rate. It would therefore be
more susceptible to a control system, as relatively small changes in the manipulated
variableswould havemoreeffect ontheprocess.

Submitted to Journal of Agricultural Engineering Research asTemple SJ&van Boxtel AJB "A
ComparisonofDryerTypesforTeaDrying",
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Thefluid bed dryermodel used intheprevious work canbe re-configured to simulate
the behaviour of other types of dryer (ECP, hot-feed-ECP and conveyor dryer). The
predictions for each dryer type can then be compared to make an assessment of
suitability for application ofacontrol system.
Thevariablestobeinvestigated shouldbethe effect offeed rate,inlet air temperature,
inlet air flow and product residence time on dryer performance. Performance is
measured as the moisture content of the dry tea discharged. Conveyor-type dryers
have an additional variable that can be manipulated: the residence time, which is a
variable that ismechanically varied directly. Forthe fluid bed dryerthe weir height is
set and not varied during operation, and residence time is some function of the weir
height.
Table 10.1Common operatingconditions.
Altitude
Ambient drybulb
Ambient wetbulb
Dhooltemperature
Feedmoisture content
Inlet temperature
Fluid bedairvelocity
ECP,crossflow airvelocity
ECPareaperlayer
ECPresidencetime
Fluid BedWeirheight
Fluid Bedareaper section

Dhoolin
\^

|

650
22
18
19
71
100
1.0
0.56
8.55
15
50
0.72

m.a.s.l.
°C
°C
°C
%w.b.
°C
m/s
m/s
m2
minutes
mm
•v,2

m

Airoutj

|

Weir

Airout

Dryteaout

*

A• t
Airin

t

A .. t
Airin
perforated bedplate

Fig. 10.1 Singlestagefluidbeddryerschematic diagram
10.3 Dryer types.
Four types of dryer were modelled. The fluid bed dryer (Fig. 10.1)was a basic single
stage unit, with auniform inlet air temperature and flow rate along the whole bed. A
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single variable weir was used. Because the total mass at each position in a fluidized
bed is constant, the speed of movement of dry mass (tea) decreases along the bed as
theteadriesandthemassofwaterreduces.
An alternative to this would be a cross flow dryer (Fig. 10.2), superficially very
similar, but without a weir. The bed is moved mechanically at a constant speed, and
the air velocity is in the region of 50% of that in the fluidized bed dryer, so the tea
remains static onthebedplate. Inapractical dryer ofthistype, agitation or mixing of
the bed would have to be provided at intervals to avoid the formation of a drying
front, with over-dried teaatthebottomofthebed andverywetteaatthetop.
Dhool in
V

4Air out 4

4 Air out4

t Airin f t

'T

t \
Airin

Dry tea
out

Bed moving
at fixed speed
(conveyor)
Fig. 10.2Schematic diagram ofcross-flow conveyorteadryer.
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C

i

Airou.

|

t

Airin

t

V
V
/
Dryteaout

Fig. 10.3Schematic diagram ofECPdryer.

The ECP or Endless Chain Pressure dryer was widely used before thefluidbed dryer
became popular in the tea industry. It is a conveyor-type dryer, and addressed the
problem of mixing the bed by dropping the tea from one conveyor to the next one
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below it (Fig. 10.3).As inthe conveyor dryer, the air velocity is inthe region of half
that required for fluidization, and thetea is moved through themachine at a constant
rate by the mechanical action of the conveyors (not illustrated in detail here). To
avoid thewastage ofthehot air exhausted from the dry end of across flow-dryer, the
ECPtypeusesthe exhaust air from the last section (i.e.the bottom chain) asthe inlet
tothe previous section, and soon, ensuring that all the exhaust air is saturated. It isa
hybrid between a countercurrent flow and a cross flow type. Commercial types of
dryerhavefour orsixstages.
i Air
Airout
out A
T

oolin I
DhoaJinl

_..

f

Airout

f

"f"...t

Airin
-;

V
Airin

t

\

Drytea
out

Fig. 10.4Schematic diagramofECPdryerwith HotFeed.

The problem with the ECP dryer is that the drying rate in the first stage (where the
product isjust introduced in the dryer) is very low, as the air going into it is almost
saturated. The tea is heated up without being dried significantly, and this adversely
affects quality. Inan attempt toovercome thisproblem, amodification wasmarketed,
known as a "Hot Feed". The conveyor feeding the dryer was supplied with air of
similar temperature and flow rate tothe main dryer. This enabled the initial drying to
be very much more rapid, without loosing much efficiency, as both the air from the
main dryer and the hot feed would be at, or close to, saturation. For comparability
with the ECP dryer modelled in this study, the model of the Hot Feed dryer used the
top section of the ECP for the hot feed, leaving only five sections in the main ECP
dryer (Fig. 10.4). This dryer appears to have many advantages; there is the rapid
initial dryingasis seeninthe fluid bed dryer, combined with the increased efficiency
found in the ECP type. Unfortunately few if any of this type of dryer are found in
practicenow.
The air model for all the dryers was similar, where necessary using the exhaust
characteristics from one stage as the input to the next stage. The model for the
material being dried inthe cross flow, ECP and Hot Feed type could be considerably
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simplified from the fluid bed dryer, with the dry matter flow rate through the dryer
being constant.
The fluid bed dryer model consisted of nine similar, well-mixed, subsections in
series,tosimulatetheplug-flow with backmixing found insuchadryer. FortheECP
dryer, each section was split into eight subsections, giving a total of 48 subsections.
Within each subsection, the dhool was assumed to be well mixed, but there waspure
plug flow from one subsection tothe next. This models the conveyor dryer nature of
the process,with a small amount of mixing as thedhool falls from one section to the
next. The air from all the subsections of one section was mixed before being fed to
thenext section.
Inthe hot feed dryer, the total number of sections and subsections was the same,but
thefirstsection toreceive dhool had its own air supply, so for the same size of dryer
theairvolumerequirementsweredouble.
Thecrossflowconveyer dryerhadthe samenumber of subsections,48,but insteadof
the exhaust air from one layer being the inlet for the one above, each was supplied
with inlet airasinthefluidized beddryer.
Because these dryers have different operation characteristics, for a valid basis for
comparison, the same air inlet temperature should beused for all dryers. Forthefluid
bed dryer, a single inlet temperature and a single (average) air velocity should be
used.
It was not possible to ensure direct comparisons between dryers by using the same
total bedarea,orthe same total air supply, asthe usefactors ofeach were different in
each type. Instead, the same air inlet conditions of temperature and flow velocity
were maintained for the non- fluidized types,and aconstant buthigher velocity atthe
sametemperature was used in thefluidbed dryer. Feed rates were determined which
provided 3.0% moisture content w.b. at the discharge for each type, then the results
were scaled to compare a similar percentage change in airflow or feed rate. Absolute
residencetimes andtemperatures were compared.

10.4Resultsanddiscussion.
The drying rate efficiency factor of 0.6 which was found necessary for the fluid bed
dryer simulation was also used for the other types. It could not be validated in
practice, but any inaccuracies would lead only to errors of scaling of the dryer; the
operating characteristics would not be affected. The results for the ECP type were
similartoperformance levelsfound inpractice.
Some fluid bed dryers are operated with a single inlet air supply. Alternatively
separate air inlets are used with a high temperature inthe first stage for rapid drying
(upto 140°C), lower inthe middle (110°C) and atemperature unlikely to damage the
tea at the end (90°). Inmany dryers the energy utilisation is improved by feeding the
exhaust air from the dry end toheaters for the middle and wet end. Simulations were
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performed on all three types of fluid bed dryer, but graphical comparisons with other
typesonlyusedthe first type.
Table 10.2Comparison ofenergy useofsixtypes ofdryer.
Type:
Energy use(MJ/kg)
Compared toFBD

Fluid
bed
2.80
100%

Fluidbed
threestage
2.84
102%

Fluidbed
Cross
recirculating flow
2.30
2.95
82%
105%

ECP Hot
feed
2.11 2.18
76% 78%

The heat utilisation for each type of dryer was calculated when they were all
discharging teaat 3%moisture. Theresultswere calculated inTable 10.2asMJ/kgof
wet dhool (71%m.c. w.b.). As the ratio of dry matter and moisture are identical in
each dryer model, the ratio of energy use may also be considered in terms of energy
perunitofmoisture evaporated.
The sensitivity of the dryers to variations in feed rate was determined by altering the
simulated feed rate either side ofthat which gave 3%moisture discharge. Asthe feed
rates for each model aredifferent, the results are expressed inFig. 10.5as percentage
offeed rate giving 3%, soeachtypeofdryercanbecompared directly.
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Fig. 10.5Discharge moisture response offourdryertypestodifferent feed rates.
0FBD; x Crossflow; AECP;DHotfeed.

The cross-flow conveyor dryer is the least sensitive to different loads and is closely
followed by the fluid bed dryer. The ECP and Hot feed types are most sensitive,
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reacting with a form of staircase response (additional simulations were carried out in
theregionofthe anomalies).Nophysical explanation canbesuggested for this effect.
It appears that it is extremely difficult to maintain the performance of any type oftea
dryer inthe face of fluctuating feed rate;the reason for this isthe extreme range over
which drying is performed. The starting water per kilogram of dry matter is eighty
times thefinal water content, sounlessthere issome intrinsic design feature actingto
stabilise performance, then feed rate must be controlled extremely accurately. The
more efficient the dryer, the less spare capacity there is to take out fluctuations; the
data from Table 10.2bearthisout.
As the simulations were carried out with standard performance obtained at an inlet
temperature of 100°C, the response of the different types to changes in inlet
temperature maybecompared directly (Fig. 10.6).
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100 101 102
Temperature in,°C
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Fig. 10.6Moisture discharge performance offour types ofdryeratvarious inlet
temperatures. OFBD; x Crossflow;AECP; DHotfeed.

Here the fluid bed and cross-flow types have almost identical performance; the hot
feed and ECPtypes have amuch steeper curve,both types being similar. The steeper
response ofthe ECPtype is an advantage, inthat temperature controls may beableto
correct for fluctuations in feed rate with smaller temperature differentials. However
thesteeper responsetofeed rate changes maynegatethis effect.
Tocompare fluctuations inairflow rates,thevalues havetobeplotted asapercentage
ofthe standard setting,asthe fluid bed dryer hasapproximately doublethe superficial
velocity of the other types. Interms of air use per kilogram of dhool dried from 72%
to 3%,Table 10.3 shows that the fluid bed and cross flow dryers usethe most air per
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kilogram of tea dried. This has implications for electrical power consumption,
poweringthefanstodelivertheair.
Table 10.3Comparison ofairutilisation forsixtypes ofdryer.
Type:
Airuse(m /kg)
Compared toFBD

Fluid
bed
41.9
100%

Fluidbed
3stage
37.2
89%

Fluid bed
recirculating
41.8
99%

Cross
flow
43.1
103%

ECP Hot
feed
31.7 32.6
76% 78%

The graph resulting from these simulations (Fig. 10.7) shows almost a mirror image
of Fig. 10.5. The ECP and Hot feed types have a very steep response, but the fluid
bed and cross flow types show much less response to change in air flow. The stepwise response indicates the need for tight air flow-rate control and that small
variationsinair flow ratemightdisturbthefinal moisture content significantly.

98
100 102 104
Airflow,%ofstandard

106
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110

Fig. 10.7Discharge moisture response offour dryertypes atvarying superficial
airvelocities. 0FBD; x Crossflow;AECP; DHotfeed.

For the fluid bed type, it has already been shown that the air velocity must be
maintained within a narrow range to maintain fluidization (Temple and van Boxtel
1999b). For the other types, an air velocity which approaches that of the fluid bed
dryermust beavoided, asthere is usually no provision for handling any material that
might be eluted at higher velocities. Apart from this,there is no restriction onthe air
velocities which might be employed, so this might be a suitable variable to be
manipulated byacontrol system.
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For most air heaters, any change in airflow will affect the temperature of the air.
Some heaters may have a constant power output, others might have a more complex
relationship with airflow so any use of air velocity as a manipulated variable will
have to take into account the response of the heater system also. In this case the
heater ismodelled byafirstorderprocess (timeconstant 300s)withdelay (10s).
Inafluid bed dryer, theresidence time iscontrolled bytheweir height, and cannotbe
measured directly as it depends on the moisture profile in the bed. In this case, the
residence time is determined by dividing the total dry matter on the dryer bed by the
feed (ordischarge) rate ofdry matter, assuming a steady state.Inthe other types,the
residence time is determined mechanically by the conveyor mechanism, and is often
variedtocontrol drying.
To simulate the effect of changing residence time, the weir height of the fluid bed
dryer was changed either side ofthe standard setting;inthe othertypes, itwasvaried
directly.Theresidence timesoftheotherdryerswassetat 15minutesor 900seconds,
a typical value found in practice with an ECP type of dryer. With the dryer settings
used inthe fluid bed dryer, the standard weir height of 50 mm gave a residence time
of 897 seconds, which is surprisingly close to the other types considering the
completely different flow pattern in the different dryers. This coincidence was
fortunate for the comparison. The curves shown (Fig. 10.8) are remarkably similar,
apartfrom the steps shownbytheECPandhotfeed types.

95
100
105
Residencetime* %ofstandard
Fig. 10.8Discharge moisture performance offourdryertypes atvarying
residence times. OFBD; x Crossflow;AECP;DHotfeed.
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Such stepsareafeature ofthesedryertypes inall theperformance graphs;becauseof
the downward and cross flow of the dhool and the upward flow of the air, the
interactions arenot easytoanalyse,andarebeyondthe scopeofthispaper.
A further step towards understanding the performance is the dynamics of each
system. The previous data were all obtained by setting the required conditions in the
model then waiting until a steady state was reached. It is important to know how the
system responds to change, to ensure stability in a control system. Three parameters
areimportant, andcanbeusedtodetermine initial controller values bythe Cohenand
Coon method if the process approximates first order behaviour. They are: the delay
time, td,between the change in input and the first change in output, the system time
constant T,which is a measure of how rapidly the system starts changing, and the
static gain K. The gain is the ratio between change in output and the change in input
causing the change. The outputs are interms of moisture content, so are independent
of the dryer size, but the feed rate for each dryer being simulated is different; the
inputs are therefore represented as the size of the change in feed rate as a proportion
oftheinitialvaluetoenable acomparison ofthedryertypes.
Eachsystemwasdisturbed from normal operating conditions bya5%stepincrease in
feed rate, and the response in terms of discharge moisture content was analysed. To
compare the response using different feed rates for the different dryer types, the
change in moisture content of discharge is shown, normally starting at 3%.Because
the 3%discharge ofthe ECPdryeroccurred atananomalous part ofthe curve,during
arapidly changing part of the staircase characteristic, the response at a slightly lower
value isshown.
Table 10.4Process reaction curve characteristics for different dryertypes
subjected toa5%stepincrease infeed rate.
Fluid
Bed
td
17
T
400
mc%increase 1.31

Fluidbed
3stage
17
450
1.49

Fluid bedrecirculating
17
600
1.94

Crossflow
680
350
0.79

ECP
680
n/a
8

Hot
feed
680
n/a
10.5

It is clear from Table 10.4 that the initial delay td is very much shorter for the fluid
bed dryersthan allthe othertypes.Inthistype ofdryer, any change inperformance is
transmitted through the bed quickly, as the moisture content profile is disturbed, and
there isaproportion of forward mixing ofthematerial. Incontrast, thedelay timesof
the conveyor transport types are very much greater, as until a substantial proportion
of the bed is filled with material at the new feed rate, no difference in performance
will be detectable. The smaller the value for td and Tthe easier it is to control a
system.
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Itwasnotconsidered valid toquoteafigurefor theECPand HotFeed dryer response
time T,asthe response was not a sigmoidal curve.Theprocess reaction curves for all
types are shown in Fig. 10.9. The responses are clearly much slower, and the nonsigmoidal character indicates that the design of a control system might be very much
morecomplex than for thefluid bed orcrossflow dryers.
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To see the response of the fluid bed and cross flow dryers more clearly, these are
shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 10.10. For the fluid bed types, the response
becomes slower and more extreme as multi-staging and re-circulation increase the
efficiency. The cross-flow type, with fixed transit times, has a long initial delay
followed by a small, reasonably rapid transient. The control of this type of dryer
would be relatively simple, if adequate compensation for the effects of the delay is
made.
Thevalueof static gain Kisnot reliable for the ECP and Hot Feed types,asthe static
curves(Fig. 10.5)showedtheresponse wasnot simple and contained some steps.The
gain will be determined by how close to a step the system was before the change in
input, and whether the change covered this region. This is likely to make controller
designvery difficult.

10.5 Conclusion
Modelling andsimulation ofdifferent typesofdryer canyieldveryuseful information
on the characteristics of the different systems. The efficiency of utilisation of heat
energy, and the amount of electrical energy required (for air movement) can be
estimated from thesimulations andbeused for ranking equipment.
The relationships revealed by the simulations show how each type of dryer might
respond to changes in operating conditions, and can give guidance to operators asto
which are the most critical variables to manage during operation. These results are
summarised inTable 10.5.
Table 10.5Ranking ofdryertypes(1isbest,6isworst,=indicatesvaluesof
equalmerit).
Fluid Fluid bed Fluid bedre- Cross ECP Hot
Bed
3 stage
circulating
-flow
feed
4
5
3
6
1
2
4*
5
3
1
2
6

Heatutilisation
Airutilisation
(electrical energy)
Speed of response to
1
2
3
change
Speed ofinitial drying
1=
1=
1=
Stabilitywith
1=
1=
1=
temperature change
Stabilitywith feed rate
2
3
4
changes
*Electrical energy required for recirculation not included.

4

5

6

1=
1=

6
5=

1=
5=

1

5

6
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It can be seenthat the more efficiently aresource (heat, or drying capacity ofthe air)
isutilised,themoresevere aretheconsequences ofoverloadingorunderloading, with
implications for thedesign ofthedifferent dryertypes
Although the moisture content of the product of the ECP type dryer changes more
dramatically with feed rate changes than the fluid bed dryer, the response to changes
in temperature and airflow are more substantial also. As both of these can be varied,
as opposed to only temperature on the fluid bed dryer, it seems as though the ECP
would be more easily controlled. However, the strange steps in the characteristic
curves for this type of dryer warn of potential instabilities that might affect a
controller and will complicate the controller design for the ECP and hot feed type of
dryer.
The best combination of dryer characteristics indicated by this study is found in the
multi-stage fluid bed dryer withre-circulation; itisinterestingtonotethatthis typeof
dryer isincreasingly beingadoptedbythetea industry.
The procedure shows how modelling can be used to discover the performance
characteristics of a dryer, and to compare different configurations without building
them. Although the models of those not found in practice were not validated, the
characteristics are likely to be modelled well enough to enable selection of an
operating principle. They may also be used to estimate how stable such a machine
might be, and how amenable (or necessary) acontrol system would be for consistent
operation. Apart from the performance characteristics considered inthis paper, many
more factors must be considered when selecting an item of equipment, including the
firstcost oftheequipment, maintenance costs,reliability andcomplexity ofoperation.
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11OverallConclusion
The objective of this work was to determine the potential for control systems on
fluidized bed tea dryers. As very little relevant published data could be identified on
thedryingoftea,itwasfirstnecessary toinvestigate insomedetailthedryingprocess
for tea particles. Then it would be possible to use these data to construct a
mathematical model of the drying process and a simulation model of a fluidized bed
dryer. Once validated, the simulation model could be used for studies of possible
control systems,aswell asother investigations.
i
!

The equilibrium moisture relations, fluidization characteristics and drying dynamics
of tea particles have been established by experimental studies, adding to the very
sparse literature on the subject. Unexpectedly, the drying rate in a thin layer was
found to depend strongly on the superficial velocity of the drying air. Although this
effect was not found inthin layer drying studies of other products, the characteristics
of the material being dried could explain the behaviour. Other experimental work
established some temperature constraints on the drying process in order not to
compromisethequalityofthefinished product.
The next step was to develop a mathematical model of the drying process using the
drying characteristics oftea ina fluidized bed, as determined bythis study. From this
set of equations, a simulation model of the process was produced using a computer
simulation package. This model was validated against an experimental batch dryer, a
pilot scale and afull-scale commercial fluid bed dryer and was found to represent the
practical dryer accurately once asingle calibration factor had been added. This factor
had the same value for all fluid bed dryers tested. Following validation of the model
this allowed the control of the dryer to be studied with some confidence, although
practical measurement limitations restricted the validation to the steady state
situation.
The fluidized bed model had to take into account the uncontrolled movement of
material alongthebed,maintaining aconstant bed loading asmoisture evaporated. To
change from afluid bed model toadryer type wherethrough flow isdetermined bya
conveyor mechanism, the model was simplified. A drum dryer as used in green tea
would be somewhere between the fluid bed model and the conveyor model. The
exhaustproperties oftheair were determined in such away that the exhaust air could
berecycled inthemodel,assometimeshappens inpractice. Sometypes ofdryer used
in the tea industry were evaluated using the model, including the options for
recirculation ofexhaust air.
The simulation model demonstrated that feedback control of the dryer was possible.
Using the objective measurement, tea moisture, as the feedback element provided a
good degree of control once compensation had been made for the extensive time
delays inherent in the system. Unfortunately in practice, measuring discharge
moisture is expensive and not particularly reliable. In order to utilise a low cost,
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simple and reliable temperature measurement instead of the moisture measurement,
an inferential controller was designed, and found to give good performance in the
model. It was found that a considerable simplification to the inferential estimator
calculations could be made without compromising the system performance. This
would allow implementation ofthecontroller onsimpler, lowercosthardware.
Investigations revealed that although the controller tuning values supplied by the
standard methods of Cohen and Coon, and Ziegler-Nichols were adequate at the
standard operaling conditions studied, once the extremes of the operating range were
reached the system could become unstable. An alternative, model-based, tuning
systemwasdeveloped whichmapped phase margin, gain margin and integral squared
erroronaxesofcontroller gainKcand integral time T,allowingthe identification with
settingsallowing acceptable marginswithminimal integral squared errorvalues.
Thepractical limitations onheat supply inacommercial tea factory mean that adryer
isnormally operated closetoitsmaximum capacity, leaving littleorno spare capacity
for dealing with disturbances in the feed rate or feed moisture. Thus any control
system is relegated to the role of reducing the heat requirement when the dryer is at
partload.
The simulation model clearly indicates that the disturbance with the greatest impact
on dryer performance isthe feed rate,so inthe absence of spare heating capacity, the
deliveryoffeed material tothedryermustbecontrolled accurately.
A further useofthe simulation model isto compare various types of dryer, including
possible types that have not yet been built or tested on tea. A comparison of types
indicates that the fluid bed dryer can be almost as efficient asthe most heat efficient
type,theECPdryer, ifrecycling ofdry exhaust air isemployed. Itwill always require
more electrical power for air movement than other dryer types, especially if air
recycling is required. The fluid bed dryer is less sensitive to disturbances than the
ECP andrelated dryertypes,and shows amore rapid response tofluctuations inload,
making itpotentially easiertocontrol.
The major benefit of the fluid bed type is that it can go through the initial stages of
drying very quickly, thus arresting the fermentation process and improving quality.
As moisture evaporates, the speed ofthematerial along thebed reduces together with
therateofdrying,allowingtheteamoretime todry whenthe rate is least. This study
has shown that the optimum fluidization conditions are met with a discharge weir of
50mmorless,while inpracticehigher weirs areoften used.
The fluid bed dryer is therefore the best choice for drying of macerated tea particles,
in all respects apart from electrical power consumption. Unfortunately, the cost of
electrical power, both in capital and running costs, is a major contributor to the cost
of operating a tea factory. However, in balance, the fluid bed dryer can still be
considered thebesttechnology available atpresent.
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When choosing a dryer for macerated teas, the choice should be a fluid bed dryer,
with close control of feed to the processing line, and feedback control of the inlet
temperature to the centre section of the dryer to handle other fluctuations. The weir
height should befixed at 50mmhigh,givingthe optimum conditions for fluidization,
a short residence time and good drying efficiency. If a gasifier is chosen as the heat
source,rather than a steam boiler system, then there could be adequate capacity for a
feedback control system to handle fluctuations in feed rate. The sensor for the
feedback control should measurethe exhaust temperature abouttwo-thirds oftheway
alongthebed.
The model developed in this study can be utilised in the design of new fluid bed
dryers,toestablish therequirements for agiven feed moisture content and feed rate.It
canalsobeused todetermine operating conditions andtodesignacontroller.
The combination of experimental work to establish the drying characteristics of a
material, followed by mathematical and simulation modelling, was found to be an
extremelypowerful technique for understanding anddesignofdryers.
This work has demonstrated that control of fluidized bed tea drying is possible, and
that an inferential controller will allow the use of low-cost instrumentation. Practical
limitations of many present dryer installations restrict the application of controllers,
but in factories where sufficient reserve heating capacity is available, immediate
application ispossible.

12Appendix-The physicalpropertiesoftea
12.1 Introduction
Before designing any equipment for drying or. handling tea, certain physical
properties must be measured. Hongfan Yin (1985) reports measurements made on
varioustypes ofgreen andblacktea,including blackbrokenteawhich isofrelevance
to this work. Chen Jiazhen and Lin Weijian (1986) report on the frictional properties
of broken black tea, and quote a value of coefficient of broken black tea on metal
between 0.22 and 0.35. They state that the internal friction coefficient is greater than
that relative to engineering materials. It increased with increasing moisture content
andreducingparticle size.Noothervaluesrelevant toblackteacouldbe found.
Table 12.1Physicalproperties ofteareported byHongfan Yin
Property
Material condition Value
Particledensity
7%m.c. w.b.
1380kg/m3
Bulkdensity
8.3%m.c.w.b.
367kg/m3
Thermal conductivity 8.3%m.c.w.b.
0.0483 W/m.K
Specific heat
6.5%m.c.w.b.
1.63kJ/kg.K
Thermal diffusivity
8%m.c.w.b.
8.34 e'8m2/s
In order to study fluidization of tea, its flow properties must be understood. In
particular, dhool exhibits some strange properties when damp and containing a
proportion of tea fibre, which inhibits fluidization at the start of drying. If proper
fluidization is not achieved in the initial drying stages, when the hottest air is used,
thenballsofteaareformed whichdryontheoutside("caseharden"),andwillnotdry
out properly inside. An understanding of the angle of repose and fluidization
properties isnecessary for the designof dryers, and for any other equipment handling
tea.

12.2Angle ofrepose
'

"N

angle of
repose

The angle of repose is defined by Henderson & Perry (1981) (p 41) thus "When a
granular material ispermittedto flow from apoint into apile theshapeofthepile
is characteristic of the material. The angle which the side of the pile makes with the
horizontal is called the angle of repose. For any material, it varies with the moisture
content and amount of foreign material present, increasing with an increase in either.
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Thetangent ofthisangle isrecognized asthe coefficient of friction of thematerial on
itself."
12.2.1 Method of measurement
A sample ofthedhool or teato be tested ispoured through an opening less than 1/4
ofthediameter ofthefinal heap,toachieve apoint.A lightrigid plate (ofthin plastic
material) isrested againstthe edgeoftheheaptogiveadistinct edge againstwhichto
measure. A protractor is used to measure the angle between this plate and the
horizontal surface onwhich the heap has been made.The measurements are repeated
on different heaps made with different samples of the same material and repeated on
the samesamplesrebulked andresampled.
12.2.2 Measurements
Table 12.2Effect ofmoisture content onangle
Sample
Freshwetdhool
Dhool slightlydried
Dryermouth

ofrepose

moisture % w.b. angle of repose
70
40
63
40
9
40

The measurements shown in Table 12.2 were not able to demonstrate a measurable
difference in angle of repose between different moisture content of samples (despite
the predictions of Henderson & Perry), yet they clearly behaved very differently
when fluidization was attempted. A different method of measurement is needed to
detectthis.Ifthe material isto fluidize well,then as teaisfluidized from the edgethe
heap must slump to retain the angle of repose. The new method can be termed the
"Angleof Repose by Excavation". Following the determination of angle of repose in
the conventional way,useaspatula,ruler or similartooltoexcavate from oneedgeof
the heap. Then determine the angle of repose of the heap on the side where the
excavation has been carried out. The angle measured should be the greatest
achievable before slumping occurs. The measurements using both techniques are
shown inTable12.3.
The differences are now beginning to show up. The pure fibre from the dryer hood
contains all the longest fibre from the dhool, and these fibres inter-tangle to such an
extent that a considerable overhang can be created. The fresh dhool does not contain
anywhere near so much fibre, but the angle of repose by excavation can still be
greater than 80degrees.Inaway,moisture will reducethe effect offibreby softening
thefibre.
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Table 12.3Comparison ofmethods ofdetermining angle ofreposeonvarious
grades oftea.
Sampleormadetea grade
Dhoolex fluidization test
Dryermouth,additional material not
usedfor fluidization test
Wetdhool fresh from line2
Dust2onfactory floor
Fibre exdryerhood onfactory floor
Dhool cutat2pm LTP,measured2pm
Dhool cutat2pm LTP,measured 3pm
Dhoolcutat2pm CTC,measured2pm
Dhool cut at2pmCTC,measured 3pm
PF1beingpacked
PDbeingpacked
PF1beingpacked

moisture
%w.b.
63
9

Angleo f Angle ofrepos
repose by excavation
40
40
40
40

70 +
dry
dry
70
70
73
73
3.3
dry
5.8

40
43
90+
40
47
40
47
36
34
36

80+
43
overhangs
90
90
90
90
36
34
36

12.3Particlesizeanalysis
Table 12.4Sieveanalysis ofdryermouth madeteasample. Samplesize=200g,
Duration=15minutes,amplitude=6
Retained overscreen (mm)
Weight retained
%retained
Meansized p
(assume largest <2.0mm)

1.4
19
9.5
1.7

0.85
94.5
47.25
1.125

(x/dp),

0.055 0.42

0.6
62
31
0.725

0.5
14
7
0.55

0.425
6.5
3.25
0.462

0.427 0.127 0.07

<0.425 Total
4
200
2
0.212
0.094

Meandiameter (mm)

12.4 Fibre
Thefibrewhich iseluted from the dryer, particularly at the wet end, has a significant
lengthwhich causes entangled matstoform. Sieve analysis istotally inappropriate for
thismaterial,andthebestthat canbedone istotake asmall sample andmeasure with
a ruler. From initial measurements, themaximum length found is45 mm, with width
rangingfrom 1 mmdowntolessthan0.5mm.
An important parameter for fibre isthe entrainment velocity, the airspeed at which it
is caught up in the flow and eluted from the bed. This was measured on the same
apparatus as minimum fluidization velocity, and it was found that the majority of
material iseluted at 1.0 m/sand 100%at 1.5 m/s.Therefore avery large proportion is
going to be entrained at a lower velocity than minimum fluidizing (as found in ECP
dryers) soany FBDmustbedesigned tohandlethefibreinacontrolled way.

1.195
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12.5 Geldart Classification of bed materials.
Particles in afluidizedbed can be classified as to their likely behaviour on the basis
ofmeanparticle sizeanddensity.
From preliminary measurements, the bulk densities of dhool and made tea are
remarkably similar, when loose packed into a measuring cylinder. Measurements
taken ondhool at 68%moisture wet basis gave 370g/1 and ondryermouth tea at2%
moisture 340 g/1.This puts both dhool and made tea inthe Geldart A group, which is
described byKunii&Levenspiel (1991)as"These solids fluidize easily, with smooth
fluidization atlowgasvelocities and controlled bubbling with smallbubbles athigher
gasvelocities."
The behaviour of wet dhool containing long staple fibre, however, tends more to a
Geldart C type, with channelling being the precursor to turbulent/churning
fluidization. This is supported in the observations on "Angle of Repose by
Excavation" for fresh dhool. The angle of 80°determined by excavation (Table 12.2)
demonstrates thatthematerial doesnotflow easily, andwilltendtoclumptogether.
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13Appendix- Rapid methodsformoisture
measurementintea
13.1 Introduction
Before any drying research can proceed, fast and accurate methods of moisture
measurement mustbeavailable,aswell asfor quality control incommercial factories.
The official method for tea (International Standards Organisation 1980) does not
actually measuremoisture but lossinmass,assome volatilematerial is lostbefore all
water islost. It isan oven method, andrequires drying until nomore loss inweight is
discernible; the period required for this is normally at least 8hours at 105°C, so the
usual technique is to place the sample in the oven overnight. The method has the
advantage that many samples can be analysed at the same time, but the delay in
getting an answer makes drying research (which might need the starting moisture
content to find out the endpoint of an experiment) very difficult. An acceptable
method for research purposes should give values to ± 0.25 percentage points of
moisture content for dry tea (i.e. tea at 3% could return a value between 2.75%and
3.25%), or one percentage point for dhools. Commercially the acceptable error could
bedoublethatused for research.
Many ofthemethods used for grain or similar moisture measurement arenot suitable
for tea, particularly those based on conductivity. When measuring in the region of
70%) wet basis, conductivity detectors are saturated; at the dry end of the range the
variable particle size and variable proportion of fibre in dryer mouth samples makes
calibrations unreliable. Some tea companies have tried and abandoned such
instruments.
Although not instantaneous, the infrared moisture balance is commonly used in tea
factories inthemanual version. Itisa gravimetric method that can be related directly
tothereference method.An infrared lampheats the sample for a settime,or until the
rate of weight loss becomes very small. The distance of the lamp from the sample,
and the voltage supply tothe lamp, arecritical factors in ensuring that all moisture is
lostwithoutburning off moreofthesamplethanwould occurin anoven.Themethod
takes under 10minutes for adry tea sample and under 30minutes for a dhool or leaf
sample. The more recent development of such an instrument uses a thermostatically
controlled infrared radiating element, and an electronic balance with a
microcontroller which sequencesthewholeoperation, switchesoff theheat attheend
and calculates the moisture content. Often these instruments have a serial port for
transfer ofdatatoacomputer.
A much more sophisticated approach is found in near infrared reflectance
instruments. These irradiate a sample with infrared light at low intensity, with an
insignificant drying effect. The reflected or back-scattered light is measured at
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specific wavelengths, and the absorbance calculated. Different classes of molecules
absorb infrared light at different wavelengths,dependant onthebond energies.Water
molecules absorb certain wavelengths, so this absorbance will give an indication of
the amount ofwaterinthe sample.Other measurements arerequired to determine the
amount of dry matter present. This method can be extended to measure molecules
other than water. The results are reported almost instantaneously, and as it is anoncontactmethod, itisvery suitablefor useon lineinacontinuous process plant.
Hall et al (1988) used a laboratory-type instrument to investigate the prediction
quality of near-infrared reflectance for moisture, quality and theaflavin content of
black tea. They found reasonable correlations for all factors tested, but the scatter of
pointsfor moisture measurement wastoowide for use indryercontrol.To determine
an analytical method for use with near-infrared reflectance requires the selection of
filters, some of which are sensitive to the moisture only, and some of which are
sensitive to a constant dry matter constituent only. The fewer filters used, the more
robust the calibration is likely to be over awide range of materials. Hall et al found
that ahighfibrecontent samplewasthe cause of outlierswhen analysing for moisture
content; for dryer installation, the calibration has to be able to handle varying
amountsof fibre.
Two types of infrared moisture balance and two types of near-infrared absorption
moistureanalyserswereused inthiswork. Theobjective for eachtypewastofindthe
settings for operation in two main zones, wet dhool in the region of 72% m.c. w.b.
andmadetea atdryer discharge, inthe region of 3% m.c.w.b.,forming the supply of
materialtobedried andthefinalproduct.
For the on-line type of instrument, a secondary objective was to obtain a continuous
calibration over the whole range from 75% or more down to below 3%. If an
instrument could measure over this full range, then batch drying could be monitored
continuously and sovalidateamodel oftheprocess.

13.2Moisturebalancecalibration
Instruments from Mettler and Ohaus were used inthis work. The Ohaus MB200 was
calibrated first. Both instruments work by continuously weighing a sample, which is
heated by infrared radiation from a metal sheathed element. A temperature sensor,
which is placed between the element and the sample, controls the temperature to
which the sample isexposed. The Ohaus uses a stainless steel sheathed thermocouple
whiletheMettler appearstomeasureinfrared radiation from thesample.
The whole unit is microprocessor controlled, and can be programmed to operate in
different modes. The simplest is to expose the sample to a fixed temperature for a
fixedtime, and to report the moisture content as the weight loss during the drying
time. As a more sophisticated way of determining the endpoint of the drying, the
instrument can be programmed to stop drying after the drying rate has dropped to a
programmed level,suchas 10mgper 10s.
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This latter mode is likely to provide the fastest and most accurate method of
determining moisture, but the problem arises in which values to use in the program.
Thetestscarriedoutherehadtheinitialaimofdeterminingthesevalues.
13.2.1 Materials andmethods-Drying curves
The first tests were to investigate the drying rate of already dried tea, to see if the
drying rate could be set for a constant time at a constant temperature, the simplest
mode of operation of the moisture balance. The temperature to be used and the
repeatabilityofrunscouldalsobe investigated.
A series of tests was carried out on samples of made tea taken from a bulk of dryer
mouth tea which had been stored under ambient conditions for two months and had
reached equilibrium with the ambient atmosphere. Oven moisture content at 105°C
(ISOmethod)ofthebulk gaveamoisturecontentof 8.5%wetbasis.
Because the Ohaus MB200 is equipped with a serial interface, it was possible to
download values for weight, temperature, elapsed time and moisture content to a
computer. A simple program was written to record these data in a comma separated
valuefile.
Samples of at least 10 g (as recommended by the manufacturers for adequate
resolution) but less than 12 g (to avoid having too deep a layer on the pan) were
measured onto the pan using the readout on the MB200. Temperatures from 45 to
170°C were used, in 5° intervals up to 150°C and 10° intervals above. The single
temperature, fixed time program was used for all measurements. At the lower
temperatures, the time was 45 minutes, reducing to 10 minutes at the highest
temperatures.Eachrunwasrepeated atleastonce.
All runs were carried out over aperiod of 3days when the weather was consistently
dryandtheambient relativehumiditieswerearound40%.
13.2.2 Results
The data collected were assembled into a spreadsheet, and using the oven moisture
measurement, the actual moisture content of each sample for each data point was
calculated. Then, the rate of loss of moisture was calculated as percentage of water
present at the start of a 60 s period which was lost at the end of the period. The
averagetemperature measured overthesame60speriodwas calculated.
These results were then arranged in order of exposure temperature and moisture
content, and the average of moisture loss rates for the same temperature (degree
intervals) and moisture content (1 % moisture intervals) was calculated. After this
averaging, there was still an extensive set of data, so the values for each moisture
contentwerefurther averaged over 10°intervals.
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The values near the middle of the temperature and moisture ranges are made up of
tens or hundreds of readings averaged, while some at the extremes consist of only a
few readings.Fig. 13.1showsmoisture content (calculated byweight lossfrom initial
ovenmoisture content)againsttime.

0.08
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o 0.04
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-0.02
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Time,min

Fig. 13.1WeightlosscurvesforOhausMB200atvaryingtemperatures.
One feature of the above plot which is very satisfactory is the repeatability of the
results. The curves for the pairs of runs lie almost on top of each other. The major
cause of differences can only be seen when the starting minute of the graph is
expanded. Then the difference between starting the instrument from cold and starting
immediately after aprevious samplewiththeinstrument hotcanbeseen.
It is clear that at temperatures above 120°, more than moisture is being lost as the
values go negative. At 160 and 170°C, the sample was seen to smoke soon after
starting the run, and even at - 1 % the rate of loss was still high, indicating that this
could amounttothemajority ofthesample.
Because the reference method is defined at 105°C, extended drying above 105°C is
not very meaningful. It explains also the final negative values for the high
temperatures because other components will be lost.To developthe method for rapid
determination, atemperature needs to be determined at which moisture loss is rapid,
butcanbearrested atthe samelevelasoven drying at 105°C.
At indicated temperatures of 110°and less, it is unlikely that atrue moisture content
would be measured even after 1hour or more. The equilibrium relative humidities
need to be determined at each temperature, as the drying will not proceed past the
equilibrium point atthattemperature.
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Table 13.1showsthefinal averagesoftherate oflossof moisture asapercentage per
minute of what was present at the start of the minute, for varying temperatures and
moisture contents. It might be expected that the drying rate would reduce as the
sample loses moisture aspredicted by standard drying theory, giving apositive slope
tothelineofrateagainst moisture content.
Table 13.1Moisture loss rateperminuteforvaryingtemperature andvarying
initial moisture.
Moisture 0

8

1

Intercept slope

%wb
Temp.°C
-0.01
0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 -0.01

0

60

-0.04
0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 -0.04

0.01

70

-0.01
0.03 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.06 -0.01

0.01

50

"~

80

0.02 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.13

-0.04

0.02

90

0.04 0.08 0.14 0.19 0.25 0.18

-0.02

0.04

100

0.05 0.06 0.14 0.2 0.27 0.25

-0.01

0.05

110

0.06 0.19 0.34 0.37 0.46 0.34

0.07

0.06

120

0.04 0.11 0.26 0.31 0.43 0.41

0.05

0.08

130

0.34 0.4 0.51 0.68 0.57 0.47

0.4

0.04

140

0.97 0.77 0.87 1.03

0.87

0.03

150

1.33 1.03 1.08 0.89 0.61

1.3

-0.16

160

1.43 1.06 1.16 0.82

1.38

-0.17

170

2.27 1.19 1.14

2.1

-0.57

A simple linear regression was carried out to find the slope and intercept for each
temperature,andtheresults areshown asthefinaltwocolumnsinthetable.
The results do not give a family of parallel rate curves as might be expected. At the
lower temperatures, the slope of the drying rate versus moisture content line is least,
indicating that thewetterteadries lessrapidly atlowertemperatures.
The steepest rate of change of drying rate with moisture content is at 120°C. Beyond
this temperature, the slope of the curve reverses, and the tea dries more quickly the
drier itbecomes.Asthis iscompletely contrary to dryingtheory, the only explanation
is that as the sample heats up, it starts to lose more than water, and this faster rate at
lowermoistures isapreludetoburning.
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There is not enough span of readings particularly at the higher temperatures to have
confidence in the actual values of slope, but the trend in slope is very clear, and the
changetoanegative slopeathighertemperatures cannotbedisputed.
It is difficult to determine the relationship between the indicated temperature and the
tea temperature. The layer is toothin to permit a standard probe to be inserted in the
layerwithouttouching eitherthe foil panorbeingexposed todirectradiation from the
heating element. The heating chamber is too small to permit the use of an infra red
thermometer, andthere isnospacetoconstruct aviewingport.
It is possible to insert a fine wire thermocouple into the dhool, but this affects the
weight reading so cannot be used during moisture determination. Table 13.2 shows
theresultsobtainedwiththetemperature setat 100°C,with 11gofteaonthepan.
Table13.2Comparison ofsystemsensorwithteatemperature measurement
Timefrom start,min
5 10 15
Ohaustemperaturereading, °C
102 101 100
Thermocouple temperature reading,°C 80 85 88

Thus the temperature sensed will only reflect the material temperature after a
significant drying time. For shorter drying times, higher temperatures than would
normallybeused inovendryingcanbesetwithout risk ofoverdrying.
An initial high temperature can beused to start off the drying,but values above 150°
should notbeentertained for morethan aminute,the time ittakes for the teatoreach
the settemperature. Further tests detailed below were used to determine the optimum
parameters.
13.2.3 Testswith re-wetted teasamples.
In order to repeat a standard set of measurements, particularly below the range of
moistures normally encountered, some samples were made up of known moisture
content by drying tea and then adding a known quantity of water. Enough of each
moisturecontent wasmadetoallowrepeated measurements. Todetermine the correct
temperature for measurement, a sub-sample of each moisture content should be
measured at each temperature. When the measured value equals the actual value, the
correcttemperature for thatmoisture contenthasbeen found.
Abulk sample oftea from a fluid bed dryer, of about 1kg,was collected and placed
in an oven at 105CC for 36 hours to take it to dryness. Subsamples of 100 g were
weighed into plasticjars, and distilled water was added to make the samples up to 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8% moisture content. The jars were stored for 10 days, and
thoroughly agitated on every second day to ensure an even distribution of moisture
withinthesample.
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These samples were then sub-sampled and moisture tested using the MB200. Tests
were performed using the auto-dry program, with settings of 150, 145, 140, 135,130
and 125°C for each moisture content. The end point was set at the lowest drying rate
to which the instrument could beprogrammed, 0.01 gloss inweight in 1minute.All
samples weighed between 10.0 and 10.5 g. The results were logged onto computer
disk.Table 13.3summarisestheresults.
Table 13.3Moisture measured forvarious actual moisture contents and
temperatures.
MC%
Temperature
150°C
145°C
140°C
135°C
130°C
125°C

7
6
8
Moisture measured
7.4
6.1
7.9
7
6
7.9
6.5
5.5
7.7
7.5
6.7
5.4
6.6
7.2
5.3
6.2
6.9
4

5

4

3

2

1

5.7
5.1
4.9
4.8
4.7
4.9

4.3
4.6
4.3
4.2
4.2
3.8

3.9
3.9
3.5
3.2
3
2.9

3.2
3.1
2.5
2.5
2.3
1.4

2.1
2
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.2

To determine the correct temperature for each moisture content, a graph is plotted
from Table 13..3 to give Fig. 13.2, on which the actual results are shown; the
measurement tolerances ofplusandminus0.5%areshownasparallel solidlines.

4
5
6
7
Actualmoisturecontent,%w.b.
Figure 13.2Graph ofindicated against actual moisture contents atvarying
temperature.
The results for the 6% sample were all low, particularly for the 125°C run, so there
maywell havebeen anerror inmakingupthismoisture content.
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An idealcalibration would give a lineof slope 1,so atthattemperature, whatever the
actual moisture, the predicted value would be correct. Other methods could be used,
but would require acalculation from the indicated moisture content to give the actual
moisture content. By selecting the temperature to give the calibration, the moisture
content givenbythe instrument canbe used directly.
From the graph the slope ofthe curves is less steep than ideal, so atemperature must
beselectedto suittheregion wherethegreatest accuracy isrequired.
Regression analysis of the slopes was performed on the lines, and reported in Table
13.4 which shows one set of results including all readings and the second set
excludingthesuspect 6%sample.
The standard errors and R2 are improved by dropping the 6% samples. The average
standard erroroftheintercept improvesfrom 0.258 to0.188,ofthe slopefrom 0.0399
to 0.0300 and the average R2 improves from 0.9788 to 0.9914. The following
discussion usesthedataexcludingthe6%samples.
The intercept increases with increasing temperature, while the slope is more or less
constant at an average value of 0.836. A further regression analysis of intercept
againsttemperature givesaresultthat: Intercept=-5.09+temperature(°C)x0.0434
Theadjusted R2for thisanalysisis0.93.
Table 13.4Regression resultsofmoisturecalibration curvesatvarying
temperatures
Including6% samples
Temperature °C 150 145 140 135 130 125
1.35 1.33 0.9
0.76 0.66 0.25
Constant
0.24 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.59
StdErrofYestimate
0.83 0.8
0.82 0.83 0.82 0.81
Coefficient
0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.09
StdErrof Coefficient
R2 (Adjusted)
0.986 0.992 0.991 0.993 0.992 0.918
No.of Observations
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
DegreesofFreedom
Excluding6%samples
Temperature °C 150
145 140 135 130 125
1.34 1.32 0.89 0.75 0.65 0.2
Constant
0.24 0.17 0.15 0.1
0.15 0.32
StdErrofYEstimate
0.84 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.86
Coefficient
0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05
StdErrof Coefficient
R2 (Adjusted)
0.988 0.993 0.995 0.998 0.995 0.979
7
7
No.of Observations
7
7
7
7
Degrees ofFreedom
5
5
5
5
5
5
Using these values to plot a similar graph to the previous one, but showing only the
segmentsofthecurvewithinthe+0.5%/-0.5%tolerancebandyieldsFig.13.3.
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4
6
Actualmoisturecontent,%
Figure 13.3Graph showing selection oftemperaturefor analysis ofvarying
moistures.
This allows us to select a temperature to obtain the most accurate results for any
givenmoisturerange,asshown inTable 13.5.
Table 13.5 Selection oftemperature formostaccurate moisture measurement.
Temperature set°C
Maximum accuracy
Lowest acceptable
Highest acceptable

110
<0
0
0.75

120
1
0
3.5

130
3.5
0.5
7

140
6
3
9

150 160
8.5 >10
6 9
>10 >10

Therecommended settingfor madeteas is therefore:
Auto dry mode, Temperature: 130°C,Weight loss: 0.01 g, Time for weight loss:
60seconds.
The reason the setting is so critical around the 3%moisture content is that the finest
resolution is0.01 g,and for 3%moisture atotal weight loss of only 0.3 gfrom a 10g
sample is measured so the moisture resolution cannot be better than 3 % (0.01 g in
0.3 g) while dry matter resolution is 0.01 g in about 10 g or 0.1%. For dhool
moistures, about 7goutofa 10gsample will belost, somoisture resolution is0.01 g
in 7 g(0.14%) and dry matter resolution is 0.01 g in 3 g (0.3%), giving an order of
magnitude betterresults.
To improve accuracy, higher pan loadings can be used but these have the
disadvantage that drying time is extended, and the thorough drying of the bottom
layer isuncertain.
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13.2.4 Dhoolmoisture measurement
For dhool, the ratio of water to dry matter is very much higher, making dhool
moisture measurement simpler. Theobjective at this moisture content isto be ableto
measure to the nearest 0.5%moisture content wet basis over the range 68%to75%.
This is the level of accuracy required for control of the tea manufacturing process,
and covers the range of moistures normally encountered during processing before
drying. The ratio of water to dry matter is very similar over this range, so once the
settinghasbeen determined for onemoisture content it islikely toapply tothe whole
range.
This is fortunate, because re-wetting techniques are inappropriate for high moisture
contents. To determine the optimum settings for dhool, samples were taken from the
twin lines fermenters during production on one day. Each sample was well mixed by
hand, then between 10gand 11gwere loaded onto the pan of the MB200.Auto dry
modewasselected, withtemperatures between 130°Cand 180°C,and aweight lossof
10mg in 60 seconds.The sample was analysed, and the data output was recorded on
acomputer. Fromtheremainder ofthesame sample,about 30 gwasput inamoisture
sampletin and the lid firmly fitted. These samples were dried overnight inan ovenat
105°Ctodeterminethemoisturecontent.
The results are shown in Table 13.6. All moisture contents are expressed as % wet
basis. The range of temperatures tested here are higher than in the dry tea
experiments,asthere ismuchmoremoisturetoevaporate, requiring more energy,and
also leaving amuch lower mass of dry matter at the end of the experiment. A higher
temperature gives a more rapid moisture loss. As the end point in Auto mode is
determined by a fixed weight loss per unit time, rather than as a proportion of the
sample,the more rapid drying should give a better end point. Ifthere is a proportion
of volatiles lost, as the water lost is so much greater, these volatiles will represent a
much smallerproportion of error.
Aregression analysisof error against temperature gave an adjusted R2 of 0.91. These
data areplotted in Fig. 13.4, which clearly shows that the optimum setting for dhool
is 150°C,inAuto Drymodewith aweight lossofO.Olgin60 seconds. Measurements
will beexpected totakeabout 24minutes.

1
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Table 13.6Dhoolmoisture content erroronOhausMB200 atincreasing
temperature
ovenMC
MB200
Settemperature °C
130
69.48
70.53
130
70.77
140
70.52
140
69.72
150
69.06
150
56.61
160
72.15
160
70.83
160
69.1
170
55.84
170
73.73
170
68.11
180
68.61
180
59.94
180

140

MB200MC

Error TimeonMB200

69.1
69.8
70.4
70.2
69.6
69.3
57
72.1
71.1
69.7
56.6
74.3
69.1
69.5
61.2

0.38
0.73
0.37
0.32
0.12
-0.24
-0.39
0.05
-0.27
-0.6
-0.76
-0.57
-0.99
-0.89
-1.26

33
30
29
31
24
23
notrecorded
26
19
20
18
22
18
20
16

150
160
Set temperature °C

190

Figure 13.4Graphofmoisturecontent erroragainsttemperaturesetting.
13.2.5 Leaf moisture measurements.
Because themoisture content reaching the dryer isnot changed substantially between
maceration and drying, to control the moisture of the dhool reaching the dryer it is
necessary to measure the moisture content of the whole shoots. As these have the
same moisture content range as the dhool, the same temperature settings might be
found to apply; however the much lower surface area for evaporation might affect
results.
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Preliminary measurements made on entire leaves or shoots show that they cannot be
measured directly, as they protrude above the pan, contacting parts of the hood and
influence the weight measurement. Chopped leaf works better (chopped by scissors),
but if there is more than one layer of leaf on the pan, the top leaf dries and seals the
moisture into the leaf on the lower layer. This problem is overcome by the use of a
metal gauze or mesh pan which allows moisture to escape downwards as well as
upwards. The test pan was made of perforated metal, but any lightweight open mesh
material which isresistant to the temperatures used would be suitable. The foil trays
supplied with the machine have a diameter of 120 mm and a depth of 3 mm; if the
mesh pan had a similar diameter but a depth of 10 mm this would prevent parts of
leaf touching the pan shield and affecting the weight readings. Results from the tests
areshowninTable 13.7.
Apart from one reading at 1.8% mc error, taken at 160°C, all readings were within
0.8% ofthe oven reading. The leaf with an average oven moisture content of76.8%
varied between 76.5 and 77.1 oven moisture, in samples of about 50 g. For the
MB200readingstocomewithin arangeof+0.5% to -0.8%,apartfrom one,ononlya
10gsample, is avery acceptable result considering the variability in shoot moisture.
Ananalysisoferrorsimilartothatdonewith dhool,with aregression lineisshownin
Fig.13.5.
Table 13.7Chopped leaf moisture contenterroronOhaus MB200 at increasing
temperature
Set
Timeto finish
temperature °C minutes
150
34
36
150
30
160
39
160
52
140
42
140
34
150
43
145
41
145
36
155
40
155
38
150

Measured MC
%wb
76.9
76.9
77.4
78.6
76.8
78.5
77.8
77.2
78.2
78.4
78.5
77.6

OvenMC
%wb
76.8
76.8
76.8
76.8
76.8
77.7
77.7
77.7
77.7
77.7
77.7
77.7

erro
-0.1
-0.1
-0.6
-1.8
0
-0.8
-0.1
0.5
-0.5
-0.7
-0.8
0.1
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o

145
150
Settemperature°C

160

165

Figure 13.5MB200leafmoistureanalysisautodrymode.Errorinmoistureat
different temperatures
Again theoptimum temperature setting isaround 150°C.Because ofthevariability in
sampling leaf for moisture content, (unlike dhool which is thoroughly homogenised
and mixed before analysis), and the fact that the same sample used for the standard
cannotbeused inthetest,the resultsareasgood as canbe expected with suchasmall
sample size. The only way of improving the accuracy with leaf would be to use a
machinewhich canaccept amuch larger sample.
13.2.6 MettlerLJ16 moisture balance.
Asthe OhausMB200 had been calibrated against thereference method, the LJ16was
calibrated against the Mettler-method. Samples were split between the two
instruments, and an auto-dry mode temperature was selected for the Mettler which
gave equivalent values tothe Ohaus.Asthetemperature sensing was different onthe
two instruments, different temperature settings were anticipated. Dry teas around 3%
moisture required a temperature setting of 105°C, while dhools and chopped leaf
required 120°C. Following this initial determination of temperature settings, samples
were run in parallel on the two instruments at regular intervals. An example of the
comparisons isshown inTable 13.8.Thedifferences areminor, and ofthe sameorder
ofmagnitude assampling error.
Table 13.8Comparison of resultsfrom twomoisturebalances.
Ohaus at 150°C 71.4
Mettlerat120°C 71.0
Error
+0.4

70.8
70.3
+0.5

69.9
69.7
+0.2

69.5
69.3
+0.2

68.8
68.5
+0.3

68.3
68.2
+0.1

67.8
67.7
+0.1
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13.3 Calibration of near infrared absorption moisture

meters.

Instruments were purchased from two manufacturers, Infrared Engineering (Model
MM55E)andMoisture Systems(Model MicroQuad MQ8000).The intention ofthese
instruments was monitoring the progress of batch drying, possibly looking at
diffusion rate by comparing infrared moisture measurements from the surface with
weight measurements giving an average, and for production and control system
monitoring.
Each system had an electronic control box, which could be connected to the sensing
heads by cable. The sensing heads were designed for mounting above a conveyor or
similarpartofaprocessplant.
13.3.1 Principle of operation
A light bulb, run at a lower voltage than normal, produces less visible and more
infrared radiation than when run at its rated voltage. The light is directed onto the
sample, and the reflected light is focused onto a detector sensitive to infrared.
Between the focusing and the detector, a wheel containing several narrow bandwidth
filters is interposed. The wheel rotates, chopping the signal to the detector and
presenting the filters in sequence to the light beam. A second beam, direct from the
light source but suitably attenuated, is also sent to the detector (or a separate
detector),togiveareference value.
The output from the detector is signal conditioned, then processed by the electronics
according to an algorithm programmed into the system. The result is displayed on a
digital display,and isavailable inanalogueorserial dataform for data logging.
13.3.2 Methodology
Both instruments were supplied with filter wheels containing a selection of filters
considered bythemakers tobe suitable for moisture analysis onmadeteas.Usingthe
calculation algorithm pre-programmed into the system, preliminary data could be
obtained. Bycomparingthevalue from the instrument with avaluefrom the reference
method,arevised spanor slope,and offset orzerointercept couldbeobtained (i.e.an
instrument calibration procedure). When these revised values were entered into the
calculation algorithm,theoutput shouldthencorrespond withthereference method.
For a calibration to be robust, that is, to maintain accuracy over a wide range of
samples,the rangeof samples presented during calibration mustbe at least as diverse
astobeused inpractice.For teathis meant using several clones,different methods of
maceration, different fermenting times,different fibre percentages,and asmanyother
variablesascouldbe envisaged.
There are other potential variables, such as how the sample is presented to the
instrument in terms of surface roughness. To reduce this influence, a sample can be
placed on asmallturntable, so several readings canbetaken of adifferent part ofthe
surface ofthesample.
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13.3.3 Initial tests
The first tests were run in the hope that there would be a full range calibration for
monitoringbatchdrying.
Manytestswererun using the Infrared Engineering MM55 system. Often some good
correlations would be found, such as in Fig. 13.6. Here the need for slope and
intercept correction can be clearly seen, and it appears that the data set would fit a
curve better than a straight line. Unfortunately there is no way of entering anything
other than a straight line calibration into the system; the best that can be done is to
chooseasmallregionof interestandusethevaluesfrom thispartofthecurveonly.
For the data taken on one particular day, satisfactory calibrations with satisfactory
standard errors couldbe obtained overa limited span, such as from zeroto 10or20%
moisture. However, after several sets of calibration data had been taken, different
slopes and intercepts were found eachtime.There were at leastthree different factors
which could be causing this shift in calibration: different degrees of fermentation,
different proportions of fibre, or characteristics of different clones. The Moisture
Systems MQ8000 instrument behaved in a similar fashion. It was necessary to
identify a different reference wavelength to that used in the two instruments, which
wouldmeasure asubstance whichwaslessvariable.
18
Algl3

MM55Calibration
15

y=1.0733x-1.476
12

R2=0.9417

00

g
1/1

S 6

iK * 2

4

6
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16

18

reference moisture content, %w.b.

Figure 13.6Graph ofreference moisture measurement andMM55 moisture
measurement.
For the data taken on one particular day, satisfactory calibrations with satisfactory
standard errorscould be obtained overa limited span, such asfrom zeroto 10or20%
moisture. However, after several sets of calibration data had been taken, different
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slopes andintercepts were found eachtime.There were at least three different factors
which could be causing this shift in calibration: different degrees of fermentation,
different proportions of fibre, or characteristics of different clones. The Moisture
Systems MQ8000 instrument behaved in a similar fashion. It was necessary to
identify a different reference wavelength to that used in the two instruments, which
wouldmeasure asubstance whichwaslessvariable.
13.3.4 Useof Infraalyzer
The next step was to look at alternative wavelengths to those provided in the
commercial instruments.
The Bran+Luebbe Infraalyzer 450 off-line instrument, using 19filtersrather than the
5 in the on line instruments, was used to investigate the best filter sets for moisture
determination. A set of 59 varied samples was presented to the instrument, and the
data analysed. The filter selections are shown in Table 13.9; filters that were not
selected have been omitted from this table. First, the software chose the measuring
wavelength. This used 1982nmasthemeasuring wavelength, which has no chemical
relationship towater and istherefore not likely toberobust. The water wavelength of
1940 nm was set as a forced value, indicated by the letter " f in the table. To select
the bestfilter combination, theFvalue shown inthetable should bethefirstselection
parameter.Anegativevalueindicatesthatthevalue ofthefilteris subtracted from the
model,ratherthanbeingadded.
Table 13.9Infraalyzer filter selection onsetof57blackteas
Noof
filters
Filter
2270
2230
2208
2190
2139
2180
1982
1759
1940
1734
1722
1680
R2
F
SE
RSD

Noforced filters
2
2
2
2

Force 1940
2
2
2

3

2

3

3

4

4

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1
-1

-1
-1
-1

1

1

1

1

1

1
2
f

f

f

f

f

1

2
f

-f

-f

-2
-2
-1
0.973 0.973 0.972 0.971 0.981
498 488 470 460 460
0.548 0.553 0.563 0.568 0.469
0.538 0.543 0.553 0.558 0.456

0.967 0.967 0.967 0.966 0.975
400 400 397 394 352
0.607 0.607 0.609 0.611 0.533
0.596 0.596 0.598 0.601 0.519

-1
-1
0.973 0.981 0.981
328 347 346
0.551 0.468 0.468
0.536 0.451 0.452
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The larger the F value the more robust the calibration; it is better to have a larger F
even atthe expense ofalarger Standard Error or Residual Standard Deviation, asthe
calculation of Ftakes into account the number of filters employed. From thistable,it
was concluded that a filter in the region of 2200 nm should be tried in the on line
instruments.
13.3.5 Moisture Systems revisedfilter set
A filter wheel was installed in the Moisture Systems instrument, utilising the
wavelengths suggested by the experiments on the Infraalyzer. Presenting samples to
this instrument gave a good calibration with a standard error of less than 0.4, using
1940nm asthe moisture measuring wavelength and filters in the region of 2200 and
1820nmfor thereference measurement (13.7).

c
00

<y

4

6
8
Moisture content, %w.b.

Figure 13.7Calibration ofblack teawith revised filter set,Moisture Systems
MQ8000.SE<0.4.
Toextend thecalibration tothe full range ofmoisture contents encountered inabatch
dryer (up to 75%), a new range of samples taken from a fermenter, and at various
stagesthrough a dryer were presented. To obtain a similar correlation tothe dryteas,
anadditionalfilterhadtobeused, intheregion of2100nm.This gaveacorrelationR
of0.991,butthe standard error washigh at2.95 Looking atthecalibration curve,Fig.
13.8 shows that the greatest extent of spread of values is atthe wet end of the graph.
This might be due to differences in fermenting time, or different presentation of the
fibreinthesample.
Although this calibration was notperfect, it wasrepeatable and could be relied on for
measuring intermediate moistures during drying experiments. It was not accurate
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enough for dhool moisture measurement, as a feedforward measurement for dryer
control, as the spread of indicated values was greater than the normal range of
expectedvalues.
Subsequent calibration checks confirmed this selection of filters, and the instrument
was used for on line dryer discharge moisture measurement as well as following the
moisture during batch drying. For the latter application, as the instrument was
exposed to the dryer exhaust air containing eluted fibre particles, an air purge of the
lightbeam andwater cooling were provided.
90
80

Sensor 2newwheel full range

70

25

35
45
55
moisture content, %w.b.

Figure 13.8Fullrangecalibrationwithrevisedfilter set,Moisture Systems
MQ8000.
13.3.6 Infrared Engineering MM55
Asetoffilters similartothose used inthe Moisture Systems instrument was installed.
However, no significant improvement over the original settings was obtained. The
reason for this might be due to the exact filter specifications, which differ from one
manufacturer to another. Neither manufacturer divulges the precise wavelength and
bandwidth ofthefilter.
13.3.7 Useonwholeleaf
Some preliminary trials were performed using whole leaf, to see if the system could
beused for control ofwithering.Theresponse from the upper and lower leaf surfaces
wastotally different. Theupper surface iswaxy,andproduces direct reflections rather
thandiffuse backscatter. Thelowersurface hasleafhairs,and responded ina different
way. For a bulk of leaf which read around 70% moisture on the instrument after

75
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maceration (about correct),the intact leaf read 0%moisture for theupper surface and
30% moisture for the lower surface. Even if an improved algorithm could be found
which gave amore accuratevalueforthelowerleafsurface, it wouldbevery difficult
toeliminatetheeffect of specularreflection from theupper surface.

13.4 Conclusion
Near infrared reflectance moisture metering is very attractive because of its
instantaneous reading, and its potential for on-line application. A calibration was
possible for dry, black teas with an acceptable level of accuracy using one make of
instrument. Fordhools,nosetup could befound which waspreciseenough for control
applications,andtheuseofthe system onwithered leafwasimpractical.
Unfortunately the system is very costly (in the region of £8000 per sensor), and for
the degree of accuracy available cannot be considered commercially viable for dryer
control. Itisthe onlymethod for experimental moisture measurement during adrying
experiment, and the relatively poor performance at the start of drying can be
compensated bychanging toamore accurate algorithmbelow 10%moisture content.
The infrared heated moisture balances, once calibrated for dry teas and dhools, were
as accurate as sample variation would allow. They are lower in cost than the on line
system,but suffer thedrawback ofnotbeing instantaneous. Results areavailable very
much more quickly than the oven method, and are comparable in accuracy. Because
they areanoff linemeasurement method,they areunsuited tocontrol applications.
For tea dryer control, there is no suitable method of moisture measurement for
commercial application. To control the dryer, an inferential method must be used,
which infers the moisture content from another measurement such as a temperature
profile.
13.5 References
International Standards Organisation (1980) Tea -determination of loss in mass
at 103°C.ISOStandard 1573
HallMN;Robertson A;ScotterCNG (1988)Near-infrared reflectance prediction of
quality, theaflavin content and moisture content of black tea. Food Chemistry, 276175

14Appendix- Simulinkmodelof3stage
continuousfluidizedbedteadryer.
14.1 Introduction
A simulation modelofathree stagecontinuous fluidized bedteadryerwas developed
inthe Simulink modelling system.
Table 14.1 Nomenclature and constants used inSimulink model
Symbol

Description

Value/units

Patm

Atmosphericpressure atspecified altitude

Pa

cpdm

Specific heat ofdrymatter

0.964 kJ/kg

cph20

Specific heatofliquidwater

4.18kJ/kg

latheat

Latentheat ofwater

2500kJ/kg

cpvap

Specific heat ofwater vapour

1.805kJ/kg

cpair

Specific heat ofdryair

1.011kJ/kg

ratefac

Dryingrate correction factor for fluidized bed

0.6

14.2 Top level
At the top level of the model (Fig. 14.1), there is one block for each dryer section.
The inputs tothe first section are dhooltemperature, dhool moisture content and feed
rate. Theambient wet and dry bulb temperatures are fed into acalculation block (Fig.
14.2), which uses psychrometric equations to determine enthalpy and humidity ratio
for the incoming air. The required air temperature, flow rate and bed plate area are
fed separately into each block. The last block receives the weir height setting, which
iseffectively the maximum bed depth.After calculation,theactual beddepth isfed to
thepreviousblock (intheopposite direction totheflow ofdhool).
Outputs of dhool moisture, mass flow and temperature are fed from one block to the
next in the direction of dhool flow. These and other outputs, such as heater power
required and air quality, are multiplexed to give a vector for each parameter.
Residence time is calculated from the ratio of total mass of dry matter on the bed to
the drymatter feed rate.
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Fig. 14.1Toplevelofthe model
Blocklabel Function

Formula

wb->db

Convert moisturecontent from wetbasistodrybasis

u/(100-u)

db2wb

Convert moisture content from drybasistowetbasis

100*u/(l+u)

The calculations for ambient air quality (Fig. 14.2) are based on the standard
psychrometricequations.

| T | - r » Demu> |273.16|—• +
in 1
obozero—•
twbabs
tomb db
tambwb

"W~h>|w}»
Pwswb

W*s Mux—W f(u)
Hum ratiip
W
W*s
tdb
twb

Fig. 14.2Ambient airquality calculations

Mux—^ f(u)
enthalpy
kJ/kg

Mux
out_1

TdtrW
henthalpykJ/kg
W humratio
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Blocklabel

Function

Formula

Pwswb

Calculate saturation
pressure atwetbulb
temperature

exp(-5800.2206/u+1.3914993-.048640239
*u+.00004176476*u*u-0.000000014452093
*u*u*u+6.5459673*log(u))

W*s

Calculate humidity
ratioat saturation

.62198*u/(P_atm-u)

Hum ratioW

Calculate actual
humidity ratio

((2501-2.381*u[3])*u[l]-(u[2]u[3]))/(2501+1.805*u[2]-4.186*u[3])

Enthalpy
kJ/kg

Calculate airtotal
enthalpy

u[l]+u[2]*(2501+1.805*u[l])

Each dryer section shown in Fig. 14.1 is split into three sub-units, as the dryer is
operating closer to plug flow than to well-mixed conditions, and the division into
these three sub-units gave a suitable approximation to the conditions found in
practice. Theinputs andoutputs toeach ofthe sub-units within a section,as shown in
Fig. 14.3, is very similar to the arrangements for the individual sections. The main
differences are that some of the outputs are summed or averaged to a single value
ratherthan simplybeingmultiplexed intoavector.
h
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Wexh
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dsh
Mux
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kW
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xdis 8
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mou 9 dmsum
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\
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Fig. 14.3Arrangements ofsub-unitswithin adryersection
Within each sub-unit, the details ofdrying now start to appear (Fig. 14.4).There isa
calculation block for theairheater, takingthe inlet airconditions and raising theairto
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the required temperature, determining the power required to do so.The details of this
block are shown in Fig. 14.5. The calculations are from the standard psychrometric
equations. The humidity ratio at saturation and dry bulb temperature, WSdt>,and the
saturation temperature, tsat, may not be calculated directly so are determined from
look-uptablescalculated for thealtitude specified whenthemodel is initialised.
Airexh h
airexh W
evapkg/sec
powerkW
dhoolternp
dhoolX
dhoolmass ;g/s

bed+air
properties

airinlet
bedplate
settings

maxbedload drymatter
kg/sub &wa ter balance

wZTZZl* biy matter flowuul
Waterin
bedwater1g
5' h / 0 0 l 0 U t
bedToadkg9 evapkg/sec
bed &dis X
dmdischargekg
waterdischarge
totaldischargekg/sec

bed
discharge
tempdischarge
Xdischarge
beddischargekg/sectotal
bedloadkg/sub

Fig. 14.4Flowwithin asub-unit
Blocklabel

Function

Formula

Evap
correction

Determine sensibleheat
available for evaporation

(u[4]-u[l])*((u[3]*cpdm/(l+u[2]))
+ ((u[3]-u[3]/(l+u[2]))*cph2o))
/lat heat

Whum ratio

Calculate humidity ratioof
exhaust air

Xe

Determine equilibrium
moisture content oftea

(u[2]-u[3])/u[l]

Lookuptable
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Two of the three integrators that form the heart of the model are located in the dry
matter and water balance block (Fig. 14,6) while the third is located in the enthalpy
balanceblock (Fig. 14.7)

airvel m/s

new max
dryair water mass
massflow flowkg/sec
kg/sec

tsat
ogn^ a j r flow
water inair
airtemp
kg/sec
evap cap
evap

water

Fig. 14.5Airheater

Blocklabel

Function

Formula

Wet airmass
flow kg/sec1

Calculate massflow ofwetair

u[3]*P_atm/(287.055*u[2]*(l
+1.6078*u[l]))

Newenthalpy
kJ/kg

Calculate enthalpy ofair after
heatingtoset temperature

u[2]+u[l]*(2501+1.805*u[2])

Tsat

Determine saturationtemperati
ofheated air

Lookuptable

Wsdb

Determine humidity ratioof
saturated air atdrybulb
temperature

Lookuptable

The integrators that determine the dry matter and water balance are located together,
as their behaviour is linked by the bed depth and weir height relationship. If the bed
depth islowerthanthe succeeding stage,nomass istransferred tothat next stage.Ifit
is equal to the next stage, then the dry matter discharge combined with the water
discharged is equal to the dry matter and water fed in less the evaporation in the
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stage.The switchesthat may be seen in Fig. 14.6determine the choice between these
two actions. Because of the interactions between the water and dry matter loops, a
delayfunction isrequired tobreak thealgebraicloop.

-HI]
output
bed dm kg
bedwater kg
bed loadkg/sub
dmdischarge d mb e d &d'SX
kg/sec w a t discharge
kg
er
discharge water
discharge
t0,al
kg/sec
dischargekg/sec
discharge kg/sec
dischargeX

Fig. 14.6Dry matterandwater balance

Blocklabel

Function

Formula

Dhoolwater

Convert wetmassflow andmoisture content

u[3]*u[2]/(u[2]+l)

inkg/sec

intowaterflow rate

Bedloadkg

Convert wetmass onbed intowater onbed

Discharge
waterkg/sec

Convertwet mass flow andmoisture content
intowaterflow rate

u[l]*u[2]/(u[2]+l)
u[l]*u[2]/(u[2]+l)

The enthalpy balance integrator block does not have the interactions seen above, so
appears much simpler (Fig. 14.7). The enthalpy of each component of the bed is
calculated and summed. The integrator actually operates on bed temperature, the
changes in which are determined by using the enthalpy and the mean bed specific
heat (Cp). As the bed is considered to be well mixed vertically and have good heat
exchange,theairexhausttemperatureistakenasthesameasthebedtemperature.
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dhooltemp
dhooIX
dhoolmasskg/s
maxbedloadkg/m2

Mux

beddmrate
bedwaterrate
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u1/u2-•Ivip-p^jT]

H air in
[Ty—•Demu)
Dryairflowin
dumm)
Waterinairin
Airinlettemp

0

Drymatterflowout
Water indhoolout
Evaporationkg/sec

Mux

divide

- H <<")

bedtemf exhtemp

Hdhoolout

Sum

>DemuxBed dm kg
Bedwaterkg

0-

f(u)
Texh
dmflowout Hairout
jaterdhoolout
waterairout
diy ail uul
H£2J"
Memorytoprevent
algebraicloo3

totalH

&

exh rh

waterinairkg/sec
dryairkg/sec
tdb
output=rhdec

-H 1")
bedCp

h airout

Fig. 14.7Enthalpy balance

Block label

Function

Formula

Hdhoolin

Calculate enthalpy change dueto
u[l]*(u[3]*cpdm/(l+u[2])+
influx ofdhool from dhoolproperties (u[3]-u[3]/(l+u[2]))*cph2o)

Changein
Hbed from
mass

Calculate enthalpychange dueto
change inmassofdhoolonbed

-u[3]*(u[l]*cpdm+u[2]*cph2o)

Hairin

Calculate enthalpy changeduetoair
flow intobed

u[3]*(u[2]*cpvap+u[l]*cpair)+
u[2]*lat_heat

Hairout

Calculate enthalpy changeduetoair
leavingbed

-u[l]*(u[4]*cpvap+u[5]*cpair)lat_heat*u[4]

Hdhool out

Calculate enthalpy change dueto
dhool leavingbed

-u[l]*(u[2]*cpdm+u[3]*cph2o)

BedCp

Determine specific heat ofmaterial
onbed

u[l]*cpdm+u[2]*cph2o

The inlet air properties and the exhaust temperature are used in a further calculation
block expanded in Fig. 14.8.This isevaluatesthe exhaust air relativehumidity. Note
that another delay function is required in the input to this block as an algebraic loop
breaker.
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tdb
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xws'
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divide

vvsao
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Fig. 14.8Calculation ofexhaustairhumidity

Blocklabel Function
Wsdb

Formula

Determinehumidity ratio atsaturation,wetbulb
temperature
Calculate flow ofmolesofwater atsaturation

xws

Lookuptable

u[1]*u[2]*.62198

The actual amount of moisture evaporated in the sub-unit is calculated in a block of
Fig. 14.4, expanded in Fig. 14.9. The amount of evaporation is determined from the
thin layer drying equation, calculated from the values derived from input 3 of Fig.
14.9. Input 2 is the amount of moisture that the air can absorb before it reaches
saturation. A switch selects the lower of these two evaporation rates. A further
restriction onevaporation rate isthepossibility that the latent heatrequired bringsthe
air below saturation temperature. A second switch determines if this correction is
required. The final switch determines if the calculation shows that water is being
gainedratherthan lost.Ifthis isthecasetheevaporation issettozero.
belowsattemp
correction
evapcap
correction

* :
>Abs-*

A

• f(u) -r—•Abs
X
evap rate
kg/sec
Air in t
Airvel fromdX/dt
dm

• -o
select
lower
rate

Fig. 14.9Calculation ofevaporation ratefrom dhool

select if>zero
evaprate
kgwater/sec

ifevap
+vethen
evapzero

out1
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Blocklabel Function

Formula

Evaprate
Usethin layer dryingequationwith
kg/secfrom fluidized bedcalibration factor to
dX/dt
calculate evaporation allowed from
dhool

-(.000284*ratefac*u[3]*(u[2]45)+.00067)*(u[l])*u[4]

A lookup table in Fig. 14.4 is used todetermine the equilibrium moisture content,Xe
ofthedhool.Thedifference betweenthis and theactual moisture content Xisusedin
thecalculation ofevaporation rate.

14.3Modificationsofthecontinuousmodelfor batch drying
The model may be considerably simplified for batch drying. As a batch fluidized be
dryer closely approaches thewell-mixed condition, only a single sub-unit is required.
Thedhool feed rate input is set atzero,and the integrators are initialised withthe dry
matter mass, the water mass and the starting bed temperature, at the start of the
simulation.

14.4Modificationsfor exhaustairrecycling
Some commercial and experimental continuous fluidized bed dryers recycle the
exhaust air from the dry end of the dryer, where very little moisture has been picked
up, and supply it to the heaters for an earlier stage. As the same parameters are
calculated for the exhaust air as for the inlet air, it is simple to take the exhaust air
from one section and feed it to a prior section inlet. Additional air may be required
over the exhaust from the later section; calculations on blending the air are then
required.

14.5Modificationsfor ECPdryer
Another type of dryer commonly used in the tea industry and described above isthe
Endless Chain Pressure dryer. This isamix between a cross flow conveyor dryer and
a counter current dryer. Because it is a conveyor dryer, the dry matter mass flow is
determined by the speed of the conveyor, simplifying the model considerably. A
block inFig. 14.10represents eachdeck, or layer of conveyor. Dhool isfed tothetop
deck, and is then discharged downward layer by layer. The air flows in the opposite
direction.
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Fig. 14.10Overallview ofECPdryer
Within eachconveyor,theairismoreorlessuniformly mixed andpassesthrough the
conveyor, and the dhool becomes drier as it moves along the conveyor. Thus in each
deck orblock ofthemodel, theconveyor isdivided into eight plates (Fig. 14.11).Air
ofuniform quality isfed toeach plate,whilethe dhool ispassed from oneplatetothe
next. The exhaust air from each plate is averaged together to form the exhaust air
from thedeck, andfed tothedeckabove.
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14.6 Routinefor calculation oflookup tables
Wsdb=humidityratioatsaturation, drybulb temperature
Enth=enthalpy
Pws_db=partialpressure ofwateratsaturation, drybulb temperature
function [Wsdb,Enth,Pws_db]=lookup(Tdb,P_atm)
u=273.16+Tdb;

% [K]

logpws=(-5800.2206./u+1.3914993-.048640239.*u
+.00004176476.*u.*u-0.000000014452093.*u.*u.*u
+6.5459673.*log(u));
Pws_db=exp(logpws);
P=P_atm*ones(1,length(Pws_db));
Wsdb=0.62198.*Pws_db./(P-Pws_db);
da]

% [kg H20/kg

Enth=Tdb+Wsdb.*(2501+1.805.*Tdb);

% [kJ/kg]

15Appendix- Possibleimprovements tothe
simulation model
15.1

Introduction

The model developed for fluid bed drying was based on a thin-layer drying model.
The fluid bed model was simplified by assuming the whole depth of the bed at any
onepoint tobe of uniform moisture content, and by using the air inlet temperature as
the effective drying temperature. In order to match the predicted values from the
model with measured values from avariety of practical fluid bed dryers, a correction
factor onthedrying rateof0.6wasemployed.
The need for this factor may bedue to bubbling fluidization detracting from efficient
mixing of air and material, or may be due to the use of the inlet temperature to drive
the drying model. This work aims to establish whether alternatives to the simple use
of inlettemperaturemightprovide amore accuratemodel.
O'Callaghan et al (1971) also based their fluid bed simulation model on a thin layer
drying model. They assumed vertical plug flow for the airstream, but perfect mixing
of the material being dried (grain). In their digital model the layers of grain are
interchanged atrandom after each iteration.

15.2Method
Because the continuous dryer model employed many stages, some of the
modifications envisaged would makethemodel cumbersome and slowtocompute,so
thebatch fluid bedmodel wasused,employing asingle stageonly.
Onemethod of calculation wastousethemean oftheinlet and exhaust temperatures,
inanattempt toobtain anaverageofthedryingconditions.
Thesecondmethod wastoconsider thebed tobestructured ashorizontal layers,each
layer approximating better to the thin layer model than the whole bed approach. The
modelling system used, Simulink,didnotallowtherandom interchanging oflayersat
each iteration as used by O'Callaghan et al. (1971). Instead, an upward and a
downward stream of layers was used, with alternate layers in alternate directions
wherepossible.
This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 15.1 for an eight layer model. A single layer
modelwasused forthecontrol,andcompared withanfour and an eight layer version.
The average residence time in each layer could be programmed, and values of 0.05,
0.5, 5and 50secondswereused.Each layerwasassumedtobeperfectly mixed.
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Figure 15.1Diagram offlowofairanddhool inaneight layermodel.

15.3 Results
Practical measurements were compared with the model using the correction factor of
0.6 only, as the actual inlet air flow and temperature readings were used in the
simulation model. The other types of model were more complex, and therefore less
amenabletothismethod. Theresults ofthiscomparison areshown inFig. 15.2.
Todetermine which model came closest tothe 0.6 factor, the results for each method
were combined onto a graph of bed moisture content against time, and another of
exhaust air temperature against time. For the purposes of this work a constant inlet
temperature of 100°C and aconstant inlet air velocity of 1.0m/swere used. All other
valueswerekept constant for everyrun.Thegraph ofdischargemoistures isshownin
Fig.15.3.
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Figure15.2Comparison betweensimplemodelwithcorrection factorof0.6and
actual measurement.
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Figure 15.3Discharge moisture content againsttimeforfive different models
The single layer model shows the most rapid drying, while the single layer with
correction factor andthesingle layerwithaverageofinletand exhaust airslightly less
rapid. The slowest drying was observed in the multi-layer models, with very little
difference between them. The multi-layer models shown here are for 0.5 seconds
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residence time; other values of residence time gave slightly higher drying rates but
with no consistent pattern. Actual results were found to lie in the region between the
single layer with correction factor model and the single layer with averaged inlet and
exhaust temperatures.
Now, looking at Fig.15.4 showing exhaust temperatures, the most significant feature
of these simulations is the time for which the air is exhausted at saturation, a
distinctive feature in actual drying. Themulti-layer simulations show no saturation at
all after the initial few seconds,because partially dried material will bemoving tothe
topofthe bed,and if saturated airencounters thismaterial it will be re-wetted,the air
moving away from saturation. If the air is not at saturation then the equilibrium
relativehumidity ofthematerial will limitthedegreeof saturation oftheexhaust air.

100

200

300

400
500
Time,seconds

600

700

800

Figure 15.4Exhaustairtemperature againsttimeforfivedifferent models
The multi-layer models may be discarded because of the lack of a saturation period.
All the single layer models exhibit a significant saturated exhaust period, longest in
the model with no correction factor and shortest with the average inlet and exhaust
temperature model. Practical results fall closest to the single layer with a correction
factor of0.6,although the average inlet andexhaust model isclose.
Because the average inlet and exhaust temperature model has a physical explanation,
itmight bethought tobe preferable. As itwassimple to implement on the continuous
dryermodel,thiswastried;theresults areshown inFig.15.5.Inthe continuous model
the inlet and exhaust model grossly underestimates the drying rate, while the model
withcorrection factor produces acceptable results.
The reason for the discrepancies between the continuous and batch models with the
average inlet and exhaust temperature model is that, in the batch dryer, the bed
shrinks during drying, so narrowing the differences between the inlet and exhaust
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temperatures. In the continuous dryer, the bed is of constant depth, with a greater
difference andtherefore agreater impact ondryingrate.
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Figure 15.5Actual andtwosimulation resultsfrom pilotscale continuous dryer.

15.4 Conclusion
Although the correction factor applied to the single layer bed model is the least
satisfying on a theoretical basis, in practice it matches the drying behaviour seen in
fluid beddryersbest.
This may give some insight into the reason for the factor; it is likely to be due to a
fluidization effect ratherthan adrying effect.
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16Appendix- On-line endpoint determination
forbatchteadryers*
16.1 Abstract
A laboratory batch fluid bed dryer was developed for handling small samples of tea
for experimental batch manufacture, and this dryer required a means of stopping
when drying was complete. A control system was devised which requires only the
weight of the sample to be entered into the controller. The system then takes full
control, using only an inlet and exhaust temperature measurement. A simulation
model was used to explore the operating region of the dryer, and how the various
disturbances affected drying time within this operating region. A relationship was
found which enabled asimple algorithm tobe developed, suitable for implementation
on a microcontroller. The method was found to be substantially independent of
variables such as sample moisture content and ambient air conditions, as well asinlet
temperature, over the range normally experienced. The algorithm was tested in
practice and found to give adequate control, substantially better than the manual
system used previously.

16.2 Introduction
Batchdryers arecommonly used inindustry,but lesscommonly incommercial tea
production. Hereabatch dryer isused inalaboratory application toprepare samples
for further analysis.Itisessentialtoperform thisoperation consistently inorderto
guaranteethequality ofthelaboratory results.Atthe TeaResearch Foundation
(Central Africa) adryerisrequired for small batchesoftea,manufactured for
research purposes ontheminiature processing system.Thebatch sizecanvary from
250gto600gandthe batcheshadtobedriedto3%m.cw.b..Fornormal operation,
thedryerneedstobecontrolled toproduceaconsistent drying curve,suchthatall
samplesundergo asnear identical treatment aspossible.Tothisend,acontrol system
isrequired todeterminetheend ofthedrying operation and switchthemachine off
automatically. Theexistingmachine isatray drier,withmanual operation andendof
operation determined bytimealone,resulting inamoisture content ranging from 2%
to6%w.b..Toemulatecommercial production,thedryerneedstodry inasimilar
waytoacontinuous fluidized bed dryer, soabatch fluid beddryershould beused.
Commercially available batch dryers which areused for tea sample drying are limited
in power through the constraints of a domestic electrical supply, so either the drying
rate or the sample size is limited. They often do not have a vibrated bedplate so

Submitted to Journal of Agricultural Engineering Research as Temple SJ; van Boxtel AJB "On-line
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manual agitation is required, at least at the early stages of drying. For reliable
experiments,manual intervention mustbekepttoanabsolute minimum.
For non-fluidized bed dryers, it is possible to determine the end point of drying by
weighing the material being dried. This gives a measure of moisture loss and if the
initial moisturecontent isknownthe final moisture content canbecalculated directly.
Alternativelythemoisture content maybeinferred from therateof loss.Inafluid bed
dryer the material is suspended in the air, and it is impractical to attempt to measure
its weight. Near infrared reflectance moisture measurement is a possible method for
endpointdetermination, butcostsareprohibitive.

16.3Methodology
Fig. 16.1 shows the profile of a typical batch drying operation, from the simulation
model previously defined by Temple and van Boxtel (1999)which covers continuous
and batch drying operations. The curve of exhaust temperature indicates the progress
ofdrying.
120 i

Fig.16.1Example ofsimulated batchdrying.

At the start of the run, the exhaust is close to saturation so this temperature value is
not useful, and at the end the temperature differential between inlet and exhaust is
small,soitisnoteasytoderive control information atthis point. Information must be
gained from the temperature transient. There should be a transition temperature
during a drying run, such that the time from the start of the run to the instant of
reaching the transition temperature (tl) can be expressed as a function of the time
from the transition temperature to reaching the end point of 3% moisture (t2). For
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accuracy of measurement, the temperature should occur when the rate of change of
temperature is greatest, normally between 50 and 80°C as in Fig. 16.1. The objective
of this work isto identify atransition temperature and a corresponding ratio oftl:t2,
so that the end point of the drying cycle can be identified in advance during the
dryingoperation.
The simulation model (Temple and van Boxtel 1999) used is written in the Matlab
programming language using Simulink graphical modelling software. It uses a set of
differential equationstomodelthewater,drymatter and enthalpy balances inadryer.
Thebatch dryer model isaspecial case ofthe continuousfluidbed dryer model,with
no inputs and no outputs. The starting load for the batch is used to initiate the
integrators. The model has been validated by independent experiments using the
apparatusforwhichthiscontrol systemisintended.
16.4 Apparatus
The equipment (Fig. 16.2) was based on the dryer used for validation of the dryer
model(Templeandvan Boxtel 1999).
actuator

/baffle
radiation7 heater
elements
baffle

vibrator

Fig. 16.2Schematic diagram ofbatch dryer

The bed area was 0.0576 m , and used a perforated metal bedplate vibrated at an
amplitude of approximately 1 mmat afrequency of about 10Hz.For a load of 600g
of dhool of 70% moisture content, this produces an initial bed loading of 10.4kg/m2
andaloadingatthe end oftherunof3.2 kg/m .
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Thesystem isoperated by amicrocontroller, which hasanalogue inputsfrom the inlet
temperature sensor,the exhaust temperature sensor andtheairflow sensor .There isa
pushbutton to start adrying run, and a second button to abort arun, or if thedryer is
off, to run the fan for a short period for bedplate cleaning. The microcontroller is
capable of integer arithmetic only; if more complex functions are required the most
effective method ofprogramming istheuseof a look-uptable.

16.5 Development of the method
A batch file was written to run the simulation model with combinations of different
loads,different dhoolmoisture contents,different inlet temperature settings, different
ambient wet and dry bulb temperatures, to cover the full range of conditions to be
expected. This resulted in over two thousand runs of the model. The batch file
collated the values of the time when the exhaust temperature crossed a given
threshold value, such as 60°C, and the time at which 3% moisture was achieved.
Fig.16.3 showsthat, despite some scatter,thevalues segregated into groups according
to the load of dhool, despite the variation in ambient conditions, inlet temperature,
airflow and dhool moisture. Other studies with the model demonstrated that, for a
continuous dryer,thefeed moisture contenthad much less effect onperformance than
feed rate.
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Fig. 16.3Relationship between timeto60°C exhaust temperature (tl) andtime
to3% moisture (tl +t2).Load:-0300g (5.2kg/m2); O400g (6.9kg/m2); A500g
(8.7kg/m2); x600g(10.4 kg/m2).
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It is clear from the relationship that, given the starting load, it is possible to determine
the time to the end point of drying, irrespective of other variables.
The microcontroller used for this system would use a too large proportion of its
resources if floating-point calculations were used, so a simpler formulation is
required. Instead of using a fixed temperature, it would be better to determine a
temperature at which the time to 3% is an integer function of the time to reach that
transition temperature, i.e. either tl/t2 or t2/tl is an integer. From the slopes of the
lines in Fig. 16.3,at 60°C transition, the values are close to 2 (i.e. tl=t2, so the slope
of tl vs. (tl+t2) is 2) (range of 1.9 to 3.6), so the objective was to determine the
temperature at which the value is exactly 2 for each load. To this end, a graph was
plotted for each load over the range of transition temperatures evaluated in the
modelling work. The result for a load of 500 g is shown in Fig. 16.4. Note that the yaxis in this graph now shows t2, the time from the transition temperature to the end,
rather than the start to the end as used in Fig. 16.3. This results in slopes close to 1,
rather than 2. Examination of the regression data in Fig. 16.4 shows that there is a
clear relationship between slope and transition temperature. It is also apparent that
the least scatter (greatest R 2 ) occurs close a slope of 1, and that at the highest
temperature the points are segregating into two groups.
y=1.2524x +7.1003
R2=0.923. *S
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05x+18.947
R2=0.947
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y=0.2784x+ 100.25
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Fig. 16.4 Relationship between time to transition temperature tl and time from
transition temperature to 3 % ,t2,for various transition temperatures and a load
of 500 g. Transition temperatures:- 060°C; x65°C; A 70°C; + 75T; ° 80°C.

If all the regression lines had intersected at zero, then the task would have been
simpler. Unfortunately they did not even have a common point of intersection, so a
solution could be to find a simple ratio of tl :t2, then determine the offset or intercept.
Taking the slopes of all the regression lines in Fig. 16.4, from a series of graphs for
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all values of load, allows the plotting of slope against transition temperature for each
load.
This produces Fig. 16.5, which plots the slope of the regression line against transition
temperature. From this, a value can be read off against a slope (y-axis) value of 1,
giving the transition temperature at which a slope of 1 occurs. This is not yet the
value required for the control system, because in Fig. 16.4 there was an offset value
as well as a slope.
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Fig. 16.5 Graph of slope of t2/tl against transition temperature. Load:- 0300g; O
400g;AS00g;x600g.
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Fig. 16.6 Graph of intercept of t2/tl against transition temperature. Load:- 0
300g; D400g; A 500g; x600g.
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A graph of these offset or intercept values against transition temperatures (Fig. 16.6)
showsthattherelationship isnolonger linear, and apolynomial hasbeen fitted. From
this graph, a value of offset can be read off, using the transition temperature for a
unity slope from Fig. 16.5.This procedure may be shown more clearly in Fig. 16.7,
combining the slope curve from Fig. 16.5 and the offset curve Fig. 16.6for a load of
400 gonly. Here Line 1is drawn at a slope value of 1. Line 2 is drawn from where
Line 1interceptstheslope linedowntothex-axis,where thetransition temperature is
read off (71°C). Then Line 3 is drawn from the intercept of Line 3 and the offset
curvetotheright hand y-axis,toread off thevalueofoffset of51seconds.

Transitiontemperature, °C
Fig. 16.7Procedure for obtainingtransition temperature andoffset for aloadof
400g.

Using this procedure for each value of load produces the data in Table 16.1. For
example, on a load of 500 g,the time from reaching 66°C to the end of the run (3%)
is the time from the start up to the time of reaching 66°C (tl) plus 22 seconds
(t2=tl+22). This is extremely easy to implement on a microcontroller. While the
temperature isbelow66°,aregister isincremented every second;onreaching 66°,the
value in the same register is decremented every second until it reaches zero. At this
point, the register is loaded with the offset value (22) and again decremented every
second until reaching zero.This isthen theend oftherun andthe tea should beat3%
moisture.
To obtain intermediate values, the values determined from Fig. 16.5 and Fig. 16.6
were plotted, resulting in Fig. 16.8, where a polynomial fit is shown. Intermediate
valuesaretakenfrom thisgraph andarealso showninTable16.1.
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Table 16.1Parameters forcontrol:valuesoftransition temperature and offset
givingtl=t2 forvariousloads.
Load,g Transition temperature °C Offset, s
600
60
4
550
63
10
500
66
22
450
69
35
400
71
52
350
73
73
300
75
98

100

74'

90
0 72

80

O

| 70'
£

70

i" 68

60
50

J 66

40

1 64

30
62

20

60
58
250

10
300

350

400

450
Load, g

500

550

600

0
650

Fig. 16.8Values fortransition temperature andoffset togiveunity slope(tl=t2),
plotted againstload.+transition;Uoffset.

This algorithm wasprogrammed intothe control system, with a front panel switch to
selectthe load in 50gsteps as shown inTable 16.1.A series ofrunswas carried out
at varying loads, with a fixed inlet temperature but with all other conditions
uncontrolled andthe dhool sampletaken from thenormal runofproduction.

16.6Results
The results gave a mean moisture content of 3.69%, with a standard deviation of+/0.70 over 13runs. The variation of +/-0.70 and deviation of 0.69% from the desired
value are consequence of clustering all cases to one general solution. However, the
result isafar better standard of accuracy than any manual system can maintain, andis
very close to the level of accuracy of the near infrared moisture metering system.
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Somefinetuning to reduce the mean to 3.0% would give optimal performance. This
couldbedonequitesimplybyhaving acontrol setbythe supervisor, notthe operator,
orbyprogramming adifferent value into the microcontroller program, which adds or
subtracts asmall offset tothetransitiontemperature,andpossibly asecond control for
the offset. Increasing the transition temperature, or increasing the offset, will reduce
thefinalmoisture content.

16.7 Conclusion
The endpoint of drying for batch dryer units can be determined from the transient
temperature. For microcontroller units a simple relation must be used because of
limited computing resources.From simulations such asimplerelationwasderived for
different bed loads with the temperature that will be achieved half way through the
drying period. This outcome can easily be implemented in a microcontroller to stop
the dryerequipment automatically. Experiments showedthattheaccuracy ofthefinal
moisture content was improved by areduction of the variation in moisture content to
much less than that of the traditional manual procedure. Implementation in the
microcontroller was simpleand initsuseonly themassofbed load mustbemeasured
and set on the controller, irrespective of changes in other variables over the normally
encountered range.Accuracy canbeimproved byrelative simpletuningmethods
It might be possible to determine the load automatically, by measuring the pressure
required to maintain fluidization, but this would require some sort of detector to
control theairflow toensurethat aconsistent degreeoffluidization ismaintained.
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17Appendix- Data loggingsystems
Until recently, all measurements and data management in tea processing were made
manually, with the potential for mistakes and omissions. A data logging system
initially designed for research purposes was developed into a new system that could
perform tea factory data logging economically, using computers already used in the
factory for financial calculations.
The system is called SLOGGER, a contraction of Serial LOGGER, as it consists of
microprocessor based satellite units connected into a network by RS485 serial
communication wiring. The standard unit (see Fig. 17.1) can handle up to eight
analogue inputs,eithervoltageorthermocouple signals.Thecurrentvalueofthe eight
signals goingintoeachunitisshown onaliquidcrystal displayontheunit.
Standard SLOGGER module
with LCDdisplay

Upto8 analogue.
8 thermocouple
or8digital/pulse
inputs

Tonext,
Slogger
module

35a33b 30c 25d
24e24f23g23h
Upto8 digital
control outputs

RS485 l i n k ^ /
daisychaining
upto32modules
' VDU ]
with
. mimicJ
Interface&
optoisolator

RS232link

PCfor datacollection
& management.
supervisory control.
DOS/Windows

Harddisk

Fig. 17.1Schematic ofasimple SLOGGER system.
As well as the standard module, alternative modules are available to monitor pulse
inputs, to display values from another module in graphical form (8 channel bar
graph),andto convert ashaft speed signal intoafermenting time.

This forms part of a paper published as Temple, S.J., Tambala, S.T. and van Boxtel, A.J.B.
Monitoring and control of fluid bed drying oftea. Control Engineering Practice (2000) 8(2) 165-173.
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Each unit is able to work as a stand-alone device, but full utility is gained from the
system when it is connected to a computer. Software is available to run under MSDOS, carrying out the data logging in the background while the user executes other
DOS programs. Alternatively, a Windows program may be used. Both sets of
software collect data to disk file, and can display the data as a graph or a table. The
Windowssoftware isalsoabletodisplay selected variablesonamimic diagram.
The system canhandleupto 31modules, potentially 248 data channels. The standard
analogue unit is designed with control functions in mind, and an eight way digital
output connector is an optional fitting. This can drive relays, and has been used for
airflow control and a simplified PDcontroller operating heater units. It has also been
used for the sequencing and control of a batch fluid-bed dryer and data logging from
thethin-layer testrig.
Basic components for the system were assembled in Malawi in the configurations
required for specific factory installations. The microcontrollers areprogrammed with
the code required for these installations; as one-time programmable chips are used, a
new device must be used to upgrade thefirmwarebut the cost of the devices is low.
Erasable chips were used during development. Systems have been installed in twothirds of the tea factories in Malawi as well as for research applications within the
TeaResearch Foundation (Central Africa).

18Appendix- Psychrometricrelations
The psychrometric equations for determination of air properties were taken from
ASHRAE(1981) and CIBSE(1975).
Nomenclature and abbreviations
Avalueconcerningthecurrentairstateisshownas "t",the valueofthe same variable
at saturation is shown as "t*".Celsius values for temperature are shown as "t" and
absolute (Kelvin) values shown as"T".Ristheuniversal gasconstant 8314.41 J/(kg
mol.K)
Atmospheric pressure at altitude
P.=P„*

IOO0.P,,

wherePaandPsiarepressureataltitudeand sealevel respectively, kPa,.
Source:CIBSEGuideSection Cl/2
Saturation pressure at specified temperature Pws
l n O O ^ y +Q + c ^ r +c , ^ 2 +CUT3 +C13ln(r)
for saturation over liquid water in the temperature range 0-200°C where pwsis
saturation pressure,Pa,Tisabsolutetemperature,°K="C+273.1,C8=-5.8002206E3,
C9=1.3914993, C10= -4.8640239E-2, Cll=4.1764768E-5, C12= -1.4452093E-8,
C13=6.5459673.
Source:ASHRAEequation4.
Humidity ratio atsaturationWs
Theratio ofthe massofwater vapour to themassofdryairinthe sample, calculated
asamole fraction.
W. =0.62198P-P*
where 0.62198 istheratio ofmolecular masses (18.01528/28.9645), pw isthepartial
pressureofwatervapour andpisthetotal pressureofgas.
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This is calculated for both ambient conditions and saturation at the wet bulb
temperature using the saturated pressures at dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures
respectively.
Source: ASHRAEequation 20
Humidity ratio of moist air (dryer input air) W
TTr

W=

(2501-2.381?*W - ( ' - ' * )
:
—
2501+1.805?-4.186?
Source:ASHRAEequation33

Degree ofsaturationju
The ratio of air humidity ratio W to the humidity ratio Ws at the same temperature
andpressure.
W

where W, =0.62198—^P-Pw,
Source:ASHRAEequation 21

Relative humidity <j>
This is calculated as the ratio of the partial pressure of water vapour present to the
partialpressure at saturation.

P»,
Usingthevaluefor degreeofsaturationabovewecanusetherelation

*=—V^
Degreeof saturation andrelativehumidity arebothzeroatdryair conditions and both
unityat saturation,butdiffer atvaluesbetween,andmore soathighertemperatures.
Source: ASHRAEequations 22and23.
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Volume of moist air v
This isexpressed intermsofaunitmassofdryair.
_RT{\ +1.607800
28.9645p
Source:ASHRAEequation 26
Enthalpy of moist air h
Thisisthe sumoftheenthalpies ofthecomponents ofthemixture.
A =r+ ^(2501+1.805/)
wheretisthedrybulbtemperature andenthalpy isinunits ofkJ/kg.
Source:ASHRAEequation 30
Water vapour partial pressure

pw
P* =

pW
(0.62198+fT)
Source:ASHRAEequation 34

Dewpoint

temperature

The dewpoint temperature can be calculated from the water vapour partial pressure
usingthefollowing equationwhich isvalid for thetemperature range0-93°C.
td =a +ba +ca2 +da3

+e(pw)om4

where tj is dewpoint temperature, °C,a is log of partial water vapour pressure, kPa,
a=6.54,b=14.526,c=0.7387,d=0.09486, e=0.4569
Source:ASHRAEequation 35
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